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1. Kyle Cook (fr.) puts his family to work for the first time at good ol' ONI). Move-ln Day is
a day of mixed emotions. For students, it is a day of neverending excitement, as they
meet new friends, get reacquainted with old friends and leave the confinements of home.
For most parents, however, it is a day of sadness, as they are forced to let their children
go. (photo by Stephanie Mctlelly) 2. RA Ashley Brace (so.) checks in Annamary Leonard
(fr.) as Judah Ball (]r.) waits to help unpack, (photo by Stephanie Mctlelly) 3. Here are a
few brave souls that have decided to devote their time to service in Chapman Hall as RAs
(from l-r): Dereck Bowshier (so.), Maher Sandouka (sr.), Jason Miller (jr.), Aaron Tagert
(jr.), Aaron Hird (sr.) and Michael Remole (so.), (photo by Stephanie Mctlelly) 4. Ahh ...
the comforting welcome banner. Each year, the welcome banner is displayed over the
entrance to Ludwig. This banner reassures the students that they have come to the right
place for a liberal arts "Education With a Christian Purpose." (photo by 5tephanie Mctlelly)
5. A5C members (from l-r) Erin Rumbley (sr.), Kris Dunlop (sr.) and Tara Beth Moore (sr.)
drtve around in style as they distribute water to those who need a break, (photo by
Stephanie Mctlelly) 6. Friends Emily Schmidt (so.) and Beth Johnson (so.) help each
|other put the finishing touches on their rooms, (photo by Emily Rosner) 7. Ashton Eadie
(fr.) takes a moment to take a picture with his family before they leave him for the first
time, (photo by Jesse tloneman) 8. Apartment check-ins are always fun! Students who
ive in apartments are given more privileges than those who live in the residence halls:
they no longer have curfew and "open house" is more frequent, (photo by Stephanie
Mctlelltf 9. Ftechael Clark (fr) and her father smile as they finally bring in their last load
from the car. (photo by Jesse tloneman) 10. Grand Apartments RA Faith Newman (jr.)
grabs some supplies to bring her door decorations to life, (photo by Stephanie Mctlelly)

1 "If you want to view paradise, simply look around and view it." This year, seniors opened up the world of imagination, as "Willy Wonka"
(Hick'Carlson) led Charlie (Adam Zwirkoski) and his friends (from l-r), Brett Tescher, Molly Sutherland and Matt Ryan, through the land of
Olivet.' 'heir first stop:' the eternal flame (Matt Powell), (photo by Jonathan Tran) Z. The team cheers as Kristina Cloud swallows 10 live
goldfisn that nad been carried back to hei from the mouths of 10 fellow seniors, (photo by Lori 5hand) 3. 5eniors proudly displayed their
class color everywhere, (photo by Lori 5hand) 4 .‘"Pink is my favorite color." Traveling back to their freshman year, the seniors performed
Aerosmlth's'"Pink." (photo by btephanle Mctlelly)’ 5. Chew it up, Ben! Ben Kumor grabs an onion out of the mystery bag and shoves it
Into his mouth as quickly as possible in order to get ahead in the game, (photo by Lori 5hand) 6. With boas, 1980s hair styles and pink
*
*
wgalore, the seniors were all decked out and ready to accept their long-awaited first place at Ollies Follies 2003-04. (photo by Jonathan
Tran) '7. 5ocia! Comrhittee nnembers Janna Knight, Meal Mollis and 5cott Zurcher prepare for the war to begin, (photo by Kristina Cloud) 8.
Pretty in.pink, these seniors pause from the chaos of winning for one last Ollies Follies group photo, (photo by Megan O'Connell)
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1. Peter Anderson tries
to chew the junior class
to victory in the "mys
tery food" game.
5aturday morning of
Ollies Follies is always
filled with wachy relay
games, (pnoto by Kristina Cloud) 2. Amy Broohs and Donny
folierson stiut their stuff during the talent portion of the competion 5aturday night. This year, the juniors had a competition
^
%
•* +
between the different sides of the dining hall, (photo by
5tepTiame MetieIly) 3. In response to what the other side of the
<► ' + #
t 't
dining hall said, this side waves and flails their arms in anger
and protest The running Johe on campus is that the north and
south sides of the dining hall are in a "battle," and one does
not dare cross to the other side.-.(photo by Stephanie Mctlelly)
4. "The last will be first, arid the first will be last. ..." The juniors
were
out
In full' force
this year trying to beat the results from
-*
,-a
•
their first two years on campus. (They received last place for
two consecutive years.) (photo by Kristina Cloud) 5. "Ginny the
lunch lady/' a.h.a. Jessica L. Blake, tries to bring together the
two sides of the dining hall. In the end, she successfully brings
*
» f
'
r
the two sides together by singing "Jesus, Draw Me Close."
(photo by Stephadfe Mctlelly)
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1. The sophomores
put on a lively perfor
mance of the popular
Broadway hit STOMP!
for their talent. They
used garbage cans,
dumpsters and more to create a rockin' beat. Some even painted their faces for
an overall effect, (photo by Stephanie Mcdeiiy) 2. Malachi Kelly, Josh
Fightmaster and Jordan Gallup's performance left the crowd speechless, (photo
by Stephanie Mcdeiiy) 3. Playing off the Olivet Admissions slogan, "You belong
here," Erin Mages (far right) tells her parents, Andrew Twibell and Emily Rosner,
this is where she must come to school. The tour with the "hot" admissions
counselor surely helped aid her decision! (photo by Stephanie Mcdeiiy) 4. Dan
Jinks shoves guacamole into his mouth during one of the relay races to help his
class win this event. In the name of class spirit and competition, people can be
encouraged to do some strange and unusual things, (photo by Kristina Cloud)
5. "Sophomores! Sophomores!" The sophomore class turned out en masse in
blue to cheer on their classmates in the skit and talent competition. Their class
won the skit and talent competition with their creativity and acting abilities. As
seen in this photo, bandanas were a "must have" for those students truly seek
ing to support their class, (photo by Stephanie Mcdeiiy)

1. Chelsea McKay does her part in order to create a
“funky Deal" with the rest of the freshman class. The
fresnmen
did
a version of 5tomp, cafeteria
style.
~ ».
• h " f .
.
(pnoto by Srepnanle Mcdeiiy) 2. .Jon hall prepares to
attack as the volleyball flys Dver the net. (photo by
Megan O'Connell) 3. For the grand finale, Jared
Morehouse awed the audience with a tap number.
«•*.
,
‘
, .
(photo by btephanle Mcdeiiy) 4. Pausing for the first of
many group pictures, the fresnmen replace their game
faces'with precious smiles. (photo by Kristina Cloud)
5. Every Ollies Follies involves tradition, and the pyra
mid contest is one of them. This year's freshmen tried
their best to be as fast and strong as possible. (photo
by Megan O'Connell)
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1. To show his support for the Multiethnic Relations Committee,
Bob Kring takes a seat in the dunk tank for a party in the Quad.
Egging on the crowd, Kring seems rather confident that he will
remain dry. (photo by Emily Rosnei) 2. One popular guest during
the first week of school was the man on stilts. Dressed to
impress, this guest provided entertainment by making various '
kinds of balloon animals for the students who attended. (photo by
otephanie Mcdeiiy) 3. During the first week of school, a wall was
set up in the middle of the Quad. This climbling wall was brought
to Olivet from hidden Cove, (photo by btephanie Mcdeiiy) 4.
These students added flavor to the festivities as they learned the
lula dance at the Multiethnic Relations Committee block party.
photo Emily Rosnei) 5. Students line up for a Western-themed
~neal in the Quad on a chilly fall day. Themed dinners added spice
to evening meals by Sodexho, (photo by Kris Dunlop) 6. Back by
popular demand, this year's bull had bungee cords rather than
electricity. The bull was introduced last year, and the excitement
that existed then was still in the air. (photo by Adam 5chwer)
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1. Michelle Carter (sr.) and Michael Remole
(so.) make sure tney get their studying
done during their "down time." (photo by
Kristina 'loud) 2. Marcus Cleveland (sr.),
* . a-A ^ */t* *1 ,f* v*.' ’
5teven Baker (sr.), Adam hetzel (so.) and
\ •t
j ‘ It
jr
•
Phli 5mith (jr.) sing barbershop style about
the pig they so deariy love in "More Than
Just a Friend" from the musical 5tate Fair,
{photo by Kristina Cloud) 3. Amy Brooks
(jr.) perfectly plays the part of Vera in the
duet "Bosom Buddies" from Mame. (photo
, **
<\ S'* „
^
*>
by Kristiha Cloud) Jj Julia Perkinson (fr.)
practices rising from the stage on a lift dur"‘H -»
ing the song "Me Lives in You" from the
* 4- #• . . V * » . ' *
Broadway musical The Lion King, {photo by
*-< r « * 5
Kristina Cloud) 5. Olivet's portion from
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat, one of the mostpopular musi
cals ever, kept the audience entertained, as
many audience rriembers sang along.
{photo.by Kristina.Cloud)

6. Andrea Boswell (jr.) and Rodney Kilgore
(jr.) were soloists in the fast-paced, high
energy closer of the show, "You Can't Stop
the Beat," from the hit musical Hair 5pray.
(photo by Kristina Cloud) 7. The masters
behind the music (back row from l-r): Tyler
Dunlop (so.), Kevin Payton (fr.), Erica
Rumbley (so.), Ben Moody (sr.), (front row)
Jessica Pennington (sr.) and Jennifer Cates
(sr.). (photo by Kristina Cloud) 8. The all
male song "Boi Doi" from Miss 5aigon fea
tured a slide-show presentation. The song
was about the "dust of the earth," or the
forgotten ones in life, (photo by Kristina
Cloud) 9. Tap dancers completed this fine
performance by the females in "42nd
Street." (photo by Kristina Cloud)
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L. Sydney Potts (so.) added a little Olivet humor when creating this cosume resembling the OMU "bubble." (photo by Jessica Pennington) 2.
i t's a bird! It's a plane! Well, w ait... nope. It's supergirls (from l-r) Beth
1 lohnson (so.) and Jessica Allison (so.) arriving just in time to save the
>arty! (photo by Adam 5chwei) 3. Looks like Peter Pan finally got
■ >ooked. Professor Amy Tallman and her husband, hills RD Brent Tallman,
I |:ame dressed to impress, (photo by Adam 5chwer) 4. Everyone was at
3| his party! Even an escaped convict! (Brett Dollens, sr.) (photo by Adam
Ichwer) 5. The OMU math professors came in their best attire. Dr.
I itephen Brown (William Radtke, sr.), Dr. David Atkinson (Adam Zwirkoski,
B>r.), Dr. Dale Hathaway (Jon Melson, jr.) and Dr. Daniel Careen (Matthew
I ilenn, sr.) won one of the costume contests of the evening, (photo by
T -55-ca Pennington) 6. Can you guess who's under this costume? hint:
* le's the student body president. Kris Dunlop (sr.) came in an odd, yet
I 'ilarious disguise, (photo by Jessica Pennington) 7. Remember these
lolls? Diane Richardson (sr.), Amy 5tipp (sr.) and Lindsay Myers (sr.)
i Ting back the troll doll fad. (photo by Jessica Pennington) 8. Providing
;uality entertainment, the OMU Jazz Band added flavor to this crazy
arty. Did you know that the M5M butterfly plays the saxophone? (subnitted photo) 9. Peace is right! Andrew Twibell (so.) came as our
ation's president, George W. Bush, (photo by Adam 5chwei)
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1. Princess Erin flara (sr.) is spotted talking to a
group of friends on her way. to che football
game (photo by Mary Faw) 2. (Back row, from
l-r) Josh Bamnger (sr.). Jeff Popenhagen (sr.),
Jessica Blake Or.) and (front row) professor
Brock,5chroeder take pride in being a part of
- *Ahe "Event 5taff." Who;wouldn't? (photo by
Mary Faw) 3. Lisa Bergmann (so.), a member
f
*
*
of tjae softoall team, does her part as she helps
with concessions at the football game, (photo
by Mary Faw) 4. As part of the event staff, Jeff
Popenhagen (5r.) collects tickets at the football
game, (photo b y' Mary Faw) 5. At the basketoall game, members of ROTC hold the flags
nigh as Orpheus Choir sings the "Star-Spangled
B a n n e r." {photo by The Image Group)
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6. This year's homecoming marked the 50th anniversary of crowning
a queen. During halftime of the basketball game, many of the past
queens were honored, (photo by The Image Group) 7. Dr. Gary Allen
Henecke was this year's homecoming chapel speaker. Dr. henecke
is an alumnus of Olivet and now serves as senior pastor of Nashville
First Church of the Nazarene in Nashville, Tenn. (photo by Jason Ellis)
8. Southern gospel singers The Martins performed Saturday night for
the annual homecoming concert. Their perfect harmony flooded
Mchie Arena as the audience worshiped right along with them, (photo
by Jason Ellis) 9. (From l-r) Matt Soulia (fr.), Adam headley (fr.),
Ryan Grigsby (fr.), Johnnie Blewett (fr.) and Seth Lewis (fr.) show
their Tiger spirit at the men's basketball game, (submitted photo)
10. Students, alumni and faculty packed the stands for the soldout
basketball games. (Front row l-r) Steve Sheets (sr.), Levi Williams
(fr.), Wesley hall (jr.), David Morris (jr.), Zach Sheets (jr.), (back row)
Jake Edwards (jr.) and Peter Anderson (jr.) stare in awe as the bas
ketball gets stuck, (photo by The Image Group)

1. The 2002-03 Williams RAs reunited to celebrate with A m y 5tlpp
(sr.) (clockwise,.from bottom left): Karl Jharp (sr.), Donna
Hollandsworth (RD), Erin Mara (sr.), Faith Newman (jr.), 5arah Ross
(sr.), 5tephame McNelly (sr.) and Emily Huggins (sr.). (submitted
photo) 2. Erin Mara (sr.) with friend Aubrey Marks (jr.). (photo b y
Hayley Yoder) 3. 2002 Homecoming Queen Candace Hatchett
crowns A m y Stipp (sr.). (photo b y 5tephanle McHelly) 4. Tara Beth
Moore-(sr.) with escort Nate Clark (sr.) (photo b y Hayley Yoder) 5.
The court smiles for'the camera, (photo b y Erin Ouwenga) 6. Kara
Scammahorn (s r ) with escort Brett Tescher (sr.) (photo b y Hayley
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Yoder) 7. Sarah Windholz (sr.) with escort Kevin Hughes (sr.) (photo
b y Erlp Ouwenga) 8. A m y Stipp takes a m om ent to walk the red
carpet, (photo b y Erin Ouwenga)
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1- Chapel 15 considilr
»Tfe
f -iI
ered to be one of the
most important
V
events of the week,
BL
*
as services provide
an opportunity for
spiritual development and self-reflection. (photo by Jason
s
*m
Ellis) 2 Almost every chapel begins with worship. During
tnis time, evidence of worship is seen in a variety of ways
*
A
* ^
and God's presence is evident. (photo by Jason Ellis) 3.
*f * f.
*
*
This yeaF marked the beginning of the First Words chapei,
when freshmen gather on Tuesday mornings and are
given their first helping of guidance from OhU faculty and
staff {photo by'Brittney Brown) 4. This year's fail revival
*0
** s *. *
.
speaker was Dr. Norman Moore. Adding a little bit of
*
r *
humor to his seimons, Dr. Moore kept the audience capti
vated with his words. (photo by Adam 5chwei) 5.
Chaplain Michael Benson is a frequent speaker for chapel.
Even on days he's not preaching, Benson is usually on
the stage praying or introducing guest speakers. (photo

by jason Ellis)

,

6. Dr. John Bowling
speaks annually at
the first and last
chapels of the
semester. These
rank among the favorite chapels by the students. On campus, Dr.
Bowling is seen as a man of respect, dignity and honor, (photo by The
Image Oroup) 7. Becky Gray and her husband, Bob, were the worship
leaders for the Fall Revival services. (photo by Adam 5chwer) 8. To start
the year off with a hint of familiarity, PraiZe, one of Olivet's ministry
teams, led worship for the first chapel of the semester. PraiZe was just
one of many groups that led students in worship this year, (photo by The
Image Oroup) 9. Ted Rennert (sr.), the pianist for PraiZe, completes the
group and adds flavor to the sound, (photo by The Image Qroup) 10.
Bruno Radi, director of missions in South America for the Church of the
Nazarene, spoke to students this fall and challenged students to be open
to the call of Cod in their lives. For this chapel, Radi spoke entirely in
Spanish while Brian Wilson, Chicago Central's district superintendent,
translated into English, (photo by Stephanie Mctielly)
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1. McClain girls (back
row, from l-r) Jennifer
Rockefeller (so.),
Lindsey Bellmer (so.),
<5
Stephanie Wright (so.),
B R fc
—
. '
Faith Berger (so.),
(front row) 5arah
*
w
Orogran (so.) and Rebecca Knowles (so) get pumped up for
the Costume and Candy Fest. (submitted photo) Z. (From
front to back) 5arah Oonzaiez (sr.), Michelle Carter (sr.) and
Autumn Shepherd (sr.) love being roommates. In their apart
ment, laughter is consistently present. (submitted photo) 3.
Casey Lacher (so.) surprises herself as she cooks up some
thing edible for breaKfasI (photo by 5tephanie Mchlelly) 4.
(Bottom ow, from l-r) Susan Fleming (fr.), Jordan LaPinta
(fr.), (second row) Bekah McCoy (fr.), Erin Mall (fr.), (third
row) Angie Beauvais (fr.), Susan 5hand (fr.), (top row)
' r
Stephanie Stull (fr.) and Miki Ward (fr.) spend many hours
calking and hanging out on Williams fourth north, (submitted
photo) 5. Tara Mast (jr.) is brave enough to allow her room
mate, Jenni Bast (jr.), to take a pair of scissors to her head
because it's cheaper than going anywhere else to get her
hair'cut! (submlttted photo)

6. Roxanne
Pennington (fr.), Jake
Chastain (so.) and
Autumn 5hepherd
(sr.) play cards when
they don't seem to
have much else to
do. (photo by Jessica Pennington) 7. Birthdays away from home can be tough,
but that's why Ood invented friends — to help us celebrate! here, friends in
McClain help Becky Wynstra (so.) celebrate her 19th birthday: (from l-r) Becky
Wynstra (so.), Jill Fleagle (so.), Lindsey Czechowicz (so.), Katie Kalemkarian (so.),
Lori Larson (so.), Jessica kelton (so.), Jamie 5ugg (so.) and Audrey Lareau (so.).
(photo by 5tephanie Mcflelly) 8. Orand RA Faith hewman (jr., back right) pauses
to take a picture with a few of her girls: Andrea Carter (jr., back left), Katie Jones
(jr., front left), Emily Jones (sr., front right) and Katie and Emily's sister, Rachel
(front center) who was visiting for the weekend. (submitted photo) 9. (Front
row, l-r) Ryan Quanstrom (fr.), Adam headley (fr.), (back row) Angie Beauvais
(fr.), 5usan 5hand (fr.), Niki Ward (fr.), 5tephanie Stull (fr.) and Matt 5oulia (fr.)
take advantage of open dorms on 5unday nights in Chapman hall. (submitted
photo) 10. Floor parties can be a blast! here, residents of first-floor McClain goof
off at a pizza party. (From l-r) Adrienne Macz (sr.), Amanda Rutledge (so.), Renee
Reich (jr.) and 5arah Ross (sr.). (photo by 5tephanie Plchelly) 11. 5ara Anderson
(sr.) decorates for Christmas, (photo by Jessica Pennington)
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1. David Mitten (jr.) and Emily Wright (sr.) relax at home
•r ^
/
groups, home groups provide a chance for students to get
off campus
toM relax in the home of a caring community
> *
0
memuer. (photo, by 5tephanle Mctlelly) 2. Erin Laning (sr.)
and Stephanie Mchelly (sr.) took a trip this fall to Mchelly's
hometown, St. Louis, to visit the Gateway Arch (submitted
photo)
The QMJ Pep-Band.;played at the home football
games this year.The band adaed to the excitement of the
0m '
*+ *
P
<*
games, as the members helped get the crowd rowdy, (sub
* ■ *
*
w
,
• %
'nitted photo) 4. (From l-r) Katie Kalemkarian (so.), Lori
Larsdn (so.), Lonna Basco (so ) and Jill Fleagle (so.) wait at
che University Park train station for their train to Chicago.
This is a popular weekend destination for OhU students.
(submitted photo) 5. (From l-r) Becky Warby (so.) and
* *Beihany Denhart (so.) pose by an old church in Chicago.
*
*
*
i
(photo by btephanle Mcflelly)

1 6 (Back row, from l-r) Jessica Heck (so.), Barah Gill (so.), Bethany
■ Denhart (so.), Jenni Childers (so.), Mariah Becrest (so.), Becky Warby
l(s o .) and (front row) Kari Roland (so.) take a moment to bask in the glory
fflof the John Hancock Building's bathroom, (photo by 5tephanie Mcllelly)
W7. Many students can be found hanging out in Ludwig on the weekends
lplaying Ping-Pong, foosball or pool, here, Danielle Theiss (so.) is involved
in an intense game of Ping-Pong, (photo by Mary Faw) 8. Judah Ball (jr.),
Ashlee Stephens (jr.), Becca Bates (jr.) and Tressa Wallace (jr.) hide out in
this beautiful scenery, (photo by Emily Rosner) 9. Biology majors barely
' ever get a break. For these students, studying on the weekends is a
must, as they prepare for the MCAT. here, llija Btojcevski (sr.) and hillarie
*Jhudson (jr., far left) dive into their books as Christina Doerr (sr.) looks
J over their shoulders to help explain confusing information, (photo by
I Tiffany DeMint) 10. Annie McCance (jr.), Kasey McDowell (sr.), and
, Meghan Casey (jr.) drove six hours for extra credit, here, they smile in
front of the snake mound in Ohio, (submitted photo) 11. home football
games were packed out last fall as students came out to cheer on the
Tigers, (submitted photo)

1. Essie (Kathy O'Dowd, fr.) and Ed (Rodney
Kilgore, ir ) Carmichael sic on the couch and
. .; r • ' ' / '•*
v* listen to Essie's sister, Alice, talk about her
new boyfriend in You Can't Take It With You.
■ if , V V~V\
\ * :* . *
(photo Oy Megan O'Connell)' 2. Reba (Rosha
t
f
1 '
-*
Reid, so.), the family's'maid, lends advice to
' - ■ J *V >. t - * f< '' ■

Mrs. Sycamore's writing as she sets the table
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by Megan

C
' 'T/y O 'C o n n e lls ' Mr. Boris Kolenkhov (Stephen
f'f.* /*?.
tVT'V r ‘
-v *•*'
✓
roxworthy, jr.), Essie's dance teacher, rants
and raves about his student s latest attempt
at dance, (photo by Megan O'Connell) 4. Ed
Carmichael’ (Rodney Kilgore, jr.) plays the
xylophone so his wife, Essie (not pictured),
,
‘ *.“< > .- , f*
■..
can practice her ballet (photo by Megan
...
^
O'Connell) 5. (Erom J-r) Grandpa Martin
i ‘ ' -»w
* - **- r r
Vanderhoff (Brennan v/idt, jr.), Paul Sycamore
% % - ''
„ -x:
•■
(Jarrett Chartey, jr.), Tony Kirby (Christopher
Kearby, sr.) and Penny Sycamore (Erin
Mages, so.) sit aiound tne'table and chat.
This is the first time that Tony has met Alice's
rather eccentric family, (photo by Megan

O'Connell)

'

6. Mr. DePinna (Dan Aumiller, jr.) shares
an exciting fireworks idea with his partner,
Paul Sycamore (not pictured), {photo by
Megan O'Connell) 7. Alice Sycamore (Kate
Zarko, so.) and Tony Kirby (Christopher
Kearby, sr.) share a romantic toast follow
ing their engagement. (photo by Megan
O'Connell) 8. Alice Sycamore (Kate Zarko,
so.) tries telling her occupied father, Paul
(Jarrett Chaney, jr.), about her new beau,
but he's too occupied reading Trotsky.
Grandpa Martin Vanderhoff (Brennan Vidt,
jr.) looks on, smiling as always, (photo by
Megan O'Connell) 9. (Prom l-r) Grandpa
Martin Vanderhoff (Brennan Vidt, jr.), Paul
Sycamore (Jarrett Chaney, jr.) and Mr.
henderson (Luke Wadsworth, jr.), an IBS
agent, are distracted while discussing
Grandpa's 25 years of unpaid income tax.
(photo by Megan O'Connell)

1. This year was Rachel Smith's (sr.) first time as a soloist for
Messiah, {photo by Jonathan Tran) 2. Each year, Dr. Jeff Bell
and Dr. Meal Woodruff take turns directing the choir and orches
tra for Messiah. This year, it was Dr. Bell's turn, (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 3. Dr. Bell carefully instructs the strings, (photo
by Jonathan Tran) 4. The choir and orchestra fill the entire
stage, (photo by Jonathan Tran) 5. The violins pay careful atten
tion to the music to create a beautiful sound, (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 6. Soloists Rachel Smith (sr.) and Stacie
Knefelkamp (sr.) turn to watch another soloist perform, (photo
by Jonathan Tran) 7. Steven Baker (sr.) was one of the student
soloists for this year's Messiah, (photo by Jonathan Tran) 8. All
of the OMU choirs joined together for this special night, (photo
by Jonathan Tran) 9. Dr. Jeff Bell leads the choir to perfection.
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 10. The cellos team up to create a
mellow tone within the construction of the orchestra, (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 11. Scott Whalen (sr.) sings his solo, while Brad
Senffner (jr.), who was also a soloist, looks on. (photo by
Jonathan Tran)

1 (From l-r)
Lori Larson
(so.), Audrey
Lareau (so.),
Erin Smith
(fr.), Beth
Schmidt (so.)
and Jon
Poling (so.)
pause during
dinner for a group picture, (submitted photo) 2. Good
friends (from l-r) Erin Mara (Sr.) and Emily Rosner (so.)
take time out of their busy night for a special hug.
O' ' .• < A# '
.
■
{submitted,photo) 5 (From l-r) Emily Wright (sr.),
David Mitten (jr.), Tom 5mitn (jr.) and Laura Meyer (jr.)
, t
- »- ' . *
'
"■
show that Christnrias Banquet is, a great place to go
on a aate. (submitted photo) 4. These fine-looking
guys, (from |-r) Andrew Twibeil (so.), Ryan Walker
(so.), Jonathan Agan (so.), Jeff Litsey (so.) and Luke
Sanders (so.), decided they needed to take a picture
since they looked so good. (submitted photo) 5.
r
f>/
.
Am y Lantz (so.), a member of Social Committee,
*
*■ **
'
*
ft
nelps decorate for the annual tradition. (submitted
*■»
photo) w
s

6. Before heading
out to pick up their
dates, these guys
(front row l-r), Matt
Lees (so.), Dave
1 McMeely (so.), Marc
Trembly (so.), (back
row) Jesse Rexroth
■ (jr.), Jon Poling (so.)
and John Martin (so.), paused for a picture, (submitted photo) 7.
(Kneeling) Tanya Jernberg (sr.), (standing from l-r) Kristin Roy (sr.),
Amy Stipp (sr.), 5arah Ciuengerich (sr.), Diane Richardson (sr.) and
Judy Moore (sr. ) have fun playing with the gifts at this year's
Christmas Banquet. 5orry, girls, the boxes are empty, (submitted
photo) 8. Before making the trek across campus to Chalfant for the
banquet, roommates (from l-r) Erin Laning (sr.), Bekah Bates (jr.) and
Emily Wright (sr.) captured the night on film, (submitted photo) 9.
(Erom l-r) Emily Rosner (so.), Micole Baty (so.), Kerrin Jerome (so.),
Emily Schmidt (so.), Kristin Holcomb (so.), Jessica Allison (so.), Molly
Taylor (so.), Katie Pyle (so.), Katie Kalemkarian (so.), Jill Eleagle (so.)
and Beth Johnson (so.) decided to have a little fun with their group
picture, (submitted photo) 10. Social Committee members (from l-r)
Lindsay Myers (sr.), Michael Remole (so.) and Tara Mast (jr.) help set
up "Home for the Holidays." (submitted photo)

1. Washkau: Jesse (so.) and 5arah
(fr.). 2. 5mith: Laura (sr.) and Brad
(fr.) 3. Bennett: Katie (jr.) and
Becky (fr.) 4. Arntson: Allison (sr.)
and Aaron (so.) 5. Bridges: Jesse
(sr.), Thom as (jr.) and Julia (fr.) 6.
Quanstrom : Luke (sr.) and Ryan (fr.)
7. Hansen: Ryan (sr.) and Thea (so.)
8. Jordan: Kevin (so.) and Megan
(fr.) 9. harm s: Megan (sr.) and
Patrick (fr.) 10. Tressler: Rebecca
(sr.) and Malanna (fr.) 11. Ciress:
Joshua (so.) and 5arah (fr.) 12.
Tubbs: Marcie (jr.) and Jam ie (fr.)
13. Brooks: Tim oth y (graduate stu
dent) and A m y (jr.) 14. Matson:
Melody (Grim m ) (University Place
RD) and Lyndon (jr.) 13. Jackson:
Brittany (sr.) and Lauren (fr.) 16.
Metz: Colleen (sr.) and A lex (so.)
17. Yowell: Landon (sr.) and Lindsay
(fr.) 18. Dafoe: Kati (jr.) and Cara
(fr.) 19. Jernberg: Tanya (sr.) and
Tom (fr.) 20. holm es: Jeanne (sr.),
Jennifer (jr.) and Joni (fr.) 21.
Cleveland: Marcus (sr.) and Leslie
(fr.) 22. Colem an: Letitia (jr.) and
Louis (fr.) 23. Tripp: Brooke (jr.) and
Tara (fr.) 24. Wright: Em ily (sr.) and
Kiel (fr.) 25. Adkins: Melissa (jr.)
and Monica (fr.) 26. Zwirkoski:
Adam (sr.) and Debbie (fr.) 27.
McMahan: Dan (sr.) and Matt (fr.)
28. Gilbert: Crystal (sr.) and Cara
(so.) (all subm itted photos)

aA
1. Dr. John C. Bowling and
his wife, Jill, take a
Christmas picture by their
colorful wreath. (photo by
Kristina Cloud) 2. Dr,
Bowling and Jill prepare for
the annual A5C Christmas
dinner. Each year, the
Bowlings host the hors
d'oeuvres. (photo by Megan
O'Connell) 3. The first cou
ple of Olivet shows their
Christmas jo y. (photo by
Megan O'Connell)
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have you ever thought about how many figures of
speech relate to our feet?
*■*’.

.' -r

i -

A

V

f

*

We/ vtalk about ^’’putting your
best foot forward" and getting "off on the right foot." We
'■

*"sit at
•*. the
** feet"
' - of our teachers.» We speak of gaining a "foothold" and talk of being "foot
loose.'' There are times when we "put a foot in our mouth" or keep "dragging our feet." A
person with little conviction or fortitude is one with "feet of clay."
'

Every 4now. and
then, we get "cold feet" when faced with a new challenge or obsta* ,H „ *

**'■*>

cle. Other times,, we jump right in and "get our feet wet." Often we need to just "keep our
feet on the ground." We are told to "stand on your own two feet" and cautioned about not
gettingTswept off our feel " And, of course, there are moments when we need to "put our
foot'down
C\.
- ^ *•
' * * ^ *»To all of those references, the Aurora adds another image for us to think about this
year. It is the image of being "Barefoot Before God."
When I hear that phrase, I think of Moses and his encounter with God, which is
described in Exodus chapter three. Moses sees a bush that is burning and, yet, not con-

n

sumed, 50 he turns aside to investigate.
It is then God Who speaks to Moses.
The first thing that happens is
that God calls him by name (hold that
thought). Then Me says to Moses, "Take
off your sandals, for the place where
you are standing is holy ground." God is
asking Moses to be barefoot before
Mim. By the time the conversation with
God concludes, Moses has a new, clear
and direct view of God's will for him.
Is there a lesson in this story for those of us here at Olivet? Moses was in a place where God could
get his attention, call him aside and talk to him. The spot where God and Moses met was an ordinary place
that became extraordinary because of the presence of God. Olivet is designed to be such a place for you.
God's presence is on this campus as well.
During your college years, you have a unique opportunity to draw close to God and hear Mis voice
calling your name. Those moments may come in some unexpected ways; your burning bush might be a
chapel service, a conversation with a professor, a lesson in class, the influence of a classmate or a hundred
other possibilities. Whatever the "bush"
might be for you, be ready to pause
ard listen for the voice of God calling
your name.
I am convinced that here at
Olivet, God meets with us, speaks to us
and, thus, changes the direction of our
lives. 5o, please be sure to take time
during your Olivet days to turn aside,
listen to God and then obey Mis voice. If
>/ou will do those things, God will lead
you and use you to be a leader as well.
Go ahead ... slip your shoes off!
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These familiar faces make up the administration team,
known as the "A-Team." They are (back row from l-r)
•v*
* * <*■
,
5k
Brian Allen, vice president for institutional advancement;
Rev. Walter ' Woody" Webb, vice president for student
r* s •
<
/,1‘ ,
development; (front row) Dr. Doug Perry, vice president
for finance;
Dr.
John
C. Bowling, president; and Dr. Gary
r- r
‘
*
* *
•VI' * * +
- *
•‘
Streit, vice president for academic affairs.
H,

.**

!s > ' '-
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Executive Council

Dr. John Bowling, President
Dr. Ted R. Lee, Chairman
Dr. 5tephen Anthony, Vice Chairman
Rev. Mark L. Hostetler, Secretary
Dr. John Q. Dickey
Dr. Crawford M. Howe
Rev. E. L. Wisehart
Dr. Donald Williamson
Dther Members

Ar. Dan Agan
-Tr. Dave Alderson
%. John Alexander
Jr. D. Randy Berkner
)r. Dan Boone
*ev. David Brantley
\ev. Wayne Brown
hr. Rod Bushey
Irs. Arlene Chenoweth
Hev. Bill Couchenour
1r. Mac Delbridge

Rev. Kevin Dunlop
Rev. David W. Carner
Rev. Tim Cates
Rev. Erederick hall
Mr. Ered hardy
Rev. Tracy Hoskins
Mr. DougJones
Mr. Clayton Lewis
Rev. Creg Mason
Rev. Jack McCormick
Mrs. Cyndi McDonald
Dr. Carrett Mills
Dr. Bruce Mitten
Dr. Carry Pate
Rev. Ered Prince
Rev. Cary Reiss
Mrs. Jill Rice
Dr. Philip C. Rogers
Dr. David C. Roland
Rev. Terry Rowland
Rev. Ralph 5cherer
Rev. Duane 5chmidt

* **J

Dr. James Schwelgert J. <
Mrs.- Karen'Scott:4- #
Dr. John Seaman
Mr. William Shotts
Rev/Timotny Smtth
Dr: Cene Snowden
' '
! ,
Dr; James Spruce
Mr. 5teve 5torey
*
■ '>
>
■
Mr James Tripp
Rev. Brian Wilson
td,, J*
Rev, Darrell Wineinger
Dr.*LeeJC.-Woolery%
* P *
* " 4/M*-4 •• iy *
M r-CregXates.
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Administrative Team
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Mr.- Brian Allen
, ^ >< *„ «**
*/>t- «*
Dr Doug Perry
Dr. Cary W, Streit
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Rev. Walter
"Woody"
Webb
The 2 0 0 3 -0 4 Aurora staff honors
Rev. Walter "W o o d y" Webb, the
University's vice president for student
de ve lo p m e n t for his contributions to the
Olivet com m unity. Mis com passion, gen
erosity and Christian attitude have been
a constant example.
"W ood y Webb is one of the m ost
genuine people you will ever m e et," saic
senior Kris Dunlop. "W e m eet alm ost
every Monday m orning to discuss stu
dent issues. If we miss a time, we try to
g e t together som etim e during the w e e k
ho m atter whether we disagree or agree
about som ething, we still Kneel at our
chairs each Monday and pray for the
lives of students, faculty and staff. ..."
It is with trem endous pleasure tha
the yearbooK staff dedicates the 91st
volum e of the Aurora to Dean Webb.

cWondtp is/ a/ camjpasslonale/
man/. 9 t

tikes/ to/ plus/

h im s e lf and/ his/ time/ to/ h e lp
oiAeAS/.
—

^ L ille /

cWeM/,

ujil^e/

Did you Know that Dean
Webb ...

1. Dean Woody Webb with his wife,
Julie, and son, James, on a family trip.
Notice, Dean Webb is holding an

J-Loves theme parks, Chicago and
surprising people.
-Enjoys traveling; his family takes a
family trip every year.
1 -Collects old coins; his dad gave
iicJhim some of his old coins to start
Dean Webb's collection.
-has a unique Memorial Day tradi
tion: Every Memorial Day, Webb and
nis family travel to the Webb Family
iemetary, in Shawnee National
orest, for a family reunion. On
5unday, they hold a service at 11
a.m. in a small chapel, eat dinner
together and then have a business
meeting to discuss any improvethat need to be made to the
zemetary.

|

E f lR S D t is
Soibecu^ Jk %\
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/

Emmy. (submitted photo) 2. A family
trip to Disney World. (submitted photo)
3. Dean Webb, James and the family
dog, Maddie. (.submitted photo) 4.
Dean Webb, Julie and James in down
town Boston, (submitted photo) 5. The
family at one of their favorite vacation
spots, Mackinaw Island. (submitted
photo) 6. At Disney World, James
enticed his father to wear a goofy hat.
(.submitted photo) 7. Dean Webb hold
ing 16-month-old James. (.submitted
photo) 8. 2003-04 student body pres
ident Kris Dunlop and Dean Webb. (sub
mitted photo) 9. James and Dean
Webb enjoy a meal at one of their
favorite places, Carson's. (.submitted
photo) 10. The Webb famly in one of
their favorite cities, Chicago. (submitted
photo)

9 ^ is/ tAe/ man/ uuAo/ tones/ to/ la u q Jv and/ is n / t
a p ta ld to/ lauqA/ cut/ A im s e lp ; tAe/ man/ ujA o/ enjnys/
s p e n d in g time/ u u tA students/; a n d tAe/ man/ wAo/
cnnslde/is/ fds/ tales/ as/ k n s A a n d a n d ^atAecu tAe/ m o s t
im p o rta n t in/ his/ life/.

— d to n u cuv a/ttlcle/ Uv tAe/ s d p n t 25, 2003,
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1. A n e y e for detail is w h at Elizabeth
M eehan (jr.) has as sh e d iligen tly tries to
s ta y w ithin th e lines o f her latest project.
A rt m ajors are c o n tin u o u s ly w o rk in g on
pro jects, ( p hot o b y E mi l y Rosner)

Z.

Perfection is th e nam e o f th e g a m e .
Blake Q ard n e r (f i.) puts the finishing
to u c h e s on w h at he kn o w s will be a m a s
terp iece. ( phot o o y E mi l y Rosner )

3.

W ho said that art w as alw a ys serio u s?
B eccah B eush ausen (jr.) relaxes while
sh e peacfuliy w orks on a painting, ( phot o
^

b y Emi l y R osner) 'f .
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['Able planetaiUun] Ls/cr
yaod may/ to kuncp in
students/ puxm/ local/
schools/ and/ youe them/ an
up-close/ look at/ c&jod/ s/
cxeation.

1. Professor Brock
■**" V *
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*

Bchroeder shows
'Michael Or.)
*>—f^
c .
Leatherman how

'

;

“to run som ethin g;;
on.the plaHetari-,%.;
um 's com puter.->
CW ' Z

(photoby. Megan
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Courtney Bergman v
(jr.) passes a slide
reel up to Erin
Rumbley (sr.) as

—

Krista Edwards (jr)

^ x a f e s s a x ct h t o e k

takes the olo reel

ScAwedet/

V

out. (photo by

-

Megan O 'Connelfy
3. This year's planetarium TAs pose for a picture
with planetarium director Brock Bchroeder. The
*

v

* %^1

TAs are (from l-r) Erin Rumbley (snX Courtney
Bergman (jr.), Krista Edwards (j r) and Michael

Leatherman (jr.). (photo by Megan O'Connell). 4,
Running the planetarium can be hard work, so
these TAs take some time out for fun! Courtney
Bergman (jr.) shows that the whoie world really
can be held in the palm of your hand, while Krista
* ,

‘

■jK" ^

Edwards (jr.) shows that you can support the
galaxy of stars on your snoulders Michael
,
- ' - ■**
Leatherman (jr.) and ,Erin Rumbiey (sr.) just smile
*

*

^ K>

*

at their antics, (photo by Megan O'Connell)
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t Professor Dwignt Ginn rem inds his Biology
101 students that they have a quiz and test
com ing up While studying the basics of biolo*

***

g y can be interesting, it takes a lot of hard
work to ace the tests. (photo b y 5usan-3hand)
2. Jennifer Beina (jr.) and Ben Kumor (sr.) not
* .

V(-' *

x

only wear jeans, but also study them (genes)
in their Advanced Genetics Lab. hands-on
experience is essential
to learning, (photo by
4
■

Mary raw) 3, Students gather in Reed hall for
Biology 101. They certainly seem eager to
learrrall they can about the world of biology.
(photo by 5u5an 5hand) 4. (From l-r) Malanna
Tressler (fr.), hannah Pelton (fr.) and hannah
Ficker (fr) put their knowledge to the test as
-V

*

*'

* ->

*

they try to identify bones in the rib cage.
* 5,W„'sI
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(photo by 5ii5an 5hand)
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s4ss 9 study/ th& miwctes op
Uf& and a it the/ tntitcactec/ and
minute/ details op oiav existence
on/ this/ planet, 9 find that 9
anv constantly/ in auie/ op owv
c&veaton/ and/Cd{ts/ creation.
^)n/ (itoIncfAp, ujre/ ham a/ unique/
opportunity/1& examine; a/
yltmp&e/ op od s/ pouter.
— tAsAlee/ Stephens/, jr.

“cl%aiefoat cl%cfoAe/ ^^od/: ^dtc/ has/
called US' tee huimMe auiselues Uv ^dtis/
siffit. c$cnepMxi/: taking off' ait that/ me/
haue/ d/Uity in/ methv US' and/ leoAmt<y it/ at the/
doeee. 9 1 i^ a/ siqev of. sulunissiem to/
Ydtlnv; me/ meae sAaes/ teepmxteet/ qua/ feet/,
hut mhen/ uie/ came/ hefcete/ (^Ctm/ ha/tefoeet,
me/ leaAte/ owe feet/ un/2tateeted and/ see,
theiefeeie/, me place on/e t/vust/ in/ cdhim/.
—

TTlatt/ ^foiemAlef/, SA/.

1. You can tell that class hasn't started yet, as these Business majors sit and chat with one anoth
er. Because of all the classes that majors take together, friendships develop within the department.
(photo by Megan O'Connell) 2. Alisha Earlee (sr.), Nicole Garde (sr.) and Laura Meyer (jr.) diligently
look over their notes before class starts. (photo by Megan O'Connell) 3. Before class,; Tracy
Edwards (jr.) reads over her notes, while other Business majors talk to one another, (photo by
Megan O'Connell)

dlA enusts can/
stand/ In wandav and/
awe/ op od/s/ am 
otion/ws me/ com a tee
a/ hettez undatstnd/Lncp of il. 'dohis/is
Piua Uv hoilv the
phi^sical saAstanees
and/ in/ the/., heachem -

....

htxxeAemisds/ study/.
dLhemtsis caw sAow
^them o &edienee/ to/
d p ad ley mspeietincj/
<d tts aieatlan/.
a
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1. Andrew Twibell (so.), Emily Schmidt (so.) and Tara Mast
(jr.) watch in anticipation to see what happens to the chemi
cals that professor Larry Eerren just mixed in their
Biochemistry lab. (photo by Mary Faw) 2. Chris Spaulding
(sr.) records his findings after completeing a lab experiement
during Synthetic Inorganic Chemistry. (photo by Mary Faw)
3. Little by little, Jared Parsons (sr.) mixes chemicals. Let's
hope he knows what he's doing and doesn't blow up the
lab! (photo by Mary Faw) 4. Aaron Wirick (sr.) seems confi
dent in what he's doing as he follows the instructions for this
experiement. (photo by Mary Faw)

1. Professor Jay Martinson teaches his Media Theory class
about cognitive dissosance. Martinson is one of the stu
dents' favorite Communication professors because you
never Know what might happen in his classes. (photo by
Stephanie Mctlelly) 2. Anything can happen on the "Late
flight With Kris Dunlop" show. Dan McMahan (sr.) licks the
sticK of guest Mick Jewell (fr.), a.k.a. "The Stick Man."
McMahan was the 257th person to lick the stick. (photo
by Stephanie Mctlelly) 3. David Cillhespy (sr.), the direc
tor for "Late flight," watches as another show is wrapped
up. Behind him, Andrew Sears (fr.) monitors the sound
quality, (photo by Stephanie Mctlelly) 4. Erin Ouwenga
(sr.) and Kris Dunlop (sr.) listen intently to Dr. Jay
Martinson; the rest of the class seems to be doing other
things, (photo by Stephanie Mctlelly)
,
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1. Dr. Larry Vail prepares some last-minute notes
before his Systems Programming class begins.
(photo by Megan O'Connell) 2. Am y Rattin (sr.) looks
over the computer program to make sure everything
is running properly, (photo by Megan O'Connell) 3.
(From l-r) Ed Soper (sr.), Daniel Nimkowski (sr.) and
Jason Streff (jr.) stare at their computer screens try
ing to figure out what it is that Dr. Larry Vail has just
asked them to do. (photo b y Megan O'Connell) 4.
(From l-r) Scott A. Smith (so.), Daryl LaBar (so.) and
Emmanuel Musyoka (sr.) furiously search for any
errors in their programs, (photo by Megan O'Connell)
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1. Suzie Sanchez (jr., right) and Kristin Amato (jr.)
admire the Latin phrase displayed by Jim m y Holman
(jr.) that will be placed on the Criminal Justice Club's Tshirts. (photo by Christy Intawong) 2. Dr. Rose Bigler
^ives her input on issues being discussed at the
jlm inal Justice Club meeting, (photo by Christy
htawong) 3. With interest in what is being said, the
Iriminal Justice class relaxes while listening to a special
presentation. (photo by 5tephanie Mctlelly) 4.
Sourbonnais police don't just give out tickets; they also
ake the time to come and speak to classes about law
rnforcement. (photo by Stephanie Mctlelly)
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1. (From l-r) Cathy Bopp (jr.),
Danika Denoyer (jr), Jessica Cavitt
(jr.) and Jessica lA/nson (jr.) work
hard in their Physics for Elementary
Education class. (photo by Mary
haw) 2. Crystal Floffmann (sr.) isn't
clowning around when it comes to
finishing her art project for Applied
Art for Teachers. (photo by Trisha
Gross) 3. Professor Cinny Franklin
shows future elementary teachers
how to put basic math skills in
simple terms for children to under
stand. (photo by Mary Faw) 4.
Professor
*% BrocK 5chroeder shows
n
Luxe Flays (so.) the characteristics
of a fossil on a chart in Physcial
5cience for teachers, (photo by ,
Trisha Gross)
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Hatcher (sr.) are determined to
finish. After all, the saying is that
two heads are better than one.
(submitted photo) 2. Hijax*
5tojcevski’(sr.) shows hark
Dehint (so.) what he has been
working on, and they^double-xx;
check to make sure things look
*
# > % /<A /„",Z n*** **>
right. ^(photo, b y-M a ryfa yip
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1. Jenni Bast (jr.) and Bethany Mackay (jr.) discuss the previ
ous night's reading for their Shakespeare class taught by
professor Juliene Forrestal. Meanwhile Jake Womack (sr.)
gives a thumbs- up to the camera. (submitted photo) 2.
Moelle 5efton (sr.) and Olivia Hodges (so.) take notes in their
Literary Criticsim class taught by Dr. Rebecca Belcher, (phaI
by Tiffany DeMint) 3. Division and department chairwoman «
Dr. Judy Whitis takes a break from all her work to smile for 1
the camera, (photo by Tiffany DeMint) 4. English majors
(from l-r) Ranea Surbrook (jr.), Jake Womack (sr.), Tiffany
j
DeMint (sr.) and Paul Anderson (sr.) listen as DeMint gives a
movie review for Special Topics: Faith, Film and Literature. I
(submitted photo)
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1. Nick Ruppel (50.) is trying to find
the end of the tape so he can wrap
the ankle of Pete Lustig (fr.), who
waits patiently. (photo b y Megan
J O'Connell) 2. Now that Ruppel has
found the end of the tape, he begins
1 to wrap the first layer around
jL u s tig 's ankle. Notice how he has
wrapped the areas both above and
below the ankle. Let's hope this the
right way? It should be: he is the
Exercise and Sports Science major.
(photo b y Megan O'Connell) 3.
Oops! Looks like Ruppel m essed up
and had to take off the tape. You
can tell that Lustig has ju s t exper[jnced som e kind of pain by the look
on his face. Ruppel is going to try
again. Let's hope for Lutsig's sake
that he gets it right, {photo b y
Megan O'Connell)
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1. EACS seniors
pause on their field
trip to Iron Oaks.
(submitted photo) 2.
Erin Kelsey (sr.),
Audra hoesman (sr.)
and Tricha Craig (sr.)
are all twisted
together. The girls
are trying to untangle
*

*

as they play the j . ;
game human knot.

,

J(submitted photo) ''3. Am ber
Suthe rland (sr.), Tricha Craig (sr.)
ano-Megan Wilcox (sr ) rest after an
v

.s '

-

exciting afternoon at Iron Oans.
{ submitted' photo)
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1. (From l-r) Lorna Stennis (fr.),
Shanna Styles (fr.) and Allen Ardrey
(fr.) observe and take notes about the

*- \
\

rocks they are studying (photo b y
Mary Faw) 2. A m y Bellande (jr.) works
.
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on her h ydrogeology hom ew ork in the
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com puter lab. (photo b y Mary Faw) 3.
5^.

A n d y W right (sr.) teaches a Physical
and historical G eology lab about vol
•% *
Faw) 4. W*J|
canic rocks, (photo b y Mary
*•
■»r. .
G eology and Environmental Science
r , .
.■"
majors are reaoy rto go exploring, (sub

m itted photo)
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1. history class boring? ho way! Just
look at all these excited students who
are wanting to learn more, (submitted
photo) 2. Dr. William Dean has a little
fun with Jason 5avage (so.), (submitted
photo) 3. Dr. 5tephen Lowe answers
•SM
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questions from Roxanne Doss (so.) and
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hP. v ,?u
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V

Rodger Doss (jr.). (submitted photo) 4.

£. * : 

Is Rodger Doss a serious student or is
he ju s t posing for the camera? You be
the judge, (submitted photo)
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L. Brittney Rigney (50.), Adam Zwirkoski (sr.) and
^dam Bansom (so.) are excited as they see that the
ind js near; the answer to the equation is within their
;rasp. (submitted photo) 2. Two heads are better than
jne, according to Joy Garcia (so.) (right) and Joyce
’eceniak (sr.) as they worK togther to solve a math
jroblem (submitted photo) 3. This is no time to goof
)ff. Just looK how serious heather Wagoner (fr.) (left)
md Amy Arnold (so.) are about getting down the
iotes. (submitted photo) 4. What a diligent student,
ason Coffman (jr.) stayed after class to get down the
ast few notes while everyone else hurried up and left.
submitted photo)
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1. Dr. Jeff Bell leads by example, as he
shows his class the correct mouth position
for a,particular syllable, (photo by Kristina
Cloud) 2. Katie Benson (jr.) and Am y Brooks
(jr.) harmonize as Carol Cheney (sr.) plucks
the notes on the piano, (photo by Kristina
Cloud), 3 Are these the hands of a true
JP

musician? The answer to that would be
■*» -*

C ->

.

"yes", they belong to Carol Cheney (sr.).
(photo by Kristina Cloud) 4. Members of
Orpheus Choir sit with smiles as they await
the cue from Dr: Jeff Bell to-start singing.
(photo by Kristina Cloud)
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1. Bophia Rawade (jr.) and
Rachel Black (so.) are all smiles
; ' 4W*,,
„?*9>t, ft ** , ■f £' •* ■*.
as they pose for the camera in
»
* ^
/vV
!
their nursing coats (submitted
#»7"
photo) 2. Professor Rose Tuttle
shows off her fun side., (submit
■**V *
?. t* ' ■»■* ?W
ted photo) 3. Professor Debra
* -V '
Mayden goes over material with
5ophia;Rawaae (jr.) to maise
,,•> " %
'S'* ** ** ,¥
sure she understands (submitted photo) 4. Bophia Rawade
(|r.) and Katie Eleiott (so.) are all
*
** A V"’’ * *
smiles. But don't let these * *>**•
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smiles trick you; these two
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know how to hit the books and
■r
be serious, (submicted
photo)
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1. Samantha Vales (sr.), Nick Allen (50 .) and
Jason Savage (so.) deliberate over their next
move as they participate in a mock trial, (sub
mitted photo) 2. Wes Hall Of.) tries to per
suade the jury that his side is right. (submitted.
photo) 3. Jason Savage (so.) and Nicole Clark ,
(jr.) show what proof they have in the form of
a map to sway the trial in their favor. (submit- L
ted photo) 4. Noelle Peachey (so.) gives her |.
statement as her teammates, Andrea
n
Quengerich (so.), Jess Allison (so.) and Sarah
Pagano (so.), sit and listen in support, (sub
mitted photo)
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1. Fellow seniors help each other out.
Kerry Maiolo (left) asks Emily Huggins
for help in understanding the material'
*

"v*/i " <**"'

in the chapter, {photo b y Megan

O'Connell) Z. Psychology students
discuss different
issues ..that *pertain
toy *
'
V ***«•
their major, (photo b y Megan
r

+> *

’*:*

, %^

O'Connell) 3. Dr. Gary Koch observes
students as they com e into the'class•

o\

room. He is ready and eager to get

’

.Vings started, (photo b y Megan O'Connell) 4. (From l-r) Adam Elroy (jr.); Katie Jones
r.) and Jen Holmes (jr.) realx in the front row while Kristen Lonberger (jr.); Aline Flulieri
>o.), Eric 5chmidt (sr.), Katie Lyons (sr.) and Courtney Collins (jr.) strain to hear the
le s s o r 's lecture from behind them, (photo b y Megan O'Connell)
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1. Dr. Richard Thompson illustrates a point by writing it
across the the white board (photo by Kristina Cloud) Z.
cric 5heiton (s r) and Marcus Cleveland (sr.) appear as
though they are deep in thought about the discussion tak" 'U ■ <
•
'
iing place in Systematic Theology I, but are they really?
* */
* *'
C,
Rumor has it that their Indian nicknames are "one that
*y *
*v* * * „ sleeps'' and "one that is late." (photo by Kristina Cloud) 3.
4 4•*
j•*
J.*
**» 4 *'/*,
*
Dr Carl Leth delivers another claryifying lecture in
Systematic Theology as (from l-r) Carlos Lonberger (sr.),
r
<
Brennan Vidt (jr.) and Matt 5tanley (jr.) listen intently.
(photo by Kristina Cloud) 4. It all looks like Creek to me as
*
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we gaze upon a Creek textbook, (photo by Kristina Cloud)
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. Who's ready for their early-morning workout? (In the tree, l-r) Charles
oble (so,), 5ean Tinklenberg (fr,), (standing) Emanuel Sanders (fr,),
cott Smith (jr.), Aaran Arnston (so,) and (kneeling) John Steiber (so,)
re, but will they still be smiling when it's over? (submitted photo) 2.
cott 5mith (jr.) and John 5teiber (so ), along with the rest of the Ranger
hallenge team, make a one-rope bridge, (submitted photo) 3. ONU's
OTC group shows what real teamwork is all about as they put the finhing touches on a one-rope bridge. (submitted photo) 4. ROTC memsrs (front row, l-r) Christopher Crofford (jr.), Erin Sneed (jr.), Erin Pitzer
'.), (second row) Cyndi Peters (jr.), Aaron Payne (jr.), (third row) Charles
oble (so), Mitchell Mollis (fr.), Luke Wadsworth (jr.), 5tephanie Pauls (so.)
ourth row) Aaron Arnston (so.) and (standing) John 5teiber (so,) relax
1 the ride up to Wheaton College, (submitted photo)
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4 ^ ^t6<3H§.4HH‘< e S o s e i a I - Work majors are ready to learn. They have their note
books out and are arm ed with pens and pencils. This m ust be every professor's dream
it '

v ' J -\v
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com e true, (subm itted photo) 2. Is it a little chilly for these Social Work majors? 5eem s
that way for Crystal DeYoung (sr.), as she has her arm s folded to contain what little heat

A

^

is left On the other hand, Laura Murphy (sr.) is keeping up with the pace of the class.
(subm itted photo) 3. (From l-r) Am anda Adam s (sr.), Wendi Roper (sr.) and J.T. Brown
(sr.) Took like th ey're deep in thought. But the question is, are they thinking about the
«
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lecture or are they daydream ing of a place far, far away? (subm itted photo)
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[m ake sure that nothing gets overlooked. It's im portant to QrifflrTtb^maKeJsure th a t^
she Knows when her hom ew ork is due and when exam days are. (.subm itted photo)
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2. Robin Motz (sr.) and 5arah 5hamblin (sr.) listen to. the professor's lecture and
; take notes. Perhaps th ey will even study together for the exam , (subm itted photo)
5. Mayley 5mith (sr.) asks a question to clarify a portion of the professor's lecture
Christie M Becker (sr.) and Je re m y Procyshen (sr.) look as though they had the
same question, as th ey listen and jo t down notes to the professor's response (sub...
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Anderson, 0er3ld
Music

Atkinson, David
Mathematics

r

Bail, haren
Music

Ballinger, Bonnie
Building Services

Bareiss, Catnerine
Computer 5cience

Bartling, Jonathan
Media and Tech. 5uppon

Admissions

Ben. Jeff
Music

Benson, Michael
Chaplain

Bishir, Sue
Building Services

Bishop, Craig
Public Safety

wm

Bishop, Marh
Communication
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1. English professor Dr. Rebbeca Belcher f
teaches her students about the importance
of literalture in their lives. (photo by Tiffany
'

Blancnette, ceon
Rei.gion and Philosophy

Blanchette, Teri
Btudent Development

Bower, Ray
Psychology

'
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DeMint) 2. Chaplain Michael Benson, enjoys
'
'
the company of the students at the annual
freshmen dinner. (photo by btephanie,
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Boyens, Kathy
LiDrary

Brady, Darcel
Education

Bretzlaff, nancy
Student Development

Brown, Stepnen
Mathematics

Bruley, Deboran
Nursing

Chenoweth, oregg
Communication

Colling, Richard
Biology

Daiton, Martha
Music %•

Dalton, Ron
Religion and Philosophy

Dean, William
history

Dillinger, Mary
Library

Dillinger, Paul
Nursing

Ellders, Elaine
Admissions

Erwin, Duane
Building Services

Ferren, Larry
Chemistry

1. Dr, Jeff Bell receives a pie in the face courtesy of Tyler Dunlop at the annual Orpheus
Variety 5how. (photo by btepnanie Mcttelly) 2. Members of the A-team, (from l-r) Dr. John
•.
«* ; j y - •
..
Bowling, Dr Gary 5treit, Dean Woody Webb and Brian Allen, attended the annual A5C retreat
and answered questions during a Q$A time. (photo by 5tephanie Mchelly) 3. Dr. Don
Reddick wore this costume to the annual Candy and Costume Festival, (submitted photo) 4.
*
j ' , ^ *
.
Williams RD Donna fioliandsworth is attacked by a bunch of whales and shardsds while out on
a’dinneywitn some girls. (photo by 5tephanie Mcllelly)

Ferris, DereK
Advancement Sea ices

Foor, Matt
Financial Services

Forrestal, Juliene
English

Ginn, Dwignt
Biology

Qreemee, Pam
Library

Cireenstreet, Linda
Mursing

Registrar's Office
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Harris, Sandra
Library

t
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Hathaway, Dale
Mathematics

Hippenhammer, Craighton
Library

Jewell, Kathy
Student Development

Johnson, Dave
English

Hollandsworth, Donna
5tudent Development

Hughes, Scott
Financial Services
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James, Sharon
Library

Jensen, Darla
Building Services

i

m

Johnson, Randy
Biology

i

Johnston, Hathan
Admissions

Korthals, Rodney
Engineering

bring, Bob
Student Development

Lea, Karen
Education

Long, Meda
. 'Library 1

Mattinez, Barbara
Modern Languages

Martinson, Jay
Communication

McMulllan, Heal
Music

Micnel, Sara
Lang./Llt/Comni

Mldderidorf, Tommy
Student Development

Mills, Judith
Building Services

Milton, Connie
Rurslng

86,
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Kmzinger Slowik, Chense
Art Department

Education

Knudson, Kaien
English

nnudson, Scott
Computer Services

Biology

Meents, Annette
Education

Building Services

Morgan, Mike
Engineering

Myers, Marilyn
health Services

Odom, Matt
Student Development

Olney, Bern
Associate Chaplain

PotosKi, Tammy
Building Services

Price, Chris
Computer Services

1. Dean Woody Webb fastens on the harness as he prepares to do the
bungee jump at the Midden Cove Back-to-5chool party In the front, A5C
president Kris Dunlop just finished his jump. (photo by btephanie
Mctlelly) Z. (From l-r) Bob Kring and Kathy Jewell show that all is well
after spending the weekend with the ABC council at retreat. (photo by
btephanie Mctlelly) 3. Dr. Richard Thompson quickly becomes a
favorite professor among Religion students. Mis mercy and grace far
exceed the expectations of students and is greatly appreciated at all
times, (photo by Kristina Cloud) 4. (From l-r) Jessica Middendorf, Kyle
Ireland, Mary Margaret Reed, Donna Mollandswoth and Matt Odom pre
pare to serve as judges for the Ollies Follies 5kit and Talent Might. In the
background, Tim Middendorf watches all the antics of the excited stu
dents. (photo by btephanie Mctlelly)

u n iv e rsity

Trawl

Rattm, 5ue
Academic Support

Beams, Max
Geology

Rice, Jeffrey
Computer Services

Rupert, Gina
Registrar's Office

Saurer, Phil* ‘
Building Services

Schroeder, Joseph
Engineering

Scott, Penny
Building Services

Seymour, Dennis
Computer Services

Simmons, Tina
Library

Slowik, Jerry
Art

Rains. Josn
Admissions

1. hate Gwin from the grounds crew helps keep
Olivet looking beautiful, (photo b y Mary Faw) 2. Dr.
Gregg Chenoweth prays at the freshman dinner.
(photo b y 5tephanie Mcllelly) 3. English department
chair Dr. Jud y Whitis releases a little stress before
tackling a mound of grading, (photo b y Tiffany

Spruce Sara
Education

DeMint) 4. Kathy Jewell talks to Erin Rum bley and
other m em bers of her "W elcom e" crew on Move-ln
Day. (photo b y 5tephanie Mchelly) 5. (Erom l-r)
Dean W oody Webb, Dr. Gary 5treit and Brian Allen
show a new student how to "hang loose" at the
freshman picnic, (photo b y 5arah Windholz)

Streit, Marla
Education

Sultan, Ghedam
Building Services

Tuttle, Stan
Education

Computer Services

Wissbroecker, Raymond
Public Safety

Wolfe, Freda
Admissions

Wood, norma
nursing

Tallman, Brent
Student Development

Vail, Larry
Computer Science

Van heemst, David
Political Science

Walker, Connie
Education

Media and Tech. Support

Williams, Brenda
Athletics

Williams, Sue
English

Woodruff, neal
Music

Wright, Karen
Grad, and Adult Studies

Wright, Robert
Biology
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Major; Youth Ministry
Activities Concert Band chaplain, Chapel Band, PraiZe ministry team, Vessel
Ministry Team, Aurora photographer, GllmmerGlass columnist, full-time youth
minister at Manteno Church of the Mazarene, worship leader at Manteno, volun
teer youth worker
,
"/ consider no man a fool to give up what he cannot keep
to gain what he cannot lose."

Major: Art
,
Activities; Orpheus Choir, RA, Youth for Christ, WRL president, MIA trip to Spam,
Artist Lecture Series representative, Evangels, volunteer at the College Church'
food pantry
,
"Be joyful always; pray continually; glue thanks In all circumstances, for this is
God's will for you In Christ Jesus. " 1 Thessalonlans 5:16-18

^O vistm a/ clo u d /
Major Youth Ministry
Actlvties; Vision Project; Journey, Aurora photographer, Mission trip to Guyana,
South America; Greek TA; intern with College Church senior high, Orpheus Choir
chaplain, class council; Oklahoma!
"Remember that when a guy sweeps you off your feet, he's In the perfect
position to drop you on your butt."

1ajor; Enjlish

Activities; Aurora, Sigma Tau Delta president, AMA member, Concert Band,
ifesong, Kankakee First Church praise band, Department of English TA, TYGR
"All the world's a stage and all the men and women merely players. They have'
their exits and their entrances. And one man, in his time, plays many parts. "■

^ onatAcm/ ^)e/<JC>iuaan'
1ajor Biology
ctlvltites; Best Buddies, Concert Singers, Testament, Jazz Band, Organic
Chemistry TA, Anatomy and Physiology TA, intramurals
"There Is a time for everything, and a season for every activity under heaven
to heal . ..t o build . ..t o laugh .. .to love. ..." Ephesians 3:1-8

^CustopAe^i/ D u n lo p /
Major: Mass Communication
Activities: Lifesong, Orphesus Choir, Lambda Pi Eta, Journey ministry team, A5C
student body president, Chapel Band, numerous television/video productions
including "Late Might With Kris Dunlop," Music Man
"Find rest, O m y soul, in God alone; m y hope comes from Him. He alone is my
roch and salvation, I will not be shaken. My salvation and honor depend on God;
He is m y might rock, m y refuge. Trust in Him at all times, O people; pour out
your heartss to Him, for God is our refuge. " Psalm 62:58

Major, Elementary Education
Activities: 5EA Council, 5EA treasurer, Youth for Christ, tutor, freshman adviser,
student ambassador, RA
•
>"For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor demons, nei
ther the present nor the future, nor any powers, neither height nor depth, or
anything else in all creation can separate us from the love of God that is in Chris
Jesus our Lord. " Homans 8: 58-39

cY Y lc r fiA & u p (h T C e in c & & i/
Major, Marketing
Activities: Lifesong, Testament, Orphesus Choir, Broadway Revue, ministry
teams
"Trust in the LORD with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding;
in all your ways acknowledge Him, and He will make your paths straight. "
Proverbs 3:5-6

s4a/ion/ SHm u L
Major: Elementary Education
Activties: RA, varsity basketball, TA
"Do not be'anxious about anything, but in everything by prayer and petition, wit
thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God, which tran
scends all understanding, will guard your hearts and yur minds in Jesus Christ.
Philippians 4:6-7

<T § u c a / c? A u d & a n '
Major: Mass Communication
Activities: PraiZe, intramurals, Lambda Pi Eta president, Lifesong,

Department of Communication TA, Women's Choir, Broadway Revue, vol
unteer at Bradley Royale Nursing home, volunteer at Shabbona
Elementary School, volunteer at Kankakee River Valley Chamber of
Commerce
"5o do not throw away your confidence; it will be richly rewarded."
Hebrews 10:35

n u lu S tfu u fflin s'
Major: Psychology
Activities: Omega member and team leader, Green Room drama mem
ber and president, Psl Chi officer and president, lighting desinger for 12
plays, musicals and shows, RA
"Life Is what you make it; happiness is a choice."

r'Cevm / <:~ }{uaAes/
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Actlvltltes: Eootball, intramurals, BURPO president, Riddle's Renegade,
Angel Tree, Date Auction
"Find a jo b you love to do and you'll never work again. "

<^ e n u u m

n /

v ^ C u m a t/

Major: Biology
Activities: Sunday school teacher, Best Buddies, OklahomaI, Music Man,
Broadway Revue, intramurals
"Me who loses money loses much. Me who loses a friend loses more. Me
who loses faith has lost everything. "

yCim/z/
Major: Psychology
Activities: Chapel Band; Psychology Club; Lifesong; ministry teams;
Orpheus Choir; A5C Class Council; "Class Flag Man"; MIA trip to Chiapas,
Mexico; Chapel Checkers Anonymous; Focus on the Family Institute; Psi
Chi National Flonor Society
"Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give
the reason for the hope that you have." 1 Meter 3:15

Major: Early Childhood Education
Activities: Lifesong, SEA, Student Ambassador, TA for Department of Education,
junior class secretary, senior class vice president, Women's Choir, Volunteer for
youth group in Champaign, III.
"Mo, in all these things we are more than conquerors through him who loves us.
For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor demons, nei
ther the present nor the future, nor any powers, neither height nor depth, nor
anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God that
is in Christ Jesus our Lord." Fomans 8:37-39

L
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Major: Accounting
Activities: MIA, tutor, volunteer with College Church junior high, RA, class

council, Social Committee, freshman adviser, spring musicals, Intramurals
"My grace is sufficient for you, m y power is made perfect in weakness. "
2 Corinthians 12:9

^Yionem m i/
Major. Accounting
Activities: MIA, Lifesong, intramurals, class council, VP of finance, tutor,

, 200r fall play, halo Ministry, RA
"A// men are mortal. 5ocrates was mortal. Therefore, all men are
#pv *
jNftsSr
<.<
5ocrates. " Woody Allen

Major: Economics/Finance and Business Management
Activities: Freshman class treasurer, Spiritual Life treasurer, Youth for

Christ, junior class president, senior class president, A5C
'So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen. Tor wha
is seen is temporary, but what is unseen is eternal." 2 Corinthians 4:18

Major: Business Marketing
Activities: PraiZe, club volleyball, intramurals

"T o r I know the plans I have for you' declares the LORD, 'plans to pros\ p e r you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.
Jeremiah 29:11

vZu m A leu '
Major; Mass Communication
Activities: A5C, OlimmerClass editor, Concert Band, Women's Choir,

Gospel Choir, Best Buddies, Youth in Mission, Aurora, TYGR, Lambda Pi
Eta, Astronomy lab assistant, planetarium operator
"My grace is sufficient for you, for My strength is made perfect through
weakness." 2 Corinthians 12:9
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S c a n m m fia u v

Major: International Business and Spanish
Activities: Youth for Christ, Class Council, MIA, Save Our Streets
"Be joyful always; pray continually; give thanks in all circumstances, for
this is God's will for you in Christ Jesus." 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18

Major: Elementary Education
Activities: Oprheus Choir, RA, Youth for Christ, College Church juniot high, SEA,
Save Our Streets
"Live a lover's life, circumspect and exemplary, a life Jesus will be proud of:
bountiful in fruits from the soul, making Jesus Christ attractive to all, getting
everyone involved in the glory and praise of God."
Philippians 1:10-11 (The Message,)

s 4 & ie t S u tto n /
Major: Elementary Education
Activities: Orpheus Choir; SEA; 505; varsity soccer; CAU5E trip to Africa; volun
teer to the homeless with Christ Central Ministries in Columbia, 5outh Carolina;
intramurals
“Trust in the LOBD with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding;
in all your ways acknowledge Him, and He will make your paths straight. "
Proverbs 3 :5 -6

W

cW olke*/

Major: Engineering
Activities: Football, BURPO, Judicial council, intramurals, Riddle's
Renegades, Angel Tree
"T o r I know the plans I have for you' declares the LOBD, 'plans to pros
per you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.'"
Jeremiah 29:11

S a / u Jv

cW

in

Major: Psychology
Activities: WRL member and president, Psi Chi, TA, volunteer at harbor
House, volunteer at Community Resource Center, volunteer at KC-CA5A
"Bolitude can be a much-to-be-desired condition. In silence, we listen to
ourselves and in the quietude we may even hear the voice of God."
Maya Angelou

'a u u L

iV o n d e / i/

Major: Elementary Education
Activities: Aurora photographer, Young Life leader, Lifesong, computer lab assis
tant, Chapel Band, Party With Jesus, PraiZe, Big Brother/Big 5ister, music
teacher at 5t. Martin Elementary 5chool, Kappa Mappa Phi
"Worship with your life!"

^dondon/ ^U o m e ti/
Major: Religion
Activities: Kilts, Dialogue, MRL, E5A, A5C, RA, Carriers, 5ocial Committee,
BURPO, Academic Affairs
"You beiieve that there is one God. GoodI Even the demons believe that — anc
shudder. " James 2:19

d fle o a w tZendum /
Major: Biology
Activities: Youth in Mission, class council, Powder Puff, Junior class chaplain, RA,
MIA, Judicial Council
"Love must be sincere. Hate what is evil; ding to what is good. Be devoted to
one another in brotherly love. Honor one another above yourselves. Hever be
lacking in zeal, but keep your spiritual fervor, serving the Lord. Be joyful in hope
patient in afflictions, faithful in prayer. Share with God's people who are in nee<
Practice hospitality." Romans 12:9-13
■

Scotl %uxcAe*
Major: Business Administration and Religion
Activities: VP of 5ocial Committee, A5C, A5C Executive Council, 5IFE, UCM,
Intramurals, Big Brother/Big 5ister, BURPO president, MRL, Spiritual Life, Kilts
”For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith — and this not from yot
selves, it is a gift of God — not by works, so that no one can boast."
Ephesians 2:8-9
8

sA d o n v ^ u w iA o s A i/
Major: Math Education
Activities: A5C, 5EA, tennis, tutoring, intramurals
"Better to stay quiet and be thought a fool, then to open your mouth and
remove all doubt."
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Stephen Aardsma

Amanda Adam s

Joshua Adam s

Staci Allen

S o c ia l W ork

B i o io g y

H o u s in g / E n v , D e s i g n

Christina Anderson

David Anderson

Jennifer Anderson

S o c ia l W ork

E n g in e e r in g

E l e m e n t a r y Ed.

Allison Arntson

Kandice Arwood

Mark Bailey

Steven Baker

E l e m e n t a r y Ed.

P o litic a l S c i e n c e

A rt

M u s ic

i. At the beginning of the year, Green Room pre
sents ts annual Broadway Revue, a shuw full of
broadway hits. Before the show (from l-r) 5taGe
Knefelkamp, Brett Tescher and Erica Hudson
stopped to show off their costumes. (submitted
photo) 2. Kaylynn Myers thinks tnat dressing her
head in bandanas really brings out the color In her
eyes, {submitted photo) 3. The 2003-04 Senior
Class Council: (frontTow from l-r) Tyler Person,
Laura Murphy, Megan O'Connell, (second row)
Megn^n Owens, tynnee Mills, Megan Zendian,
j<

>1*

~ ;

^
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,•

(third row) Kara Scammahorn, Landon Yowell,
Kristina Cloud. Diane Richardson, (back row) Brett
/V
i. **■" ¥•
* ,/r
•
Tescher, Bryant Cawley, Adana Zwirkoskl and Ileal
Horns'. 4 .'Roommates (from l-r) Kara McElwee,
Brittany Jackson, Staci Rutledge and Colleen Metz
relax in their apartment before Ollies Follies

begins ’submitted photo) 5. (From l-r) Diane
Richardson, Judy Moore, Crystal-DeYoung and
Amy Stipp love getting all decked out for the
Christmas Banquet, {suonntted photo) 6. (From Ir) Edwa.d Anderson. Andres Samaniego, Mlcole
Hosty and Majeed Ojulari pause a picure. (submit
ted photo) 7.. Standing in a tree is a great photo
opportunity for Rebecca Tressler and Adam
Schwer, (submitted photo) 8. Erin Hara and Ryan
Williams get crazy wnije shopping at Orland mall.
{submitted photo)

Marilyn Balls

Sarah Bean

E l e m e n t a r y Ed .

M a s s C o m m u n ic a t i o n

J 'A
f t

Stephanie Beckwith

Elisabeth Beirne

A c c o u n tin g

h is t o r y

Laura Benson

Cassandra Berger

Gideon Bicksler

M a s s C o m m u n ic a tio n

C r im in a l J u s t i c e

M a r k e tin g

T

Elizabeth Bittner

History

David Blasdel

Brian Bloom

flursmg

5 o d a l S c i e n c e E d.

M a r k e tin g

Stephanie Black

Erin Boersema

Melissa Boggs

Tabitha Bontrager

Jamie Bowman

f a s h i o n M e rc h a n d S i n g

M u r s in g

D ie t e t ic s

E l e m e n t a r y Ed .

Lisa Boyce

Audrey Boyenga

Jerem y Brewer

Charryse Brooks

B io lo g y

H o u s in g / E n v . D e s i g n

Y o u t h M in is try

E a r ly C h il d h o o d Ed .

Jennifer Buaa

Nicholas Bufford

flu r s in g

P h y s ic a l Ed.

Erin Burkey

Jill Burkholder

Nicholas Carlson

M u r s in g

M u r s ln g

Y o u t h M in is try

Jessica Carter

Michelle Carter

E l e m e n t a r y Ed.

E le m e n ta r y Ed.

£
v
Sasha Carr

flursmg
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Bryant Cawley

Carol Cheney

Benjamin Chew

Nicole Cholewa

Y o u t h M in is try

A rt

M u s ic

E l e m e n t a r y Ed.

Nathan Clark

Kristina Cloud

Matt Coaty

Kevin Combites

S o c i a l S c i e n c e Ed.

Y o u t h M in is try

E le m e n ta r y Ed

M a r k e tin g

drace Cook

Ryan Counihan

Kyle Cowles

Tricha Craig

Z o o lo g y

S o d a ! W o rk

n u r s in g

h o u s ln g / E n v . D e s i g n

Nichole Crocker

Emily Crouch

Sarah Crum

Nicole Cruz

M a r k e tin g

E l e m e n t a r y Ed .

M ark ed n g

P s y c h o lo g y

Sarah Dale

Shaun Dehint

Tiffany Dehint

ACS

A rt-C o m m e r lc a l G ra p h ic s

E n g lis h

S r *v"

Crystal DeYoun
S o c ia l W o rk

Jonathan DeZwaan

Tiffany Demoure

B i o lo g y

Z o o lo g y

r

1. Room mates (from l-r) Whitney Wood and Mary Long bundle up for a
picture in the cold, (subm itted photo) 2. (From l-r) Billie Parks and Kris
Dunlop show their patriotism with balloon hats at the Multiethnic
Relations Committee quad party the first week of school. (photo by
Em ily Rosner) 3. (From l-r) Audrey Boyenga, Laura Murphy and Matt
"Guate" Ryan have a blast at a late night bowling event. (subm itted
photo) 4. flanging out with your friends is a relaxing past-time, ju s t ask
1 Alisha Farlee
| J5. A d m i n ., M a r K e tin g / M g t.

Christina Farr

Mary Faw

Josef Ferree

S o c io lo g y

A rt, G e o lo g y

Economics-Hnance

(from l-r) Jessica Carter, Sarah Windholz and Stacey Maberry. (subm it
ted photo) 5. Getting ready to go line dancing, Megan O'Connell and
Kristina Cloud put on their cowgirl hats and prepare for a fun time! (sub
m itted photo) 6. With the m ost unique and colorful dresses ever seen
on O livet's campus, (from l-r) Jessica Pennington and Janna Knight
show off their new looks. (subm itted photo) 7. (From l-r) Stephanie
McNelly, Fleidi Enderli, Erin Rum bley and Laura Smith dress up for a fall
party at Thresholds, a center for they mentally ill in Kankakee. They
helped decorate and served food, (subm itted photo) 8. GO SENIORS!

-

Steven Findley

Katie Flippo

Emily Flowers

Erica Fowler

R e ' g o n - P h 'o s o p ^ y

B io lo g y

E le m e n ta r y Ed.

P s y c h o lo g y

After winning Ollies Follies, the seniors piled onto the 5tage for a group
picture, (photo b y Brittney Brown)
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5ara Grenier

Tina Griffin

B u s A d m in .

S o c ta i W ork

Erin Mara

Andrew hardie

E l e m e n t a r y Ed .

B u s . A d m in .

5arah Guengerich

E le m e n t a r y Ed

M u r s ln g

Tyler Mari

Megan harms

P h y c h o io g y

B u s. A d m ir

M u r s ln g
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| f Melissa Mines

J

Trisha Gro55

j

M u r s in g

Crystal Hoffmann

Jam es Hollis

E l e m e n t a r y Ed .

h is to r y

1. Kris Dunlop smiles as he finishes eating a 24oz. steak during FISLC retreat in
Boston, {photo by 5tephanie Mctlelly) 2. (From l-r) Faith Stackert and Kara Watson
enjoy lunch outside under umbrellas, (submitted photo) 3. (From l-r) Sarah Crum,and
Crystal Gilbert enjoy the Christmas Banquet, (submitted photo) 4. Crystal DeYoung is
happy that she is a senior. (submitted photo) 5. (From l-r) Stacie Knefelkamp,
Danielle Spurgeon, Carol Cheney and Kim Meiste smile intently at their last Ollies
Follies. (submitted photo) 6. While covering the HLC5 Cubs/Marlins series in Chicago,

'Jeanne Holmes
M u rs in g

Hicole Hosty
M u r s in g

Mike Meier interviewed Cub Ronnie "Woo Woo" Wickers, a staple in Wngleyville. (sub
mitted photo) 7. (From l-r) Adam Zwirkoski, Matthew Glenn and Adrian Avelar smile
fat the junior/senior banquet, (submitted photo) 8. (From l-r) Abiel Sultan and Ben
Kunz spent some time together before Kunz left for the Focus on the Family Institute
in Colorado, (submitted photo) 9. Tank tops? $10 Pink dye? $8. (From l-r) Marcus
Lyte and Dave Steele in pink tank tops? Priceless, (submitted photo)

Karen Karhan
E n g lis h

1.

The class
competition is a well-known tradition during Ollies Follies. (photo by
,. pyramid
— j5
Megan OXonnell) 2. (From l-r) hate Clark and Sam Fleenan take each other on in a one-onone game of basketball at the Multiethnic Relations Committee quad party. (photo b y Emily
flosner) 3. Ti/ing to help her team win the relay race, Sarah Windholz chugs down an
entire jar of salsa! (submitted photo) 4. Sarah Crum (left) and Allison Arnston (right) hold
Michelle Pearce (center) as she holds the soccer ball. (subm itted photo) 5. Crystal
hoffmann finds herself acting a little goofy at a cook-out in the quad, (photo b y Adam

,*

for completing their next task at Iron Oaks team building exercises for FACS, (submitted

w

a

5chwer) 6. (From l-r) Christina Loukas and Molly Sutherland listen intently to the directions

J
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photo) 7 R o m l-r)-Ted Rennert and Matt Flelncker get toned and buff while doing "Let's
Do Tae-Bo " (submitted photo) 8. Emily Jones dresses as Muck Finn at a party for Sigma
Tau Delta, (submitted photo)

Beth Kerkove

Meimda Kimmel

M a s s C o m m u n ic a t i o n

E n g lis h Ed,

<»>

Daniel Khmkotvski

Stacie Knefelkamp

Janna Knight

C o m p u te r S c ie n c e

M u s ic Ed .

F A C S , B u s . A d m in .

Sarah Kring

Patricia Krones

Benjamin Kumo

E a rly C h il d h o o d Ed .

P h y s i c a l E d .- H e a lth

B io lo g y

Dustin Lane

Sara Langlois

Erin Laning

E n g in e e n n g

P s y c h o lo g y

E n g lis h

Lauren Larson
Christian Ed.

Jeffrey Leach

A m y Lee

Julia Leman

E n g in e e rin g

B io lo g y

E l e m e n t a r y Ed

Kara Krestel
P o ’,D c a '

Science

E n g in e e r in g

t,rpu pw?/v
flicole Lewandowski

Jon Livengood

Carlos Lonberger

Mary Long

P s y c h o lo g y

H is t o r y

R e lig io n

H o u s ln g / E n v . D e s i g n

Christina Loukas
FAC5

Hollie Ludwig

Katherine Lyons

Marcus Lyte

C h r is tia n Ed

P s y c h o lo g y

A rt

Stacey Ma berry

Adrienne Macz

Kerry Maiolo

Stephanie Maish

E a rly C h il d h o o d Ed .

h is t o r y , B u s . A d m i n .

P s y c h o lo g y

E l e m e n t a r y Ed.

Roxanne Margeson

Barry Marshall

Michelle Mattocks

Am ie McCallister

P s y c h o lo g y

R e lig io n

B io lo g y

C h ild D e v e l o p m e n t

Ryan McClymonds

Kara McElwee

Daniel McMahan

B u s . A d m in .

E l e m e n t a r y Ed.

M a s s C o m m u n ic a t i o n

Stephanie McNeily

Michael Meier

Kimberly Meiste

M a s s C o m m u n ic a t i o n

M a s s C o m m u n ic a t i o n

M u s ic

Thomas Menning

Colleen Metz

Erin Meyer

M a t h e m a t ic s

M u rs ln g

E l e m e n t a r y Ed.

Lynnee Mills

Eric Milton

Megan Moline

Tara Beth Moore

Ea*1y C h il d h o o d Ed .

P h y s i c a l Ed .

C o m m u n ic a tio n S t u d ie s

C h r is tia n Ed.

Robin Motz

Dennette Munson

Laura Murphy

S o c ia l W ork

B u s . A d m in .

S o c ia l W o rk

Kaylynn Myers

Lindsay Myers

Krista Neathamer

E l e m e n t a r y Ed .

A c c o u n tin g

C h r is tia n Ed .

Anna Newsome

Laura Newton

Jackie Nieboer

M u s ic Ed .

E l e m e n t a r y Ed .

I E le m e n t a r y E d . / 5 p a n 's h E d

Emmanuel Musyoha
C o m p u te r S c ie n c e / E n g in e e r in g

Jesse Noneman

Megan O'Connell

Jim m y Carter Obotte

A c c o u n tin g

M a r k e tin g

C o m p u te r S c i e n c e , M a t h e m a t ic s

Majeed Ojulari

Andrea Ondera

B u s . A d m in .

B io lo g y
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Training, Exer. S o e n c e

1. (From l-r) Mark Bailey and Gideon Bicksler are excited to be decked out in pink
yet again. Wearing pink was a throwback to the seniors freshman Ollies Follies.
(submitted photo) 2. (From l-r) 5arah Ross and Emily Jones cheer on their class
during class competitions, (photo by Stephanie hctleiiy) 3. Orpheus Tour is a great
time to bond with friends as (from l-r) Danielle 5purgeon, Kim Meiste and Carol
Cheney show, (submitted photo) 4. With a Cat in the Flat head in hand, Karen
Karhan attempts to impersonate Flamlet at the Meet the Authors party sponsored
by 5igma Tau Delta, (submitted photo) 5. Five wonderful girls (back row from l-r)
Marilyn Balis, Nicole Cholewa, (front row) Brandi Castongia, Jen Rantz and 5arah
5mith. (submitted photo) 6. (From l-r) Roommates Aimee 5mith, Bethany
Robinson and Kristin Roy take time from their busy schedules to spend some quali
ty time together, (submitted photo) 7. (From l-r) Michelle Carter, Autumn 5hepherd
and 5arah Gonzalez give a new definition to "The Pink Ladies" as they prepare to
participate in the Ollies Follies skit and talent competition, (submitted photo)

Erin Ouwenga

Meghan Owens

Billie Parks

M a s s C o m m u n ic a t i o n

M u rs ln g

C o m m u n ic a t i o n S t u d i e s

Nicki Parks

Jared Parsons

Michelle Pearce

Joyce Peceniak

S p a n is h , P h llo s o p h y -R e llg lo n

C h e m istry

P s y c h o lo g y

M a th Ed.

Tyler Person

5tephame Plug

Matthew Powell

E l e m e n t a r y Ed.

M a r k e tin g

Nathan Prince

Jerem y Procysnen

Lukas Quanstrom

P o litic a l S c i e n c e

S o c ia l W o rk

M a r k e tin g

5tepnanle Qulm by

William Radtke

Jennifer Rantz

S o c ia l W ork, P s y c h o lo g y

M a th Ed.

E l e m e n t a r y Ed.

A m y Rattln

Brian Reimcke

C o m p u te r S c ie n c e

A rt

Jessica Pennington
H o u s ln g / E n v

D esgn

E c o n u m l c s - r in a n c e , B u s .A d m ln .
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Theodore Rennei
R el g io u s S tu d ie s

}

Benjamin Richardson

Jerem y Riddle

Kristen Rieder

F s y c h o lg y

B u s . A d m in .

E l e m e n t a r y E d.

Valerie Roat

Bethany Rooinson

Tam my Rockefeller

Wendi Roper

B u s . A d m in .

M u s ic E d .

C h r is tia n E d .

S o c ia l W orh
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Sarah Ross

Kristin Roy

Erin RumDley

5taci Rutledge

E n g lis h Ed.

M a r k e tin g

M a s s C o m m u n ic a tio n

M u r s ln g

D ego oamaniego

Maher Sandouka

Kara Scammanorn

E c o n o m ic s -fi n a n c e

B u s . A d m i n ., S p a n i s h

—

Jamie Scnepei

David Schunk

Adam Schwer

E l e m e n t a r y Ed.

R e lig io n

R e lig io n

Eric Scroggins

Noelle Sefton

heather Sermersheim

5 o c ? a i S c i e n c e E d.

E n g lis h

E l e m e n t a r y Ed .

1. Paul Anderson apparently loves Marriott cookies oh so much!
(submitted photo) Z. Before spending a semester in
Washington DC, Michael Podguski, a Political 5cience major,
spent some time in Chicago with friend Mandy 5tephenson.
(submitted photo) 3. (From l-r) Stephanie Quimby, Wendi
Roper and Micole Franz celebrate Roper's Zlst birthday, (sub
mitted photo) 4. Mursing majors (from front to back) Colleen
Metz, Karin Garrett and Staci Rutledge study furiously in order to
pass their many tough and long exams, (submitted photo) 5.
(From l-r) Katie Flippo and Jennifer Belna let everyone know that
the 5eniors are #1! (submitted photo) 6. (From l-r) Mindy
Kimmel, Christy Glynn, Katie Lyons and 5asha Carr attended the
Women of Faith Tour Z003 where they not only grew closer
together as roommates, but also stronger in their faith, (submit
ted photo) 1. These six girls (from l-r) Autumn 5heperd, Kristina
Cloud, Carol Cheney, Crystal Moffmann, Rebecca Tressler and
Jessica Pennington know that some of the best friends made
are those made during their four years at OMU. (submitted

J

Caley 5pangenberg

Danielle 5purgeon

C h r is tia n Ed,

C h u r c h M u s ic

1. Yee-Raw! (from l-r) Abiel 5ultan, Carol Cheney, Rachel 5mith and flollie Ludwig rustle up som e tunes and
friends at the Orpheus Retreat, (subm itted photo) 2. Brittany Jackson and her fiancee Kyle Thomas attend one
of the many Olivet weddings occuring throughout the year, (subm itted photo) 3. With the weather constantly
changing on campus, (from l-r) Kara McElwee and Colleen Metz dress for one of the many hot sum m er days,
(.submitted photo) 4. Girls ju s t wanna have fun! (from l-r) 5arah Guengerich, Lori 5hand and Kyle Cowles live it
up'as they finish out their senior year, (submitted photo) 5. (from l-r) 5arah Crum and 5arah Kring share a hug,
(submitted photo) 6. (from l-r) A m y 5tlpp, Janna Knight, Kim Tocheff and Jen Anderson prepare for one of
*

theircmany Orpheus rehearsals throughout the semester, (subm itted photo) 7. "5ee, Mom! We knew we'd
graduate som eday!" (from l-r) 5cott Zurcher and heal Mollis rejoice knowing that their final day of college is

r
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near (submrctea photo) 8. 5tylin' and profilin', (from l-r) Lisa Boyce and Brandi Castongia show their class spirit
in a very unique way, (subm itted photo)

Mark 5taiter
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Ted Walker

Travis Wasson

Kara Watson

Toussaint Whetstone

E n g in e e r in g

P s y c h o lo g y , R e lig lo n -P h ilo so p h y

P s y c h o lo g y , F A C 5

P s y c h o lo g y

Tia Whitely

Megan Wilcox

Rachel W illougnDy

Sarah Windholz

5 p o rts M an ag em e n t

H o u s ln g / E n v , D e s i g n

C h r is tia n Ed.

P s y c h o lo g y

Aaron Wirick

Jacob Womack

David Wonder

Whitney Wood

P s y c h o lo g y

English

E l e m e n t a r y Ed.

H o u s ln g / E n v . D e s i g n

Amanda Wright

Emily Wright

5idney Wright

Maria Yoeckel

P s y c h o lo g y

FA C5

R e lig io n

P h y s i c a l E d .- H e a lth

Landon Yowell

Megan Zendian

5cott Zurcher

Adam Zwirxoski

R e lig io n

B io lo g y

B u s . A d m in .

M a th Ed .

1. "You can tell by the way I use my walk, I'm a woman's man ..." Kevin
hughes struts his stuff at the Date Auction. (photo by Megan O'Connell)
2. Despite their busy lives, (from l-r) Stephanie Mchelly, Kara Krestel and
Erin Laning still find time to live the college life with movies, popcorn and:
a good ol' couch, (submitted photo) 3. Chelsea Miller (far left) and
Amanda Stephenson (far right) studied in Egypt during the first semester.')
Here, they are taking a cruise down the Mile River with their new friend
Olivia Wicks. (submitted photo) 4. Sitting on the floor, drinking pop and
playing UMO is a great pastime for stressed-out college students like
(from l-r) Katie Flippo, Christina Doerr, 5arah Guengerich, Emily Muggins
and Josh Adams. (submitted photo)
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Melissa Adkins

Adelaide Anderson

n
Monica Ar/oyo.

Robert Artz

Adam Banter

Donald Bayiess

Am y Bellande

Annlka Bellinger

Katie Bennett

Katherine Benson

•

J

i Jf

Daniel Aumiller

Jeremiah Barnes

*\

Jill Anderson

Carrie Althoff

Kristin Amaro

Remington Anksorus

Julie Arnold

J is

Elizabeth Bailey

Brandon Barr

Candice Banks

henna Barringer

Jennifer Bast

Bekan Bates

■k
Benjaman Borchardt

Christina Bouquet

llicholas Bradley

f l i m

i i

Andrew Bressler

i

I

'

Thomas Bridges

Nichole Brinkman

Carrie Brinkmann

Am y Brooks

Bethany Brown

Ryan Brown

5tephanie Brown

Ruth Browne

1. The 2003-04 junior class council: (front row) Scott
AJ Smith, (second row l-r) Brennan V/idt, Katie Benson,
Julie Arnold, (third row) All Gates, Montague Williams,
.au^a Meyer, (back row) John Croft, 5arah Stephenson,
ara Mast, Remington Anksorus, Rebecca Reader and
lathalie Tomakowsky. {photo by Katie Thompson) 2.
Relaxing in the sun ... what a time! (From l-r) Jenna
^cGraw and Kristin Fleppe smile while drinking in the
sunshine, {submitted photo) 3. The juniors' Ollies
:ollies ulitmate Frisbee team: (front row l-r) Jacki Smith,
peghan Casey, Jermey Tkaczyk, Karen Globig, (back
ow) Paul Schmitt, Tom Ewen, Matt Maitland, Tyler
fetler, Montague Williams, Richard Rewerts, Andrew
arrant, Matt Pyle, Courtney Bergman and Kristin Karker.
Tiese talented players took the junior class to a first
-place standing, {submitted photo)

I
Richard Calhoun

Andrew Cammer

Andrea Carter

April Cellarlus

Jarrett Chaney

Jason Coffman

1racl Churchill

Letitia Coleman

Elizabeth Collins

Daniel Cramer

Jessica Coscanzo

mW-CTt
Ashley Culp

Jonathan Croft

Brett Decker

Betnany Demmln

DamKa Denoyer

Zachary Dowdy

Megan Dunaway

Jacob Edwards

Krista Edwards

Johnatnon Eitrevoog

1. Smile! (Front row l-r) Erin Davey, Katrina Olson, Katie Thompson, (back row) Emily Kapsch,
Beth Lawson and Melissa Weaver smile for one of many pictures at Ollies Follies skit night. (sub
mitted photo) Z. What a night! (Front row l-r) Bally Blusher, Tara Mast, Nathalie Tomakowsky,
Jenna McGraw, Brittany Pettet, (middle row) Kristin Fleppe, (back row) Kati Dafoe, Jenni Bast and
Cyndi Peters smile for yet another picture at Ollies Follies. Bmiling for this long is hard work. (sub
mitted photo) 3. Boys will be boys. (Front row l-r) Mike Roehrkasse, Joe Enyeart, (back row) Paul
Bchmitt, Eric Blonecker and Adam Banter joke around in the Red Room, (submitted photo) 4.
Good friends are the best. (From l-r) Jacqueline Gifford and Bally Blusher make Ollies Follies even
more fun by sharing it with each other, (submitted photo) 3. When you're having fun, the
"microphones" don't matter. (From l-r) Sherri Shouse and Cathy Bopp would agree with the say
ing, "Singing and having fun are all that matters." (submitted photo)

Kerrie Ericson

Matthew Essex

Thomas Ewen

Tami Farnsworth

Marlene Festian

Jordan Fish

Karyn Fitts

Andrea Forgrave

Rebekah Foster

Christian Fraser

Lisa Fronek

l

Kelsey Gardner

Toya Games

Kelly Greenstreet

Carrie Grleder

Andrew Helncker

Heidi Heisier

Christina Hiller

Alison Gates

Amanda Gordon

Anna Harmel

Jonathan Harris

Adam Henderson

Lauren Hendley

Kristin Heppe

Kristen Hlnze

Brandon Hird

Andrea Hocker

Hillarie Hudson

John Huffman

Jill Hornok

IIS

Jacqueline Gifford

Abigail Gould

Kristen helmsoth

Bryanna Hill

Rebekah Hollenberg

Katnryn Jacobs

Robbie Jonnston

Katherine Jones

Hicholas Jones

Tiffany Jones

Megan Jordan

Oeuvre Kashama

Anne Kidd

Rodney Kilgore

Zachary Kirkland

Phillip Kistler

Kara Klinger

James nolman

Jennifer Hoimes

Chad Inman

Emmanuel .Jacsson

Kristin Karker

Denise Knee

Hicole Kokoszki

1. What a pair! (From l-r) Adam Banter and
Remington Anksorus pose for a quick shot during
dinner. Meal times are a good time for friends to
catch up with one another, (submitted photo) 2.
The best way to celebrate your birthday is to go
to Chicago with friends. At least, that's what (from
l-r) Danielle Bchadeck, Jen holmes and Jessica
Costanzo thought as they did just that for
Bchadeck's birthday, (submitted photo) 3.
5miling again? (From l-r) Bhelly 5heets, Madia
Berger and Laura Meyer pose for anoth
er picture at Ollies Follies. (submitted
photo) 4. Playing in the rain .,. what a
glorious pastime! (From l-r) Liz Collins
and 5arah 5hirey would agree that get
ting dirty is no match for the fun of
playing in the rain and mud. (submitted
photo)

Erin Kring

henry Kwong

Bethany Lawson

Michael Leatnerman

Mallori Lesh

Michelle Lewis

Kara Kronlund

Nicholas Lockwood

Kristen Lonberger

Sara Longbrake

Ryland Lundy

Marlssa Lynn

Bethany MacKay

Justin, Mam

Matthew Maitland

Marie Malliett

Aubrey Marhs

5aran Marta

Erica Martin

Jared Martin

Abbie Mast

Tara Mast

Lyndon Matson

Andrew Maynard !

Darnel McDonald

Jenna McGraw

Marc McLain

Matthew McLain

Amanda Medley

Elizabeth Meehan

Justin Meents

Jacqueline Metz

Laura Meyer

Keith Milcinovic

Abigail Miller

Susan Miller

James Mingus

Angela Miramontez
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1. Roomies (front) Erin 5need, (bach row l-r) Erin
Pitzer, Abby Birchler and Angie Wood smile for a
picture after settling into their new apartment.
(submitted photo) 2. There's nothing like friends
after a day of competition. (Erom l-r) Kim
Wagoner, Mackenzie Bryan, Renee Reich,
Jessica L. Blake and 5arah Marta took time to
pose for this picture to help them remember the
good friends they made at ONU. (submitted
photo) 3. The junior Engineering students "dur
ing class" (front row l-r): professor Mike Morgan,
Erin Davey, Ron Lazarowicz, Marissa Lynn, (back
row) Adam Henderson, Kevin hill, Nathaniel Light,
Nicholas Lockwood and Chad Ruzich. (submitted
photo) 4. "We're bosom buddies." (Erom l-r)
Katie Benson and Am y Brooks pose before going
on stage at Broadway Revue. Knock 'em dead,
girls! (submitted photo) 5. Playing around in the
dorm is the best way to pass your time. (Erom Ir) Cindy Pecka and Amanda Cordon have a blast
doing just that. 5o, does this mean they're maxi
mizing the fun and minimizing the studying?
Only time — and grades — will tell, (submitted
photo)

Houston heal

Scott heild

Landon helson

faith hewman

David Mitten

k

Alyssa Moeschke

David Morris

Raechel Myers

Ryan Myers

_

Bethany Mummert

Zachary hash

1. "Go, ju n io rs!" (From l-r) Susan Miller, Kristin Am ato
and Rachel Pugh cheered the juniors' ultimate Frisbee
team on to victory at this year's Ollies Follies, (sub
m itted photo) Z. (From l-r) Abbey Wiles, Karen
Jennifer tlokes

Elisabeth tlorman

Globig, Andrea Forgrave and Laura Meyer pose for a
picture before heading to Midden Cove for the bachto-school '70s bash, (subm itted photo) 3. Dressing
up is fun! (From l-r) Abigail Rowe, Bob Artz, Marlene
Festian and Anniha Bellinger have fun in all black

Catnerine Oedewaldt

natrina Olson

(.subm itted photo)

w

Jennifer Qpperman

Brian Oswalt

Emily Oulmette

Jonathan PalinsKi

Kyle Rago

Jose Ramirez

Rachel Pape

Wyatt Partlow

Jennifer Patarozzi

Cindy Pecka

Rebecca Reader

Lindsay Redman

Renee Reich
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Cyntma Peters

Brittany Pettet

James Phillips

Erin Pltzer
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5aran rrovines

Bruce Puckett

Racnel Pugn

Matthew Pyle

,

IJ
Jacob Randall

J

Am y Reinholdt

Marcus Rensberry

o .
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Chris Richardson

Amber Rollison

Abigail Rowe

Kathryn Rucker

Richard Rewerts

Jesse Rexroth

Chadwick Ruzich

Leigh Ruzich
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Amy Bchweigert

Y

Ekaterina Samoilova

Susan Sanchez

Stuart Bchaafsma

Danielle Bchadeck

Brian Bchafer

Calindy Bchendel

Bradford Beaman

Adam Beaney
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Kendra Selin

Am y 5etzler

Jennifer 5haner

Michael 5hannon

Jennifer 5harp

Shelly 5heets

ach "eets

DeJuan Shelby

Sarah 5hirey
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Jacquelyn Smith

Phil Smith

Sherri Shouse

Jonathan Sidener

Jacob Skelton

Eric 5lonecker

Jordan Smith

Jordan Smith

*

Sally 5lusher

o

Thomas Smith

Rachel Smith

Erin Sneed

Michelle Solis

Matthew Stanley

Ashlee Stephens

Sarah Stephenson

Joshua 5tevens

1. Omega must have strong girls! (Front row l-r) Sherri Shouse, Carmel Swift and Am y Seztler
give (back row) Adam Elroy, Eric Bloom and Justin Baird a piggyback ride. You go, girls! (sub
mitted photo) 2. Third-floor McClain girls (from l-r) Calindy Schendel, Am y McDaniel, Melissa
Weaver and Cindy Pecka take time out of their busy schedule to take a picture so they can
remember their friends from the floor. (.submitted photo) 3. We'll smile and you play. That's
what (from l-r) Jessica L. Blake, Kim Wagoner, Renee Reich and Sarah Marta were thinking
while watching the girls' soccer game, (submitted photo) 4. "help! We're stuck!" (Erom l-r)
Am y Schweigert, Ashlee Stephens, Tressa Wallace and Bekah Bates look for a way out of the
small box. (submitted photo) 5. Pausing in the middle of the Ollies Follies pyramid contest,
these girls (from l-r), Am y Brooks, Tara Mast, Jenna McGraw, Kristin heppe and Sally Slusher,
smile for a picture, (submitted photo)

| | ■ B.
David 5tout

Jason 5treff

i
Donald Tollefcon

U
Nathalie Tomakowsky

Rachel 5tudebaker

holly 5tultz

Andrea 5uderman

Carmel 5wift

Aaron Tagert

Courtney Taylor

Alaine Townsend

Brooke Tripp

Marcie Tubbs

Amanda Unruh

Melissa vasquez

Brennan Vidt

Jennifer Volz

Luke Wadswortn

Kimberly Wagoner

Anthony Walker

Pans Walton

Am y Wangler

Brooke Wellenreiter

Nicole Wessman

Alan White

Mary White

Abigail Wiles

Amanda Willette

Jonathan Williams

Montague Williams

HI ttla

Barah Wasnkau

Dennis Watkins

Jessica Wilson

Usa Wilson

I
Taylor Wilson

Jacob Wittman

Erin Wolterstorff

Angela Wood

Eric Wood

Karie Woods

Lindsey Wright

Laci Yates

Brandon Yoder

li

Danielle Zagorski

1. "Girls just want to have fun!" (From l-r) Alyssa Moeschke, Tami Farnsworth, Kara Kronlund and
Am y Bellande are looking good. (submitted photo) 2. Look at these hot girls! (From l-r) Danielle
5chadeck, Liz Collins, Fleidi Fleisler and Jessica Costanzo still have fresh-looking smiles after several
pictures. Everyone wishes they had that ability, (submitted photo) 3. Thinking or sleeping? That's
the question. Beth Bailey is concentrating hard, which is what college is all about, right? (submitted
photo) 4. Gearing up before trying to cheer their class on to victory in the skit and talent competi
tion, friends (back row l-r) Ashlee Stephens, Bekah Bates, Amy Schweigert, Jill hornok, Amy
Brooks, Amanda Medley, Katie Benson, (front row) Bethany Brown and Karen Globig smile for a pic
ture. (submitted photo) 5. Revisiting their childhood, (from l-r) Melissa Adkins and Jennifer Mokes
do their hair in fun pigtails. They're now ready for the fun to begin. Let's party! (submitted photo)
6. (From l-r) Steve Case and Christine Becker had the chance to study in London first semester,
here, they're at the Globe Theatre to see Richard II. (submitted photo)

nock and gave me a U/un place bo kband."
Pm lm 4 0 :2 CNdPV)

i

1. 5ophom ores showed their class spirit by wearing the class color at the Oilies
.•* >

Tollies fiesta. (.subm itted photo)
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Katie ADDott

Jaime Acosta

Jonathan Agan

Joy Alexander

KrtstenAllen

Jeremy Alger
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Karen Anderson

Amanda Armstead

Aaron Arntson

Andrea Bakken

Lauren Baruth

Erica Batkiewicz
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5tacy Beery

------Lindsey Bellmer

Ashley Bennett

If I

Caleb Benoit

Julie Bentley

Faith Berger

Ryan Beuthin

Courtney Biggs
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Josnua Bilsborrow

Zachary Birkey

Stephanie Birman

Chris Bjorkland

Rachel Black
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Lauren Bradley
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Andrea Boswell
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Amanda Bosworth

David Boulton

Dustin Bouwma

Megan Bowne

Kari Branson

Jessica Brantner

Joseph Brewer

Amssa Brown

Benjamin Brown
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Tiffany Black

1. The world's biggest schnuggie happened the
night of 5arah Pagano's birthday on the site of
Cara Cjilbert and Amy Lantz's big bed, (submittedphoto) 2. (Erom l-r) 5arah Denault, Katie
O'Donnell; Elizabeth Kester, Joy Alexander and
Aebehah helnold enjoyed a Cubs' game In down
town Chicago, (submitted photo) 3. Jeff Lltsey
struts his stuff on the runway during the date
auction , (photo by Jessica Allison)

David Biahnik

Aaron Boenme

-*
Renee Bussone

Courtney Bynum

Kenara Cable

Craig Cadle

Kathleen Ca ne

Jan.e Case

Jessica Caudle

4. how did they get that many people to wear those stupid
hats? These beautiful girls help Lori Larson celebrate her
20th birthday at the costume party, (submitted photo)

f■I t* trmm £
jacoo Chastain

Willie Chatman

Jenni Cnnaers

(%
*
Emily Ciaccio

Heather Clinkenbeard

Alexis Cluver

Denise Cochran

Ashley Cullins

Christina Cullor

Hillary Czajka

Lindsey Czechowicz

Trevor Dace

Re* Dela Feret

Mark DeMint

5arah Denault

Bethany Denhart

Philip DeYoung

Joanna Cranston

Brandon Crull

Carl Dauiton

Kirk Davis

Landon DeCrastos

Brandon Dietrich

Jennifer Dlttmer

Christopher Doersam

1. (From l-r) Jenni Childers,
Jen Oates, Jessica Fleck
and Tricia Miller smile for
the camera at an OMU foot
ball game this fall, (submit
ted photo) 2. (From l-r)
Allen Bufford, Luke Flays,
Keith Donahue , Beth
Johnson and Olivia Flodges
smile for a photo while
nelping out at a youth
camp. (submittted photo)
3. (From l-r) Aaron
Boehme, Lauren Widner,
Dan Freed, Mike Mucci,
Fleather Clinkenbeard,
Mellissa Stuck, Megan
Sowne and Jilann Fleagle
dine on some fine food In
the redroom. (submitted
photo)
4. (From l-r) Megan Bowne, Jo y Gracia and Elsa
5ultan smile for a photo outside of Parrott Mall
(submitted photo) 5. Lindsey Czechowicz belts
it out during ollies follies, (photo b y Stephanie
Mctlelly)

Ro*anne Doss .

Adnene EI-TaiaDam

Nathan Dreobach

Michael Drozd

holly Elliott

Jilann fleagle

Daniel Fritcher

heather Eaton

Nathanael Eilders

Annette Fernandez Joshua Fightmaster

Bethany Flesher

Owen Fllppo

Emily Franks

Aaron Qall

Jordan Gallup

David Garcia

Joy Qarcla

Michelle Carver

Christopher Gavranic

6. Roommates (from l-r) Dayna Keelor and Megan

1

Giles looked cute while supporting the powderpuff
team, (submitted photo) 7. (From l-r) Mathan
Dreibach and Luke Sanders take a joyride in one
the schools golf carts. (submitted photo)

Mark Granger

Daniel Greer

Andrea Guengench

Fy
Otis Harris

Ashley Hauke

Alyssa Hayes

Doug Heckman

Jennifer Heiniger

Brian Henrichs

h v R .ja l
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Samantha Hightower
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1
Timothy Hinch

Olivia Hodges

Allison Hoesman

Karissa Greiner

Joshua Gress

Sarah Grogan

2 (From l-r) Erica Bathiewicz, Sydney Potts,
Ashley Prince and Kristin Hooker enjoy a night of B N

«

* **

camping a tth e state park (subm ittedphoto) 3.

a

\v

Rebecca Karl

- '

■ I

Re* Del Peret holds Josh Cress in his loving
arms on Chicago's havy Pier, (subm itted photo)

Dayna Keelor

^ « >■ -

^

4, Are yo.j ready, for som e football? (From l-r)

f

¥ *

Caleb Benoit, Ray 5thay, Jordan Gallup, Jim m y
Street, Bud Flippo and Jeff Litsey were as they
proudly played for the sophom ore class during
the Ollies Follies competiton, (submitted photo)
.
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Jessica Kelton

Leann Kerney

Elizabeth Kester

Renae Kinnett

Rebecca Knowles

Whitney Koehl

Sarah Koerner

Karon Kormylo

Christina Kupchek

Daryl LaBar

Casey Lacher

Amy Lantz

Janice Lapaz

harmony Lappin

Audrey Lareau

Lori Larson

Cassie Lee

Michael Lockwood

Amanda Ludlow

Dwight Ludwig

Heather Lynch

y In search of a new wardrobe, (from l-r)
parrin Oring, Beth Johnson, Emily Rosner and
Ihip Moble found one at the local Marshalls.
submitted photo)

-I
Elzabeth Lewis

Susan Lewis

Emily Lindquist

Jeffrey Litsey

6. (From l-r) Jessica Allison and
Andrea Guengerich enjoyed
one of their last meals before
departing to study abroad sec
ond semester, (photo b y Emily
Ftosner) 7. (From l-r) Molly
Roger Manley

Taylor and Kristin Allan say
aaahhhhhh for the camera.
(subm itted photo) 8, (From l-r)
Jeanne Smith and Melissa
Stuck show off their pearly
whites, (subm itted photo) 9.
Jaim e Acosta will wear anything
to stay warm during the cold

5arah Manuel

winter months, (submitted
Angela Mason

photo) 10 Jordan Gallup
breaks it down at Ollies Follies
during the talent portion, (photo
b y Stephanie Mctlelly) 11.
(From l-r) Nicole Baty and
Robert Starkey people watch in
the quad one warm afternoon.
(photo b y Em ily Rosnei)

Tiffany Mason

Christine Mazzella

1. These young ladies still believe ,,, (Front row from l-r) Katie
Abbott, Dayna Keelor, (back row) Chrissy Shelton, Aubrey
Marks, Emily Rosner and Dannielle Theiss, (subm itted photo) 2.
The 2003-04 Sophomore class council: (front row from l-r)
Kendra Cable, Am y Lantz, Cara Gilbert, Kiesha henry, Beth
Johnson, Molly Taylor, (back row) Andrew Twibell, Rob Starkey,
Ryan McNone, Ryan Beuthin and Jessica Allison. (:submitted
photo) 3. (From l-r) Rachel Black and Kali Smith ran wild thru
the halls of the freshmen dorms during the pizza runs, (subm it
ted photo) 4. Even when wearing a straw hat, Jason Kwast's
charm can warm any girls heart, (subm itted photo)

Kelli McDonald

hick McDowell

heather Mchenry

Ryan Mchone

Amanda McKinley

Megan McMahon

David Mcheely

Alex Metz

Tricia Miller

Charles Milliron

Joanna Mingus

Rebekah Mingus

Jordan Mitchell

5cotty Moe

Aubree Mohnkern

Brenda Mohr

CoJ|een Moore,

David Moore

Leah Moulton

Michael Mucci

Aline Mulieri

5lmone Mulieri

■4 .
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Toni Moran

Dwight Moser

A
Amy Munter

5arah Musselman

Patric Mewton

Chsries Moble

Aaron O’Meal

Jen Oates

Adam Metzel

Julie Metznik

Kristopher Hokes

f

I

Katherine O'Donnell

J

Jessica Oliver

Laura Ooten

5. A typical day in any sophomore's room could include a friendly
pillow fight, a warm cup of cocoa and a smile. (.submitted photo)
6. (From l-r) Dwight Ludwig, Jimmy Street and Clint Puckett enjoy
playing and exciting game of fetch with their bright red ball near
the admissions center. (.submitted photo) 7. Ryan Mchone (left)
and Johnny Wakefield thank Chaplain Michael Benson
for finally revealing the plan to them while they were
out protecting the Quad. (.submitted photo) 8. (From
l-r) Emily Schmidt, Emily Rosner, Kerrin Jerome and
. Kristin Holcomb are out for a night on the town, (subDarin Ormg
mltted photo)
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Brandon Ortiz

Tara Overturf

Sarah Pagano

Stephanie Park

Ethan Parks

Rachel Pasko
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Stephanie Pauls

Jessica Payne
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hoelle Peachey

Cameron Pence

t,

Malinda Phillips

Jufie Pinkowski

Miriam Placido

Clinton Puckett

Kara Pusey

Jonathan Poling

Jessica Pomales

Alissa Porritt
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’Emily Postell

5ydney Potts
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Ashiey Prince
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J i a sm

Krista Pusey

Katie Pyle

Uathan Pyle
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1. (Front row) Clint Puckett, (back

V* ^

r

row from l-r) Jon Agan, Dan Freed,

'V

Johnny Wakefield and Luke
Sanders flash their pearly whites.
(subm itted photo) 2. These
sophomoores women know how to
adorn those wonderful blue shirts.
(.subm itted photo) 3. Look it's a
bird ... it's a plane ... no, it's just
the superwomen of ONU getting
ready to make an appearance at
• j
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the costume and candy party.
(subm itted photo)

|

I Audrey Richardson

Emily Rosner

Robert Rinard

Bradie Ritter

Jennifer Rockefeller

Ashlee Roland

Karl Roland

Susan Romer

Meredith Root

Chelsie Rountree

Erica Rumbley

Micholas Ruppel

Amanda Rutledge

Mathan Salati

Adam Sansom

Alan Santos

These two friends, (from l-r) Brenda Mohr and Rebekah heinold, take time to show their support for ONU's basetball
earn. (submitted photo) 5. (Front row from l-r) Clint Puckett, Bradie Ritter, Amanda Bavage, Chris Bjorling, Julie
ackson, (back row) John Martin and Jon Poling stop at the party in the quad for a quick photo, {photo by Emily Rosner)
3. Over fall break (from l-r) Joe Lee, Katie Pyle, Kerrin Jerome, Johnny Wakefield, Nathan Dreisbach, Beth Johnson,
fathan Pyle and Emily Rosner drove 40 hours to see the Cubs play Miami. (submitted photo) 7. Out of their element,
hese two flordia girls, (from l-r) Katie Abbot and Cara Gilbert, smile in the cold Bourbonnais snow. (submitted photo)

Amanda 5avage

Cassle Saylor

Monica 5cheftgen

Beth 5chmidt

-r

1. 5till smiling after two years, these two roommates (from
l-r) Jana 5hulz and Danielle Theiss are still crazy about each
ocher. (submitted pnoto) 2. (From l-r) Nathan Pyle, Johnny
Wakefield, John 5telber and Ryan Beuthin on the set of the
public saftey video shown at Ollies Follies. (submitted
photo) 3. (From l-r) Jeanne 5mlth, Jilann Fleagle, Melissa
Stuck, Heather Clinkenbeard and Lauren Widner pose for a
quick photo in Larson. (submitted photo)

Emily 5chmidt

Jana 5chulz

Jacquelyn Schwemin

Ketly 5eaman

Ilatalie Seaton

Mariah 5ecrest

Geoffrey 5ensel

5eth 5ettles

John StooKsbury

Jacob Stott

Veronica 5traw

Jimmy Street

La Toyia Strickland

Melissa Stuck

Jamie 5ugg

Elsabet Sultan

4. (Front row from l-r) Dave Moore, Jen Oates, (second row) Dave
Mcnealy, Emily Rosner, Rachel Black,Lindsey Czechowicz, Tricia
Miller, Lori Larson and (back row) Jason Kwast got together in
Wisconsin this sum m er to celebrate 4th of July. (subm itted
photo) 5. (From l-r) Ryan Beuthin, Molly Taylor, Johnny Wakefield
and Joe Lee pose for a photo during powderpuff practice. (sub
m itted photo) 6. Ollies Follies and Pie, what can be better? After
the glorious night of winning the skit and talent portion, the

tep^anie Suprenant Suzanne Suprenant

Julie 5zpako’/j5k‘

Andrew Twibell

Rachel Van DerVeen

Douglas Swanson

Sharon Swart

Molly Taylor

Rebekah Thompson

holly Thorne

Marc Trembly

Karrle Trlezenberg

Carey Trumbull

Kevin VanKley

Kaitlin Veach

Robert Volpert

John Wakefield

Ryan Walker

Amy Walls

sophom ores celebrated at Bakers Square. (subm itted photo)

K
Treni Walstra

*

Michael Williams

Brett Wampler

Rebecca Warby

,/

5arah Warren

Jesse Washkau

Merideth Welch

5tephanie Wright

Rebecca Wynstra

Kate Zarko

Lauren Wldner

Kimberly Wilkes

1. Williams RA hannah Muguenun means buisness
when she wears her shower cap, which she received
at RA initiation, (submitted photo) 2. Attending one of
the many cooh outs this year in the Quad, (from l-r)
Rob Reader, Ray 5thay, Johnny Wakefield, Kirk Davis
and Ryan McHone enjoy a night of IBC and burgers
over an open "fire, (submitted photo) 3. (Front row
from l-r) Whitney Koehl, Ray Sthay, Ashley Lowman,
~
^ *
*.
Shane Cournia (back row) Lori Larson prep for yet
another wonderful day of Fine Arts, (submitted photo)
4. (From l-r) Audrey Richardson, Keltly Seaman and
Cassie Lee bond in the dorm one night over popcorn
and a movie (submitted photo) 5. (From l-r) Jen
Oates, Tricia Miller, Emily Rosner and Lori Larson hang out together over the summer, (submitted
■photo) 6. Sophmore girls before the powderpuff game, (submitted photo) 7. When it is warm out
side, Elizabeth Pane enjoys hanging around by the water, (submitted photo) 8. Twins Aline and
Simone Mulieri always know how to make your day a bit cheerier, (submitted photo) 9). Is that
lenny Kravitz? Mere is proof that Chase Morris has always been a ladies man. (submitted photo) 10: ^
Katie Abott and Kristen Allen pose for a picture before going out for the night, (submttied photo)
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Jeffrey Anglin

Allen Ararey

W^Ul
Jason Athialy

heather Bachelor

Lindsey Bailey

Matt Bailey

5arah Baker

Joshua Ball

Jennifer Ballard*

Kimber Barger

Chelsea Barker

Joshua Barks

Brad Barnett

Michael Baron

Michelle Bateman

Brandon Bealmear

Amy Beers

Rebecca Beeson

Lauren Beitelschees

Cornelius Bellomy

Timothy Bentley

Evan Berry

Melissa Betancourt

hlchoias Blrkey

~
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Bechy Bennett
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Oretchen Anderson Jonathon Anderson

Brian A s d i I I

.
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Matthew Ames

Ryne Arnett

* * ■ •,

—

Abigail Beaty * **• Angela Beauvais

B ,9

Monica Adkins

^ >*

Betnany Benoche

%

*

1. (Front row from l-r) Brandon Luchene, Stephanie Latka, Rachel
rllchols,' Andrew Tkaczyk, Christina Lopez, Ryan Molt, Colleen Burns,
(back)‘ Zachariah Stevens and Ryan Snellenberger (so,) kick off the
year at the Quad party sponsored by the Multiethnic Relations
Committee. (photo by Emily Rosnei) 2. (From l-r) Corrle Boomsma,
Lindsay Mullins. Ashley’White and Melissa Marta stand In the door
. <*«►
way^of their RA, Kara Pusey's room after adding a little "decora
tion." (submitted photo)
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Lori Belmonte

Gary Bisfiir

Roberta Bender

Mathan Blakemore

Johnnie Blewett

Mark Bochenek

Micki Bogart

Corne Boomsma

Timothy Bowers

Miliary Boyce

Alicia Brecheisen

rm a m m

Amy Bourque

Jared Bouton

%

P
Enc Brewer

Julia Bridges

Amanda Brisch

Brittney Brown

Kayla Brown

Erin Bruner

5etr Burkey

Katie Bushard

Ashley Butler

Justin Bronson

Cylest BrooKs

Danielle Campbell

Lauren Campbell

3. (From l-r) 5ara
Florington, Melissa
Flarper, Carolyn
Levesque, Matt
McMahan and Chris
Br an Canaday

Donald Canton

I
Emny Carison

Justin Carmean

Vincent Carr

Sanders wait for
Broadway Revue to
begin. (submitted
photo) 4. (From l-r)
Kayla Brown, Danielle
Blair and Ashley
Hilderbrand spend time together in the dorms. (submitted photo) 5. (From
l-r) Adam Headley and Ben Smidt pose for a picture while shopping at a

Candice Caruso

Peoecca Cesta

Roger Chamberlain

Jennifer Chambers

tlicole Chapman

thrift store, (submitted photo) 6. Chicago is always a great place for stu
dents to go on the weekends. Here, (back row from l-r) Andrea Harshman,
Brittany Brown, (front row) Tricia Zellis, Lindsay Yowell and Derek Shipman
wait for the train to take them downtown, (submitted photo) 5. Taco Bell is
a great place to go for cheap food, (From l-r) Stephanie Stull, Angie
Beauvais, Hiki Ward and Susan Shand enjoy some food and spend time
together after going on one of their weekly "t-hut" runs, (submitted photo)

Ashley Chase

Alexander Childers

Leslie Cleveland

Amy Chism Walls

Ellen Chodzho

Daniel Collins

Jessica Colwell

John Clack

Charlotte Clark

Danielle Connell

Kimberly Cook

Rachael Clark

a-“ hrsef 5

Matthew Cook:

Alyse Cooper

Conrad Cooper

heather Coopei

5tacey Craven

Ryan Crowder

Jeff Cullins

Jorden Cupp

1. The girls of thiru south dressed in their best bathroom attire for the
Costume and Candy Je st, here, (bach row from l-r) Lauren
Beitelschees, hlcole Chapman, Shanna Styles, Tara Pennnington,
Jennifer Chambers, (front row) Sarah Hahn, Jamie Stoeckel, Rachel
hichols<and Jen Graham stop for a picture. (submitted photo) 2.
Plove-jn day is a day of constant activity as students and their families
maKe many trips up and down the stairs of the hot dorms, here,
Lindsay Yowell, he* brother Landon Yoweli (sr.) and their parents take a
break to'take a picture, {photo by 5tehpanle Mchelly) 3. (From l-r)
Cireen^ Stafford, and ! ,uren Jackson piay some music together while
* ** x * ***
*
hanging out Jrt tne dorms, {submitted photo)

Sarah Conley

Cara Dafoe

Timothy Daugherty

William Couchenour

Rachel Cratz

Joseph Davis

Deanya Dawson

Amber Drake

1

5halena Drake

April Eckhoff

L

Amber Edwards

4. The girls of Williams fourth
north really Know how to have
fun. (Back row from l-r) Brittany
Brown, Tabitha Vegh, Lindsay
Yowell, A m y Beers, (front row)
Tricia Zellis, Andrea Marshman

,'1V
Heather Elde's

*

V

and A m y Chiism Walls pretend

Jenny Ellis

Jillian E^dahl

Melinda Farris

Emily Felgenhauer

Amy Ferguson

they are Charlie's Angels. (sub
m itted photo) 5. (From l-r)
Room mates Heather Heilman,

n.Xi 11 3
.

Emily Carlson and Bhalena
Drake ride the Metra on their

I
I I* -n l j
Morga" Ferguson

i

*
Anna Fink

I

way into Chicago to spend a
day at the Lincoln Park Zoo.

Brian Ferkaluk

*
Katie Fleetwood

Amanda Ferris

Hannan Ficker

Celia Figueroa

Robert Fike

5usan Fleming

Miranda Flenar

Kaylynn Flippo

David Fowler

(subm itted photo)

m
Jennifer Franklin

Holly Frazier

-

Timothy Freed

If

Fhillipe French

Matthew Fritz

is,'/.

Russell Funk

Freshman
Class Council
"
President: W esley McKain
Vice President: Andrew TKaczyK
Secretary Rebekekah McCoy
Treasurer: Josephine Minnicino
' Chaplain: Julia Bridges
A5C Representatives

W * iir

Blake Gardner

><, '*•*’ ** ‘
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Rent Gomez

Lindsay Goodner

James Goranson

William Gorrell

Amanda Gossage

Jennifer Graham

Lauren Graham

5amuel Graham

Jenny Graves

Christina Lopez
Lindsay Yowell

Social Committee
♦ .*'■

% * •
*

w

Anna Fink
*

Brad Krohe
S um m er Zell

heather Smith
Je n n y Craves
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Kendra Gray

Carmln Green

Ashley Greene

Ryan Grigsby

Aaron Grlse

5aran Gress

*
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Reagan Mainlen

Amy hale

Karaiie hale

John hamilton

5aran hammer

Jacquelyn hamstra

Julian hanna

Patrick harms

Melissa harper

Alicia hanger

5arah harrington

1. The cafeteria is always a place for people to not only eat but
to alsohang out. here, some of the freshman guys pose for a
picture while eating: (clockwise from bottom left) Chapman RA
Michael Remole (so.), Jared Morehouse, Brian Canaday, Drew
Schaafsma, Bobby Muck, David Rucker, Stan Chismark and
heal Peterson, (submitted photo) 2. Ladybugs invaded the
halls of Williams as (back row from l-r) Busan Fleming, Jamie
Tubbs, Lea Miller, Christy Moreland, (middle row) Amber Drake,
Emily Searey, Liz Milger, Michelle Bateman, (front row) Abby
Btevenson, Courtney Bchwaab and Tara Tipp went as the tiny
little bugs that invaded campus first semester to the Costume
and Candy Fest. (submitted photo) 3. (Back row from l-r)
Corrie Boomsma, Cassie Phillips, Justin Bronson, Joe Malton,
hick McDowel, Emily Johnston, (front row) Btacy Btehpens,
Karilee Male and Barah McDevitt tale a picture while at the
Reliant K concert in Chicago, (submitted photo) 4. (Clockwise
from bottom left) Lauren Aardsma, Wes McKain, Bhana Styles,
Mrs. Frazier, Mr. Frazier, Molly Frazier, John Lockwood, Allen
Ardrey and Matt Lanter take a picture while eating in the cafete
ria with Frazier's parents, (submitted photo)
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Adam Headley
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RebeKah helnold

heather Heilman
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Jonathan Henderson

Melissa Hennen

hike Hensha

Angela Henzman

Caleb Hill

Denton Hlrd
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Eric Herendeen
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Anna Hesterberg
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hlcholas Higgins

Lucas Highley

Ashley Hllderbrand
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Elizabeth Hilger
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Arrianaa Hocnstetler

Candy Hoekstra

Lindsay Hoevet

Karlynn noisington

Ryan Holcomb

Jom Holmes

Ryan holt

Annie norstman

5arah Hoskins

Phillip Howell

Levi Holland
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Elizabeth nollenberg

Mark Hollis
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Aaron Hunnel

Briana Hussung
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Rebecca Ibrahim
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Btaaa isaacson-Thompson

Michelle Jacob

Jeffrey Jacobs

Jennifer Janz

1. (From l-r) Brian Vail, Jillian Jensen and Lori Belmonte
talk at the freshman picnic that is held each year in the
Bowlings back yard. (photo by 5tephanle Mctlelly) 2.
(From l-r) Annie Flortsman, Megan Lawrence, Lindsay
Yowell and Andrea Flarshman get to know each other at
the back to school Quad party. (photo by Emily Rosnei)
3. This year Providence provided the musical entertain
ment at the annual Freshman Dinner. (photo by 5 tephanie
Mctlelly)
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Daniel Kennell

Andrew Kizzee

William Klakamp

Ryan Knapp
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Jordan LaPinta

heather Laaveg

Aubrey Laluna

Angela Lambert

Mariano Lanus

Stephanie Latka

Megan Lawrence

Dustin LeMaster

4. In Keeping with tradition, the freshman
poked fun at themselves to get a few
laughs at the Ollies Follies skit and talent
competition, here, (from l-r) Chelesa
McKay, Brittney Brown, Tabitha Vegh and
Miliary Boyce flock around Brian Vale as
"boy crazy" freshman girls looking for their
"MR5." degrees, (photo by 5tephanie
McHelly) 5. (From l-r) Meal Peterson,
Michelle Bateman, Levi Holland and Matt
_ out together
_
Pollock hang
at the Costume
I and Candy festival, (submitted photd)
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Josnua Linastrom

Kelsey Little

Christina Logan

Phillip Long

Christina Lopez

Debra Lucas

Danae MacDonald

Krystal MacDougall

Joseph Makarewicz

Morgan Manogue
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Haley Marshall
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Elisabeth May

Rebekah McCoy

Joshua McCullougri

Sarah McDevItt

Megan McGratn

Wesley McKaln

Chelsea McKay

McCartha McKenzie
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Christina Merritt

Joy Miller

Leah Miller

Ramey Miller

5tephanie Miller

Hillary Millner

Mathan Milne

Emily Mlnnis

Kristen Mlachnik

Julie Monroe

Joseph Moody

Alex Moore

Jared Morehouse

Christie Moreland

Kellie Mullin

Lindsay Mullins

5ean Murphy

Jacquelyn dagle

Cyrus daser

Kaila Mash

Melissa Mash

dicole deilsen

Kathieen O'Dowd

Ryan Oleniczak

Gabrielle Ordonez

Brandon Owens

Amanda Particka

II

Brian Murphy

Jospeh Murphy

1. (From l-r) Eric Paul, Paul Dawson, Ryan Knapp,
Marcus Winn, Luke 5mith and Dan Kendall are
"keepin' it real in Alpha 821." (submitted photo)
2. (From l-r) Emily Waltrip, Rachel Lees, Julia Trout
and Joey Minnicino hang out in Williams before
going to the Ollies Follis activities. (submitted
photo) 3. (From l-r) Anna hesterberg, Laura-lee
Aarolsma and Mollie Tippitt show their Tiger pride
as they head to the first OMU football game. (sub
mitted photo) 4. The girls of Williams third south
take a night to relax at the home of Rebecca
Ibrahim. Pictured are (front row from l-r) Rebecca
Ibrahim, Lauren Beitelschees, Katie Zurcher, (back
row) Ashley Flilderbrand, Abbey Trueblood, Karalie
Male, Jamie Stoeckel, Julie Monroe, Am y Male,
Ramey Miller, Rachel Michols, 5tacy 5tephens, RA
Karen Globig (jr.) and Jessica Tuttle, (submitted
photo)
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5hauna Particka

Aaron Payne

R>anrit; Pennington

Tara Pennington

Cassandra Phillips

Victor Pleak

Megan Plunkett

Matthew Pollock

Jennlfei Porter

Laurice Puilack

Ryan Quanstrom

Andrew Randail

Wendell Raney

Micole Rattin

Chelsey Rees

Rachelle Renfro

haomi Reynolds

Julia Perklnson

Michael Peterson
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Brett ghoades

Jennifer Rhoads

Megan Ricnardson

Abby Riggs

Sarah Riley

1. (Clockwise from bottom left): Ashley
Hilderbrand, Ashley Greene, Rachel Nichols,
Lauren Beitelschees, Kayla Brown, Jessica
Timm, 5tephanie Rogers and June Petty,
enjoy a night out at Monical's to celebrate
Brown's birthday. (subm itted photo) 2.

I

(From l-r) Lauren Jackson, Dana 5cheller
and Sara Beth Groves stop to pose by an
interesting sign they found while out explor
ing Kankakee. (submitted photo) 3. The
freshman members of Omega stop to pose
for a picture while at their retreat. (Front
row from l-r) Jeff Jacobs, Issac Flayes, (mid- (
die row) John Hamilton, Jordan Cupp,
Amanda Hamilton, Jennifer Janz, (back row)
Andrew Brodock, Jo y Miller, Mandle
Gossage, Jonl Holmes, Racheal Nicholas
and Corlnne Norem. (submitted photo)
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Jason Robart

Patnck Rodens
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Anita Robinson

5tepnanle Rogers

5cott RomancheK

riolberto Rosales

Crystal Rose

Lindsay Rose

Jonathan Rubin

David Rucker

Anna Rufo

Michael Ryba

James 5affell

Christian 5ancnez
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Rachel Rosenthal

Cnretopher Ross
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1. (From l-r) Roommates Katie Sifford,
loiieen Bums and Brittany Bowyer love
spending time together in their first floor
Williams room. (submitted photo) 5.
From l-r) Ryan Grigsby, Rusty Funk,
tdam Fleadley, Andy Kizee, hatt 5oulia
snd Ben Schmidt get together for a picure after practicing their skills out on the
rowling lanes. (submitted photo)
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Stepnen Scnerer

*-----Emily Seavey

Alison Scniabach

Constance Scnmidt

Jessie 5chneider

Courtney 5chwaab

Megan 5chwabe

5tephen 5chwartz

Christopher Sereno

Bethany 5etzler

5usan Shand

Melissa Shank

Keri 5hay

Ashley 5heeley
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Amanda Shelley

1. Welcome weekend consists of many activities designed tohelp
students meet people. Here, (Front row from l-r) Alex Childers, Joe
Makrentcz, heather Bachelor, Amber Drake, Andrew Jones, Luke
Nighley, (back row) 5arah 5tevens, Tara Tipp and 5teve 5cherer
have dinner together at the annual freshman picnic, {photo by
5tephanie Mctlelly) 2. (From l-r) Ramey Miller, Ashley Chase, Alyse
Cooper and heather Devries hang out and share a few laughs, {sub
Abbv 5tevenson

Daniel 5tinnett

hrisbn Stocking

Jamie 5toeckel

mitted photo) 3. (From l-r) Lindsay Bailey, Patrick Horms and 5ara
horlngton grab a quick bite to eat and share a few laughs while on a
study break at 5tean-N-5hake. {submitted photo) 4, (From l-r)
Lindsay Mullins, Melissa Marta, Karlynn Hoisington, Leslie Cleveland
and Amanda hochstelter enjoy carving pumpkins and eating candy
at the fourth North Williams halloween party, {submitted photo) 5.
(From l-r) Andrew Tkaczyk, Dana Scheller and Neal Peterson pull out
their 70s attire for the back-to-school late skate at Hidden Cove.
(submitted photo)

Dennis 5tora

Melody Stratman

William Strope

Stephanie Stuil

Shanna Styles

Timothy 5uiter

Jill Swanson

Jonatnan Swenson

Amanda Taylor

Derek Thomas

jonatnon Thompson

Lisa Thompson
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Meredith Tibbe

Mollie Tippitt

Andrew Tkaczyk

Jillian Totten
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Tara Tripp

Julie Trout

Abigail Truebloou

Bethany Turner

Jessica Tuttle

Christina Urban
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Jamie Tubbs

1. (From l-r) Anita Robinson, Lindsey
Bailey and Melissa harper use a weekend
"getaw ay" to escape the stresses of
school and ju s t spend som e tim e with the
gals, (subm itted photo) Z. (From l-r) Briar
Canaday and hick Birkey attem pt to revive
a popular trend of the 90s and claim "avi
ators 4 life" as their m otto, (subm itted
photo) 3. (From l-r) Lindsay Yowell, Flaley
Marshall, Liz Flilger and Brian Chandler stop
for a picture while cheering on the Tigers
at a hom e football gam e, (subm itted
photo)
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Brian Vail

Tabltha Vegh

Marsee Vinson

Llnasey Wade

heather Wagoner

Andreas Wald

Courtney Wallin

Emily Waltrlp
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4. (From l-r) hiki Ward, Cara
Dafoe, Jordan LaPinta,
Bekah McCoy, Busan
Fleming, Erin Flail,
Btephanie Btull and Busan
Bhand stop by a fountain to
take a picture in Downtown
Indianapolis while on a
weekend getaway, (submit
ted photo) 5. (From l-r)
Jessica Tuttle and Barah
Juenger relax in the sun as
they take a break from the
craziness of college life.
(submitted photo)
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riicoie Ward

Breah Welding

Ashiee White

Matt White

Michael White

Troy White

Brent Winchei

Kara Wingfield

Morgan Wissel

Colleen Witte

Kirsten Witthoff

Tiffany Woods

Jenna Yoder

Lindsay Yoweli

Valerie Zentmyer

Katie Zurcner
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Waiter Wilson

Summer Zell

Oeboran Zwirkoski

Steven Williams
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1. Dr,. Rose Bigler and Brian Murphy
(fr,) participate in the "Lifesavers
and Toothpicks" game at a party at "
the heme of Dr David Van Heemst,
(submitted photo) 2 . Members of
Che 2003-04 Capitol hill Gang gath
er aiter the club's fall deD ate. (sub
mitted photo) 3. Brian Murphy (fr ) I
and 5arah Fagano (so.) enjoyed the I
party game. Pagano said; "It was
our’hest party ever," (submitted
photoi) ,4. Mate Hinkle (sr,) address- g
es the crowd at the Capitol Hill
i
■- -u «v > y:~ ■ » >
I
Gang's debate' The topic of the
||
debate was the Patriot Act, (photo ||
bp Jessica Allison) , t
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1. Richard Rewerts (jr.) launches a rocket at the Computer Club's
party. (submitted photo) 2. Members of the 2003-04 Computer
Club gather with their robotic friend, "Charlie." (submitted photo) 3.
Adelaide Anderson (jr.) does what a Computer Science major does
best, as she works on the computer. (submitted photo) 4. (From Ir) Erin Kring (jr.), Micole Clark (jr.), Joy Sarata (so.), Mary Faw (sr.),
Amy Lantz (so.), Kari Sloan (sr.) and Adelaide Anderson (jr.) enjoy
the events of the party. (submitted photo)
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1. Members of Dialog (front row, l-r): Bruce Puckett
(jr.), Tara Smith (graduate), Ben Bittner (gradgate),
” *
*/■. x * *'
*
(back row) Ranea Surbrook (jr.), Libby Bittner (sr),
Dr. Richard Thompson, hicki Parks (sr.) and Thomas
Bridges (jr.). (submitted photo) 2, At Dialog meet
ings, students discuss current controversy religious
Issues, (submitted photo) - . v
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1. 2003-04 DiaKoma members pose for
.* <•- i " ’ .- ’
•
•
a group photo, (pnotc by Jessica
Allison) 2 . Diahonia's officers for the
■*
2003-04 year were (from l-.r) J.T, Brown
*•
* /
*
(sr.), 5helly 5heets (jr.), Wendi Roper
(sr.), Mary hay, White (jr.) and 5ara hart
(jr.). {photo by Jessica Allison)
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l.The 2003-04
Engineering Club (sub
m itted photo) 2. (From Ir) Josh Cress (so.), Jared
Morehouse (fr.) and
Marissa Lynn (jr.) play
around at a club party.
(submitted photo) 3.
(Front row, from l-r)
Tanya Jernberg (sr.),
Mark DeMint (so.),
Rebecca Ibrahim (fr.),
(back row) Jared Morehouse (fr.) and Jay
Matcher (sr.) enjoy the
Engineering party, (sub
m itted photo)
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- 7 Revue
with flair./{submitted
photo) 3. (From hr)
Michael Remole (so,),
Am y Brooks (jr.), Gary
Shelton (sr.) and Matt
T
^
i1eincKer,(sr.) enjoyed
- n, *>*
A ~ •'*■>
goofing around during
the Broadway Revue
o.oduction, {submitted photo) 4.
Amy Brooks (jr.) and Brock Boyts
r< *' . „
■
(so.) share a tender me nent before
Green Room's Broadway Revue.
{submitted photo) 5. 2003-04
5poons for Forks, (front row, from I■ .' . * '• ;
r) Sarah Bean (sr.), Tyler Mowry (fr.),
' ♦. %^ '+ *
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* . *
Landon-DeCrastos (so.), Annika ' '
Bellinger (jr.), Erin Casey (fr),
Steonen Foxworthy (jr.), Julia ►Perkinson (fr), (back row) David
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Moore (so.) 'Adam hetzel (so,), Luke
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Wadsworth (jr.), Dan Aumiler (jr.) and
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1. Multiethnic Relations
Committee members (clockwise,
from bottom left) Mate Clark (sr.),
*
, ‘ jfc ■* f
!
Ulcole Clark (jr.), Katya Samoilova
(jr.); Cyhthia Rodriguez-fec);' " ...
■ •^
;y
*,' •v v C*^
Simone Mullerf (so ), LaMorris
rf1
/ V* *• *.
Crawford (jr.), Blanca Thompspn
(jr.) Angie Wood (jr.), flalachi
Kelly (sc ), Amanda Adams (sr.),
^
sf' * ■;
- Kandice Arwood (sr.) and sponsor
* A ' v* * ^ *• '*•
'
Brent Tallman. (submittedphoto)
2. Multiethnic Relations_
•+ * ., *
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C o m m itte e m e m b e rs (front row.

from l-r) Katya Samoilova (jr.),
Angie Wood (jr.), Kris Dunlop
(sr.), Amanda Adams (sr.);\ >>)./’)
LaMorris Crawford (jr.), Simone
Mulieri (so.), .(back row)-Maiachi
Kelly (so.), Dean Woody Webb, /
Kandice Arwood (sr.), RD Brent
Tallman and Bianca-Thompson
(jr.). (photo by Mary Raw)/ ,
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1. (From l-r) Stephanie Slack (sr.), Jill Burkholder
;sr), kyle Cowles (sr.), Sarah Guengerich (sr.),
Megan Glenn (sr.) and Megan harms (sr.) enjoy a
rousing game of "pass the Balloon." (photo by
Jessica Allison) 2. The 2003-04 hursing
Students in Action Council is made up of mem
* ,**'■- v- -w
-t
oers from each class . "(photo by Jessica Allison)
3 professors Linda Greenstreet and Tiffany Greer
*
joined ir, the balloon-passing, much to the
■- ’ *
,
amusement of the student nurses, (photo by
Jessica Allison) 4 hursing students Megan
-*
Bowne (so.), Kim Wilkes (so.), Korie Glover (so.),
Amy Munter (so.) and Amanda Armstead (so.)
show off n5A's new pants, which, appropriately,
are scrubs, (photo by Jessica Allison) 5. One of
MSA's main activities is sponsoring an American
Red Cross Blood Drive. Here, Adam 5chwer (sr.)
donates blood, (submitted photo)
•
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1. Jessica BlaKe (jr.) climbs a rock on
an Olivet Geological Society educa
tional field trip (photo by Mary Faw)
2. Members of the club enjoy spend
ing rtime outdoors with their sponsor,
professor Brock Schroeder. (submit
ted photo) 3. Josh Barringer (sr.)
*\
'
enjoys the natural wonders of both
the rock formations and hjs fellow
club member's bare feet. (photo by
Mary Faw) 4. A Nazarene gathering
would be meaningless If there were
no food, so 0G5 includes snack time
in 13 activity, (photo by Mary Faw)
"
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1. Proving that
I Psychology Club
members are
friends both in and
. ; outside the class
.
room, these stu
dents have fun at a
Halloween party.
(Front row, from l-r)
5arah Windholz
| ; (sr.), Joe Enyeart

V*

Or.), Andy bright
(sr.), Aaron Wirick
(sr.), (back row)
Emily Muggins (sr.),
Jessica Johnson (sr.), 5uzie Sanchez

^ GO, Merry

f'laiolo
(sr.), Joy Colwell
v'
' •
(sr.), Emily Kocn (on
her. lap) and Dr.
,
Cajy Koch. (submit-* ■
ted photo) Z.
Z003-04 members
'
f ' "x, -«•\
of the Psychology
Club enjoyed a
'
. I'M ; '■ * •§■
Halloween party in
the Viatorian Room,
and then" retreated
to the coffee shop V *
*
-.
for photos and quiet
chatting, (submitted
photo} 3. Suzie
5anchez Or.) and
Kerry Maiolo (sr.)
enjoyed the „
'
v ' ■y"r' ’' ’
Psychology Cluby % ’*&<*
* *f
party, (submitted
photo)
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1. (From l-r) Stephanie Brown
(jr.), Kerrin Jerom e (so.) and A m y
Stipp (sr.) read to children at the
5tudent Eaucatlon Assocation's
(SEA) reading night in the
Warming house. (subm itted

-

photo) 2. (Clockwise, from bot

J

tom left) SEA members Elsa
Sultan (so,), Matt Glenn (sr.),
Adam Zwirkoski (sr.) and Rebekah
rielnold (so,) form a reading circle
with the children. (subm itted
photo) 3. The 2 003-04 m em 
bers of SEA. (subm itted photo)
4, (From l-r) Matt Glenn (sr.) and
Adam Zwirkoski (sr.) are apparent
ly enthralled by The Magic School
6m (subm itted photo)
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1. 2003-04 members of Students in
Tree Enterprise members stop for a
picture in the Weber Center, (submit
ted photo) 2. (Clockwise, from bottom
left) Aimee Smith (sr.), John Dalton
(sr.), Christy Glynn (sr.), Sarah Crum
(sr.), Nicki Crocker (sr.), Chad Gehring
(sr.) and Jason Francis (sr.) sit in a
"business meeting." (submitted photo)
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1. 2 003-04 Sigma Tau Delta
members (from l-r): profes
sor Karen Knudson (co-spon
sor), Jenni Bast (jr.), Emily
Jones (sr.), Sarah Boss (sr.),
Josh Sollie (sr.), Tiffany
DeMint (sr.), Erin Laning (sr.),
Katie Bennett (jr.), Karen
Karhan (sr.) and professor
Dave Johnson (co-sponsor).
(submitted photo) 2. (Erom
l-r) Emily Jones (s’r.) and
Karen Karhan (sr.) participat
ed in the Meet the Authors
party in the Warming house.
(submitted photo) 3. Tiffany
DeMint (sr.) wore a costume
to the party, (submitted
photo) 4. The Meet the
Authors pasty drew m any 1 ***]
costumed revelers (photo
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1. (Clockwise, from bottom
left) Jen ny Dittmer (so,),
Whitney Wood (sr.), Aubrey
Marks (jr.) and Mary Long

A
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(sr.) carve pumpkins w ith ,

*"

the 5tudent 5ection of
Family and Consum er
Sciences (55FAC5). (sub
m itted photo) 2. The
2003 -0 4 members of
55FAC5, (photo b y Jessica
Allison) 3. (From l-r) Kerrle
Ericson (jr.), Cindy Pecka
(jr.) and Danielle Yokley enjoy food science. (subm it
ted photo) 4. Flew Kappa Om icron Flu members
included (from l-r) Krista Edwards (jr.), Tricha Craig
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(sr.), Whitney Wood (sr.), Corissa 5tephens (so.) and

v' >».,,
♦ 1,

Cindy Pecka (jr.), (subm itted photo)
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1. The devoted stu
dents of The Dorm
(front row from l-r): Bill
Artz (jr.),Erick Karl (so.),
(back row) Emily
Eelgenhauer (fr.),
Don Canton (so.) and
Matt Angell (so.). (sub
mitted photo) 2. An
affinity with communi
cation is a prerequisite
for Dorm members,
and Matt Angell (so.)
fits this description.
(submitted photo) 5.
Don Canton (so',)'
speaks into the micro
phone while working
his shift. (.submitted
photo)
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1. Johnathon Eltrevoog (jr.) hosts the Shine afterk* ’
*'•>*
noon show under the name "Johnny Rock " (pnoto
by Jessica Allison) Z. The students who work for
5hlne are all very enthusiastic, even on an early
Monday morning when a yearbook pnotographer
Interrupts their weekly meeting, These.studerits are
(seated) Matt Lanter (fr,), (back row from, l-r) Derek
Thomas (fr,), 5teven Reyes (jr,), Barah Lenfielo
(director of outreach), Laura Benson (sr,), Justin
Knight (program director), Mallory DeWees (fr), Bill
DeWees (station manager), Gretchen 5chmidt (jr,),
Elizabeth Hollenberg (fr,) and Rachel Barber (jr.).
(photo by Jessica Allison) 5. Mallory DeWees (fr.) J
•
* %
consults with program director lustin Knight (photo
by Jessica Allison)
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1. Olivet Worship Band, a sum m er-only PR group,
consisted j3f (from l-r) J o y Bittlg (so ), Jordan
"

V.

*

*

*

Bumgarner.(so.), Kim Meiste (sr.) and LuKe
Wadsworth (jo), {photo by The Im age Group) 2.

«

"> ^ t * *

*

This caricature of the group drawn by mem ber Jo y
Bittlg is "very special to the group," according to
* V- '**

■

v-

',

4

fellow m em ber Kim Meiste. {submitted photo) 3.

***

%*.**■ *

„*

*

The bana got dirty at tne Bouthwest Indiana junior
nigh camp at Camp Canby. (subm itted photo) 4.
(Prom l-r) Jordan Bumgarner (so.), Kim Meiste (sr.),
LuKe Wadswortn (jr.) and J o y Blttlg (so.) enjoyed
going to a Thlra Day concert during their time
rr
'•' •,
—
.
cogether {submitted photo)
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1. The Olivetians visited diverse churches across the Olivet region.
(subm itted photo) 2. The Olivetians are (from l-r) Malachi Kelly
(so.), Amanda Rodgers (Jr.), Matt lielncker (sr.), Sarah Gonzalez *
(sr.), Jen Anderson (sr.), Jerem y Alger (sr.) and Lindsey Czechowicz
(so.), (photo b y The Image Group) 3. The Olivetians strike a pose
in front of street art, (subm itted photo) 4. Through thelr.travels,
(from l-r) Jen Anderson (sr.), Sarah Gonzalez (sr.), Lindsey
Czechowlcz (so,) and Amanda Rodgers (|r,) have bonded, (subm it
ted photo)
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1. PraiZe 2003-04 is
(front row from l-r) Erica
Hudson (sr.), Luke
Quanstrom (sr.), (back
row) Kendall Ludwig (sr.),
Ted Rennert (sr.), Matt
Stanley (jr.), Bethany
Robinson (sr) and Dave
Wonder (sr.). (photo by
The Image Group) 2.
Many of the members of
PraiZe Is In its third year
of traveling The group is
still very close and its
members enjoy goofing
around, (submitted
•
photo) 3. PraiZe repre
sented Olivet a1 Hazarene
Youth .Conference 2003 in Houston, Texas, (sub
mitted photo) 4. At the-prom alternative on
Maclnaw”Island, the group had the privilege of
dressing up. (submitted photo)
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1. The Vision Project 2 003-04 is (front row from l-r) Katie Bennett (jr.), Kristin
Am ato O'"-)/ Bethany MacKay Or.)/ Kristy Burrows (so.), (back row) Dave Mcfleely
(so ) and Brock Boyts (so,) (photo b y The Image Qroup) 2. Beth MacKay (|r.) and
Dave Mcfleely (so,) spend tim e with children at a church the group visited, (sub
m itted photo) 3. Dave Mcfleely (so,) pauses for a m om ent of reflecton amidsc the
mania that is traveling, (subm itted photo) 4. Kristin Am ato Or,), Kriscy Burrows
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(so,), Katie Bennett Or ), and Beth MacKay Or.) are excited by a trip to a pumpkin
' -farm, (subm itted photo) 5. Dave M cfleely (so,), Kristy Burrows fso,) and Broch
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Boyts (so,) represent and have som e fun at the same time, (subm itted photo)
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1. Mission possible 5ustain m ovem ent
while wearing the big, blach dress. Keri
Shay (fr,) suspends herself in a hallway.
(subm itted photo) 2. Members of
Chrysalis eat-dlnner together while on

•**«#•V*«> *
^

tour. (Clockwise from, bottom left)

*%
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rfarmony Lappin (so.), Casey Coffey
(fr,), Andrea Harshman (fr.), professor
•* V
*.
4 m
*
Martha Dalton, Aubrey La'una (fr.),
Krista Pusey (so.’),' Vaf^rle-5ass (fr.) and
Rebecca Petro (fr ) (submitted photo)
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3: While on fall toui, som e members of
the choir were enthralled by this 5ig;n,
(submitted photo) 4 (Front row from •

v>^

J
V

fr/
>
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w o» »- .

l-r) Emily 5chmidt (so.), Kerrin Jerom e
(50

)! Brlana Kassebaum (fr.), Leslie

Cleveland (fr.), Katie Pyle, (so.), (bacK

ONE WAY

TO GOD

row) Karlynn Hoisington (fr) and Keri
5hay (fr.) find bus rides to be times of
closeness — literally. (subm itted
photo) 5. The 2003-04 Chrysalis choir, under the direction of professor Martha Dalton, (photo b y The Image Group) 6. While on
tour, the ladies enjoy nome-cooked meals that were prepared for them with love and gratitude, (submitted photo) 7. how we all

* *
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know why they wear those big dresses! Leslie Cleveland (fr.) bends over so that Brlana Kassebaum (fr.) and Katie Pyle (so.) can
firtd shelter under her skirt (submitted photo)
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1. In order to maintain choral excellence, Orpheus practices several times each week, (photo by Jessica
Penningtony 2. (from l-r) Jared Morehouse (fr.), Sarah Gonzalez (sr.), Tyler Dunlop (so.) and Autumn
Shepherd exercised choreographed m oves in the Orpheus Variety Show (photo b y Stephanie Mcflelltf) 3.
Tor Dr. Jeff Bell's birthday, the choir threw him a party, (photo b y Jessica Pennington) 4. (Prom l-r) Steven

-£ ,e a d m ( S c o t l

Baher (sr.) ano Brad Senffner (jr.) parodied the song "Sisters" from the film White Christmas in the Variety
Show, (photo b y Stephanie Mctlelly) 5. (Prom l-r) Sarah Marta (jr.) and Amanda Medley (jr.) smile for the

''W h a le n (s & .)

'im pose'of

camera, (photo b y Jessica Pennington) 6. The 2003-04 Orpheus Choir, under the direction of Dr. Jeff Bell.
p h o to b y The Image Group) 7. Wrangle 'em ! (Front row, from l-r) Abiel Sultan (sr.), Autumn Shepherd (sr.),
Jen Anderson (sr.), Scott Whalen (sr.), (bach row) Sarah Gonzalez (sr.), Matt heincher (sr.), Mollie Ludwig (sr.)
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<t& u ja n lza tian c % a

and Steve Baker (sr.). (photo b y Jessica Pennington) 8. Kim Tocheff (sr.), Janna Knight (sr.) and Jen

m in ia te v tlv L C u i^ Ji

Johnston (sr.) smile brightly for the camera, (photo b y Jessica Pennington)

[nai&es music'.

9. "Choir buddies across the

schools": A t Praise Gathering, Jessica Pennington (sr.) sang with Taylor and Indiana Wesleyian university stu
dents (from l-r) Eric, Laura and Brent, (submitted photo)
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1. Testament was welcomed to
Roxana, III., Church of the hazarene's
hazarene Community Center with this
sign inviting the community to come
hear the choir, (submitted photo) 2.
Choir tours can be stressful, causing
people to do strange things, here, Dr.
heal Woodruff shows what the stress
has done to him. (submitted photo) 3.
(From l-r) Landon DeCrastos (so.) and
Dan Aumiller (jr.) relax before a perfor
mance by playing video games, (sub
mitted photo) 4. (From l-r) Jason
Athialy (fr.), Lee Chamberlain (fr.) and
Ben Moody (sr.) eat one of the many
meals provided by churches, (submit
ted photo) 5. (From l-r) Kiel Wright (fr.),
Landon DeCrastos (so.) and Malachi
Kelly (so.) smile after eating a wonderful
home-cooked lunch before they load up
on the bus and head to their next desti
nation. (submitted photo) 6. The
2003-04 Testament Men's Choir, under
the direction of Dr. heal Woodruff.
(photo by The Image Group) 7. Aaron
Wirick (sr.) answers questions during
the "hot Beat" game at Testament's
annual retreat, "hot Beat" is a notori
ously unpredictable question-andanswer game, (submitted photo)
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cVlame/ op ^({bqqanLzatum:
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mind/ aisem A le, ta inini&tet
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attd/ ta ptam atc the sncial
and/ spiritual hues/ of the
memleas/.
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1. (From l-r) Melissa Marta (fr.), Matt
Trembly (sr.) and Lindsay Mullins (fr.)
smile on the tour bus. (submitted
photo) 2. (From I r) Bethany
Den hart (so,), Colleen Metz (sr,),
•
v y
*'
*■*
Adrienne El-Taidbani (so.) and
Kristen Jagdharry (so.) are a fear
some foursome for the band, (sub
mitted photo) 3. Wnile waiting for a
performance to start, (from l-r) Katie
Fleetwood (fr) and Jorden Cupp (fr,)
smile for the camera. (submitted
photo) 4. Lori Belmonte (fr,), Amy
*
Betzler (jr.) and Joiden Cupp (fr,)
enjoyed spending time together on
tour, (submitted pnoto) 5. The
2003-04 Concert Band, under the
direction of Dr. heal McMullian.
(photo by The Image droup) 6.
'*
.
Director
heal McMullian
is not afraid
K*
*
to break the band's "ho PDA" rule,
(submitted pnoto) 7. Mariah Booth
(jr.) carries Toni Moran (so.) as they
climb the stairs. (submitted photo)
8. (From l-r) Phil DeYoung (so,) is
not deterred by Ryan Bchultz's (jr.)
wildly-waving hand, (submitted
photo) *
#•
*°
’
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1. Chad 5t. John (jr.) goofs off
.
♦*'
during a break at a Jazz Band
concert.*- (photo by Jessica
- , .' / ■
-■
Pennington) 2. These Jazz
Band members have formed a
tight bond. Pictured are (front
row, from l-r) Kevin Jones (jr.),
Kristen tieimsoth (jr.), Jessica
Pennington (sr.), Matt Trembly
(sr.), (back row) Chad 5t. John
(jr.) and Kevin Payton (fr.) (sub
mitted photo) 3. The Jazz
Band is comprised of a variety
of instruments. (photo by The
Image Group) 4. The saxo
phone section is comprised of
(from l-r) Jonathan DeZwaan
(sr.), Phil Smith (jr.), Jay,
Hatcher.(sr),
Kristen
fleimsotn
r
f
*
*
(jr.) and A&ron Payne (fr.).
(photo by The image Group)
,
5. Aaron Payne (fr., far left)
* t
*
.
.*
and Kevin Jones (jr., far right)
assist Rodney Kilgore (jr., cen
ter) as he plays the piano.
(jphoto by Jessica Pennington)
6. The 2003-04 Jazz Band,
^‘
«• '
r- *
■
under the direction of profes
sor Don Reddick, (photo by
Jessica Pennington)
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1. In order to have an excellent orchestra, the
members must practice a lot.{photo by Jessica
Allison) 2. In the annual Messiah performance, the
Orchestra
accompanies
Orpheus,MChrysalis and
<*J*' v
*
'»■
Testament (photo by Jonathan Tran) 3. The
2003-04 Orchestra, under the diretion of Dr. heal
*y* ^ ■ -# *■+* ». *
*
Woodruff; (photo by The Image Group) 4. A mem
ber of the orchestra waits for his turn to play during
a rehersal
(photo■ *by Jessica Allison) 5. Kevin
0
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4

Paytonr(fr ' plays the bass during Orchestra prac
tice. (photo by Jessica Allison ) 6. Dressed up for a
performance, the Orchestra looks sharp, (photo by
Jonathan Tran)
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-Scott/ ?<<>uu:Aei, so/.

-,esse Moneman (sr.), vice president of finance {photo b y 5tephame Mctlelly) 2. Kati Dafoe (jr.), vice president of office management, (photo by
esse tloneman) 3. Kris Dunlop (sr.), A5C president, (photo b y Je sse tloneman) 4. (From l-r) 5arah Windholz (sr.), Erin Rumbley (sr.) and 5tephanie
cMelly (sr.) were roommates at the Mazarene 5tudent Leadership Conference in Boston, Mass. (submitted photo) 5. While in Boston, (front from l-r)
ris Dunlop (sr.), 5cott Zurcher (sr.), Wes Flail (jr.) and (back row) Jesse Floneman (sr.) enjoyed a snowball fight on the campus of Eastern Mazarene
ollege. (photo b y Stephanie Mctlelly) 6. A t the fall retreat, m em bers of executive council g o t goofy in the sand, (subm itted photo) 7. 5arah Windholz
>r ), vice president of WRL. (photo b y Je sse tloneman) 8. Wes Flail (jr.), vice president of MRL. (photo b y Jesse tloneman) 9. 5tephanie McMelly (sr.),
urora editor, (photo b y Jesse tloneman) 10. Erin Rumbley (sr.), GllmmerGlass editor, (photo b y Jesse tloneman) 11. Tara Beth Moore (sr.), vice
'esident of spiritual life, (photo b y Stephanie Mctlelly) 12. While in Boston, the executive council visited Fenway Park and gathered in front of the
i jgout for a picture. 5hown here are (front row l-r) Todd Maberry (alumnus), dean W oody Webb, 5arah Windholz (sr.), Kathy Jewell, 5tephanie McMelly
>r.), (second row) Dr. Ja y Martinson, Tara Beth Moore (sr.), 5cott Zurcher (sr.), Wes Flail (jr.), Kati Dafoe (jr.), Erin Rumbley (sr.), Kris Dunlop (sr.) and
lack row) Jesse Moneman (sr.). (subm itted photo) 13. 5cott Zurcher (sr.), vice president of social life, (photo b y Jesse tloneman)
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cVlam& op 't&MjarUzaUan/:
&A S ^
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(vu.)

im pose/ op (t&tqunizcUian/:
^ 0; tepae&ent/ an d empauiex/
c&iiij^et/ s/ student/ (Lady/.
1 . (From l-r) Sarah Windholz (sr.)
and Beth Johnson (so.) helped
staff the Back-to-5chool party at
hidden Cove. (photo by
5tephanie Mcllelly) 2. At ASC's
fall retreat, members and spon
sor Dr. Jay Martinson enjoyed
time on a beach. (submitted
photo) 3. (From l-r) Tara Beth
Moore (sr.), Erin Rumbley (sr.),
Lindsay Yowell (fr.), Tyler Person
(sr.) and Remington Anksorus
(jr.) chatted about life, love and
country roads at the retreat.
(photo by 5tephanie Mcllelly) 4.
(Clockwise from bottom left) Tyler
Person (sr.), Jesse honeman
(sr.), Sarah Stephenson (jr.), Kati
Dafoe (jr.), Remington Anksorus
(jr.) and Scott Zurcher (sr.) played
"mafia" at retreat, {photo by
5tephanie Mcllelly) 5. A5C
enjoyed an evening by a camp
fire. {photo by 5tephanie Mcllelly)
6. Card shark Brett Tescher (sr.)
takes a rest on Remington
Anksorus' (jr.) shoulder, {photo
by 5tephanie Mcllelly) 7. (From
l-r) Kris Dunlop (sr.) and Ryan
McFlone (so.) show that A5C gets
two thumbs up. {photo by
5tephanie Mcllelly)

:

*-

1. For the Aurora's last year in its present office, Stephanie Mchelly (sr.) painted large purple
*•
squares on the walls. (pnoto by Mary Faw) 2. (From l-r) Jessica Allison (so.) and Brittney Brown (fr
Know the joy of plugging away for long hours in front of the Mac. (photo by 5tephanie Mchelly) 3.
Members of the 2003-04 Aurora staff were (front row from l-r) Brittney Brown (fr.), Christy Intawonc
**•
*■ *
'
(sr.), Lori Shand (sr.), Susan Shand (fr.), (middle row) Mary Faw (sr.), Tricia Zelis (fr.), Emily Rosner
(so.), Jessica Allison (so.), Katie Thompson (jr.), (bach row) Trisha Cross (sr.), Stephanie Mchelly
%
(sr.) and Megan O'Connell (sr.). (submitted photo) 4. (From l-r) Kyle Rago Or.)/ Tiffany DeMint (sr.)
and Brittany Jachson (sr.) are also vital members of the staff. (photo by 5tephanie Mchelly) 5. An
anonymous member of the staff claimed, "We tried to paint." (photo by 5tephanie Mchelly)
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1. The QiimmerQiass editors looK mysterious in
* *
/<■- *
the flammes Bookstore: (front row from l-r)
Denise Knee (jr.), Erin Rumbley (sr), Tricia Miller
(so.)', Trisha Cross (sr.), Erin Laning (sr.), (back
row) Erin Ouwenga (sr.), Andy "Greetings"
Maynard (jr.), Dan Aumiller (jr.) and Tom Smith
(jr.). (submitted photo) 2. Tom Smith (jr.) sits at
the top of the steps leading to the basement of
the Kitchen during the (jlimmerGlass retreat at
Aroma Park campgrounds. (submitted photo) 3.
* *■
■
Are these people up to no good? You decide.
They include (front row from l-r) Denise Knee (jr.),
Tom Smith (jr.), Jenny Graves (fr,), (middle row)
Erin Laning (sr.); Richard Rewerts (jr.), Mallori
Lesn (jr.),.DaenaStanek (fr.) and (back row)
Trisha Gross (sc), (submitted photo) 4. Editor
**
* **
'
**
Erin Rumbley (sr.) .ooks over the pages of fea
tures editor Erin Laning (sr.). (submitted photo)
5 Megan JcMahon (so.) surveys an article, while
Tom Smith (jr.) and Erin Laning (sr,) work on their
pages«on the computers (photo by 5tephanie
Ac lie 11y) i '
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1. (From l-r) Laura Ooten (50.), Christina
Bouquet (jr.)/ Faith Newman (jr.) and Natalie
Evenson (sr.) enjoyed getting to know each
other during RA training. (photo by Emily
Rosner) 2. The 2003-04 Williams residential
staff included (front row from l-r) Mannah
Huguenin (so.), Karen Anderson (so.), Donna
Mollandsworth (RD), Kara Pusey (so.), Jen
Oates (so.), (back row) Karen Globig (jr.),
Ashley Culp (jr.), Elsa Bultan (so.) and Marcie
Tubbs (jr.). (submitted photo) 3. Parrot RA
Annika Bellinger (jr.) is all smiles about room
checks; Abby Rowe (jr.) seems to be catching
Bellinger's excitement. (photo by 5tephanle
Mctlelly) 4. Williams RA Elsa Bultan (so.)
knows paperwork is one of the many duties an
RA must fulfill. (photo by 5tephanie Mctlelly)
5. The 2003-04 McClain residential staff
included (from l-r) Mary Margaret Reed (RD),
Kelly Carpenter (jr.), Melissa Weaver (jr.),
Renee Reich (jr.), Beth Lawson (jr.) and Barah
Ross (sr.). (submitted photo) 6. Mowe, Grand
and UP leaders included (from l-r) Melody
Grimm (assistant RD); Carol Cheney (sr.); Molly
Btultz (jr.); Jodie Lindgren (RD) and daughter,
Emilie; Kristin Roy (sr.); Kerry Maiolo (sr.);
Megan Dunaway (jr.); and Megan Zendian (sr.).
(submitted photo)
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1. (From l-r) Rob Gibson (sr.), Joe Lee (so.)
and Keith Deckard (jr.) represent the Nesbitt
com m unity, {photo b y Em ily Rosnei) 2.
Chapman RAs Aaron Tagert (jr., center) and
Maher 5andouka (sr., right) help a resident
carry his stuff in on Move-ln Day. {photo by
Jesse Moneman) 3. The 2 003-04 Mills res
idential staff included (from l-r) Aaron
G regory (so.), Nathan Dreisbach (so.), Brent
Tallman (RD), Brett Dollens (sr.), Marc
McLain (jr.), LaMorris Crawford (jr.) and
Rodger Doss (jr.) {submitted photo) 4.
Nathan Dreisbach (so.) and Rodger Doss
(jr.) learned that being an RA means spend
ing long hours in the RA office, {photo by
5tephanle McMelly) 5. One of the Mills Mall
traditions is eating Brent Tallman's fiercely
hot salsa. Here, LaMorris Crawford (jr.)
seem s to be feeling the after-effects of too
much salsa, {subm itted photo) 6. Allen
Hoxie (jr.), Bob Kring (RD) and Nate Clark
(sr.) show that the guys from UP are super
cool. {subm itted photo)

Since' lecoming/ cm CR/Sd, 9 think 9 tie/ pnollg/ waltzed/
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1. Stephen Scherer (fr.) punches Gideon Blusher (sr.) in
*t C -Zyt 0* '
’* ~
their Tiger Championship Wrestling (TCW) match. (photo
by Jonathan Tran) V 2 lEndon.Yowell (sr.) points to the
TCW crowd, letting them Know what's up. Entering with
him'is Brett Tescher (sr.). (photo by Jonathan Tran) 3.
During first semester, MFsL sold this "Benson Buddies"
• O ,*
.
>V
*
T-shirt with chaplain Michael Benson'.s picture on the
*+
T
v %
*
*
<
front (pnoto by btepnanie-Mcllelly) 4. The bach of the
"Benson's Buddies" T-shirt included the first-semester
1
■
cl apel tneme, "Do You Know the Plan?" (photo by
5tephani& Menelly) 5: At TCW, camouflaged Levi
Williams (fr.) throws Aaam Beaney (jr.) into the ropes.
u * 0- *
*
" **
*
(photo by Jonatnan Tran)
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nation/. cW e a re m are than that, and D th in k <^ o d is/

1

' f president Sarah W indholz and adviser Donna
ollandsworth. (photo b y 5tephanle McMelly) 2.
tudent D evelop m en t's Nancy Bretzlaff gave a
evctional m essage at a W R L-sponsored prayer

p.*

going/ to tnooe through it/.
"
AV '-V-■- *'*-■
— Sarah/ cW in d h o lz, se. it*. <

reakfast. (p hoto b y Jill MornoH) 3. (Front row from
r) Kati Dafoe, Tara Mast, (second row) Nathalie

cY lc u n e o p <
^ AganlzaUon/: hM M R Si

om akowsky, Jenni Bast, (back row) Kristin Heppe
nd 3ryanna Flill hold up the tools that th e y used to
rdecorate each others' apartm ents In the firstJer "S w a ppin g S p aces" sponsored b y WRL. (su b 
mitted photo) 4. On Thursday nights, the council
ket to discuss issues and u pcom in g events.
jhoto b y 5tephanie McMelly)
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1. In order to, bond as a committee, leader 5cott Zurcher had the 5ocial Committee visit Ed Debevic's .
«
»t r # -<* ■
*
Chicago. At the famously rude restaurant, members shared laughs, big eats and these silly white hats.:
* *
■
*
(.subm itted photo) 2. (Frorrf l-r) Laura Murphy (sr.) and Landon Yowell (sr.) served ice cream for the
*
*
root-beer floats 5ocial Committee served at its Red Room Cafe night. (photo by Mary haw) 3. Audrey
*.

Richardson (so.) enjoys an extiaordinarily massive hot dog at Ed Debevic's. Richardson enjoyed the

■

'

“

\ *■

large dog. Yum! (subm ittedphoto) 4. Jenny Craves (fr., left) and Anna Eink (fr., right) give Brad Kroh

-

the-theme of this year's Ollies Follies, the 5ocial Committee hired a Fiesta Band to play during the lunc

(fr., center) a special double air kiss. Krohe must be one lucky guy. (subm itted photo) 5. To go with
meal on Saturday, (subm itted photo) 6. (From l-r) heal Mollis (sr.) and 5cott Zurcher (sr.) have a little
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fun after *they
finished setting
up for Ollies Follies, (subm itted photo) 7. 5ocial Committee's Red Roon
<*•»
,
Cafe nignt was an amazing success. Mere, is ju st a portion of the crowd that was there that night, (pf |c§>
by Mary haw) ,
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to/ praise cLfou/. sdnd/ now/, ju si to/ know/ cljau/ more/ has/ become my/ greai reward/, to/ see/ cVjour
kingdom come/ and/ aljour/ m ilt lie/ done/.
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— Tsora/ ‘M eih ‘M oore, sr.
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1 Pictured is the 2003-04 Spiritual Life Council. Every person here is either on the executive committee oi
is the leader of an individual ministry. (photo by Jill HornoH) 2. The 2003-04 Spiritual Life executive council
(from l-r): Stephanie Suprenant (so.), Dan Kelley (sr.), Tara Beth Moore (sr.) and Meghan Casey (jr.). (photo
by Jill HornoH)

Meghan Casey, Outreach Mlnlsltry Leader
Description of Job: My responsibility is to oversee the outreach ministries of Spiritual Life,

to encourage and support outreach ministry leaders and to aid the vice president of spiri
tual life.
Advice for 5tudent Body: We are to be the body of Christ, which means encouraging peo
ple, serving people, spreading the love of Jesus and helping each other through this life.
My advice is to start living radically for Jesus even on a Christian campus and going deeper
with your conversations.
Favorite Place: My walk-in closet.
Favorite Place To Eat: Panera Bread. I love that place! Yum!
Funny/Embarrassing 5tory: Wow, this is definitely the semester of embarrassing moments
for me — although one of my favorites is when I got stuck in a fence on my way to
chapel. I was in a hurry and was going to pass these girls, but when I did, my pants got
stuck in the fence. Instead of turning around and fixing it, Ijust kept walking and fell faceforward in the mud. The girls I tried to pass had to come back and set me free!
Random Fact That Will 5urprlse 5tudents: I was home-schooled for nine years, but I've
been in private and public schools as well. Being home-schooled was one of the best
blessings of my life.

'ara Beth Moore, Vice President of Spiritual Life
)escriptlon of Job: Oversee all Spiritual Life Ministries, co-chaired planning for Makom

■
‘estival and help facilitate Spiritual Life events on campus.
\dvlce for 5tudent Body: Jesus and the cross are everything, how is the time to surrender
:verything and allow Him to completely take over. Let the Spirit empower, lead, guide,
direct, mold, shape and transform you daily. Yield to the King.
"avorlte Place: Bangalore, India.
:unny/Embarras5lng 5tory: I spent two months in South Africa last summer for a missions
rip. After I finished preaching at a church of 200, I stepped off the platform, twisted my
inkle and fell flat on my face. I was in so much pain that when I stood up, I threw up
:verywhere, in front of everyone.
tenaom Fact That Will Surprise 5tudents: I can make a mean omelet.
our Thoughts on Being "Barefoot Before God": God is amazing and I truly stand in awe of
1im. When I picture Moses standing barefoot before God, I see him standing in complete
of the glory of God. It is my prayer that my lifestyle will reflect one who stands in com
?awe of God, always realizing He is king and I am nothing without Him.

(

Dan Kelley, Treasurer for Spiritual Life
Description of Job: Keeping track of the money.
Advice for student Body: Don't get sucked into the complacency and monotony of college

life. You'll miss out on more than you realize. Campus is fun, but get out of here every now
and then. ... 5tay focused on the Lord and keep Him first.
Favorite Place: The Boundary Waters in Minnesota.
Favorite Place To Eat: Hext to a campfire.
Funny/Embarrassing 5tory: A certain cat from the jungle let every IM user know our plans ...
Random Fact That Will Surprise 5tudents: It is physically impossible to lick your elbow.
Your Thoughts on Being Barefoot Before God: When we try to find our own lives, we miss
out on what life there really is.

Bryant Cawley, Senior Class Chaplain
Advice for student body: Do not be a segmented group, but get to

know and love everyone. You will be surprised what you might learn if
you get outside yourself.
Favorite place you have ever been: home
Favorite place to eat: Grandma's house
Random fact that will surprise students: I have artificially inseminated a
cow.
Favorite Sodexo food: Chicken nuggets

Montague Williams, Junior Class Chaplain

■*.9

Advice for the student boay: Love Jesus, live Jesus and have fun together.
Funny/Embarrassing story: Jim m y Holman, 5teve Case and I were eating in our
apartment this sum m er when we heard a loud downpour of rain. 5teve told us
about a portion of the College Church parking lot that flooded during heavy rain,
so we decided to enjoy the rain while running around in our swim m ing trunks.
While we were making .our way to this'mini-pool, the rain turned into a hail storm.
Our Joking and laughter curned into screams of pain as we used our arms to
shield our faces from the'flying chunks of ice.

Your thoughts on being "barefoot Before God": God told Moses to remove his

** * P y

*

sat Jals because..he was standing on holy ground. God is the Creator and Giver of

life.

You would think* that we would need som e type of protection before enter

ing into his presence, but instead, we rem oye protection. There is no nail or
glass we might step on; it's holy ground. It's a ground of grace. We m ust not
take God's grace, which allows us to pray, worship and minister in His name, for
granted. We must come with reverence and a sense of awe.

Kiesha henry, Sophomore Class Chaplain
Advice for student body: To know God and the truth that is in His Word

- N

*v

and to become inhabited by him; to have Christ dwelling and growing
inside of you.
Favorite place you have ever been: Maui. It was beautiful!
Favorite place to eat: Olive Garden.
Funny/Embarrassing story: One time I paid $100 to go on a date. I am
not sure if that qualifies as funny or pathetic!
Random fact that will surprise students: My name means "African
American Warrior Princess."
Favorite Sodexo Food: Cottage cheese

Julia Bridges, Freshman Class Chaplain
•Advice for student body "If any of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God ..." and
Everyone should be quick to listen, slow to speak and slow to become angry."
it's not m y own, but, hey, it's good advice!

Favorite place you have ever been; Michigan, in general, and a couple specific
*

*

i

lakes there.-- \

Random fact that will surprise students: My family once had a pet baby squirrel

¥

named Rocky My brother was trying to see how close he could get to it, and it
climbed up his leg. After that, the little guy followed us around and we ju s t got
attached.

r

’

Your thoughts on being "Barefoot Before God": I know, Biblically, that is signifi
cant becpuse it means you're in a very holy place: God's presence. That's a privi
lege that I always hope to experience. Personally, It means I'm com pletely com 
fortable It's awesome if I can be completely at home in His presence.
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1. (From l-r) Alyssa Mayes (so.), Kenaall Ludwig
(sr.), Mick Carlson (jr.), Christina Hiller (jr.) and

V

A dam Hutchison (jr.) led m a n y students in w or* J jl

ship e v e ry M onday night in the W arm ing
House,

(photo by Adam 5chwer)

2. B y the

tim e Party With Je su s starts, the W arm ing
House is s ta n d in g -ro o m -o n ly seating. Party
With Je su s is a wonderful tim e to ju s t focus on
w hat C od has for you.

(photo by Adam 5chwer)

3. While filling ou t a card for Christina Hiller,
Jo sh , a stu de nt from B radley-Bourbonnals

V

C o m m u n ity High School, has a lighthearted
m om en t. This year, Party With Je su s was
*
extended to a c o m m u n ity gath ering and not
ju s t an O live t event. (photo

by Adam 5chwei)

4. (Back row from l-r) A dam Hutchison (jr.),
Alyssa Hayes (so.), Christina Hiller (jr.), Kendall
Ludwig (sr.), Ryland Lundy (jr.), (front row)
Thom a s Bridges (jr.) and Mick Carlson (sr.) are '
all part of the team that m akes Party With
Je su s a su ccess,

(phozo by Adam bchwer)
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1. Members of the 2003-04 Fellowship of Christian Athletes met together weekly on Wednesday nights. This group
was.faithful in sharing Cod's love not only to athletes, but also to anyone interested in sports or Jesus. (photo by
Megan O'Connell) 2. Jaime Steele (sr.) and Jordan Taylor (sr.) are anxious to see what will happen at the meeting.
{submittedphoto) 3. Bobby liuck (fr., left) stuffs his face with a smore durng a cookout. Mis friends (from l-r) Sara
Betli Qroyes (so.) and Shane Cournia (so.) start to think that eating a smore is a great idea. (submitted photo) 4.
(from l-r) Dwight Moser (so.), Peter Lustig (fr.), Shane Cournia (so.), Jordan Taylor (sr.) and Rick Weber (jr.) help leaworship outside of Grand Apartments during an FCA get-together, (submitted photo)
- \
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^ason Athialy (fr.) collects supplies for smores while Daryl
Bar (so.) debates whether he can eat just one more at the
in of God/Women of God kickoff party, (photo by Megan
Connell) 2. While they try to clean off their sticky hands,
om l-r) Beth Johnson (so.), Alexis Cluver (so.) and Megan
wne (so.) take some time to catch up on each others'
55. (photo by Megan O'Connell) 3. Kristen hooker (so., left)
d Ashley Prince (so.) join in on the smore craze while they
t to know all the different people who are participating in
tall groups this year, (photo by Megan O'Connell) 4. Men of
d met once a week for a Bible study and kept each other
countable. (Clockwise, from bottom left) hick McDowell
).), Daryl LaBar (so.), Joey Hatton (fr.) and Matt Smith (so.)
re four of 108 students involved in this ministry, (photo by
dm 5chwei)
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I . . (From l-r) Jana Schulz (so.) and Robert Artz (jr.) wait
or the Prayer Warriors meeting to start. (subm itted
ihoto) 2. The 2003-04 Prayer Warriors: (back row
om l-r) Pete Lustig (fr.), McCartha McKenzie (fr.), Emily
linnis (fr.), Tabitha Bontrager (sr.), Charlotte Clark (fr.),
ont row) Jennifer Rodriguez (fr.), Alan Santos (so.),
lariam Placido (so.), Jana Schulz (so.), Lindsey Bailey
fr.), Aline Mulieri (so.), Robert Artz (jr.) and Am ber
rake (fr.) (subm itted photo) 3. Members of Prayer
arriors prayed for those on Olivet's campus on a
eekly basis. (subm itted photo) 4. (Back row from l-r)
arah Buxton (jr.), Melissa Shank (fr.), Tricia Miller (so.), (front row) Bethany Brown (jr.), Grace Cook (sr.), Stephanie Maish (sr.),
m one Mulieri (so.) were all m em bers of Student Mission Fellowship, (photo b y Megan O'Connelt) 5. Meiissa Shank (fr.) is
ork‘ng on a poster to display around campus, (photo b y Megan O'Connell) 6. Grace Cook (sr.) and 5arah Buxton (jr.) help witn
eating posters, used for advertisem ent of a group that gives farm animals to people who need them to use for such things as
*

od and helping in the fields, (submitted photo) 7. (Clockwise, from bottom left) Eric 5lonecker (jr.), Anissa Brown (jr.),
thany Brown (jr.), Jenni Buda (sr.), DeJuan 5helby (jr.), Erica Fowler (jr.), Melissa Vasquez (jr.), Nathan Jones (sr.), Becky
ynstra (so.) and Jam ie Sugg (so.) ministered together one day a week by going to local nursing homes, (photo b y Adam
zhwet) 8. (From l-r) Thea Nansen (so.), Rebekah Mingus (so.) and Bethany Brown (so.) stop to chat with to som e of their
swly found friends, (subm itted photo) 9. (Back row from l-r) Thea Nansen (so.), Bethany Brown (jr.), Nick Ruppel (so.),

.j

athalie Tom akowsky (jr.), (front row) Simone Mulieri (so.) and Melissa Adkins (jr.) went out once a week to befriend the elderly.
hoto b y Adam 5chwer) 10. Eric Slonecker (jr.) enjoys his visit with this resident. It is evident by his smile that Evangels doesto n ly benefit the residents of nursing homes, but also those who participate in the ministry, (submitted photo)
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i . The crowd that attended the first concert spon
sored by Epicenter this year enjoyed the musical
talents of Joy Electric's drummer, (submitted
photo). 2. Ronnie Martin of Joy Electric jammed on
the stage in the Warming house early in the fall.
(submitted.photo) 3. Farewell to Yesterday is
anotne- band that came to help Epicenter present
the gospel of Christ, (submitted photo) 4. The
crowd waits to find out what will happen next at the
Joy Electric^concert. Approximately 140 attended
at che Warming house, (photo by Mary raw)
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2003-04 505 members: (back row from l-r) Jolie
anchez (fr ), Micole Morici (fr.), Anna Fink (fr.), Tricia Miller
50,),

Kan Roland (so,), 5arah Hammer (fr.), Jessica Fleck

50.) 5arah Gill (so.), Casey Lacher (so.), Kelsey Little (fr.),
font row) Veronica 5traw (so.), Jenni Childers (so.),
ennifer Oates (so.) and Jessica Fomales (so.), {photo by
'egan O'Connell) 2. (From l-r) Micki Bogart (fr.) and
essica Fleck (so.) take time to show their excitment as
•'ey help the homeless in many different areas, (submit=d photo) 3. 5arah Gill (so.) has som e problems as she
'es to set up her "tent" for the evening during retreat,
he cried another definition of 505: "Help!" (photo by
essca Pomales) 4. Tricia Miller (so.) tries her best to lift
i s heavy box during one of the ministries 505 participatd in. (submitted photo) 5. (Back row from l-r) 5arah
'ammer (fr ), Micki Bogart (fr.), Angela Hudson (fr ), 5arah
onley (fr.) and (front row) Jennifer Oates (so.) are very
xcted about having marshmallows during their fall
ttreat (photo b y Jessica Pomales)
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1. (From l-r) Aubrey Marks (jr.) and Crystal Gilbert
4' v /’ ^
^
_
(sr.) enjoy hanging out with their buddies. Best
Buddies provides many activites for students to
minister to and befriend the developmentally dis
abled in the community. (submitted photo) 2.
Melissa vasquez (jr.) and her buddy, Kenny, just
v- *s*. ’’
finished painting their pumpkin during Make A
Difference Day. which is an exciting time for Best
Buddies participants. (submitted photo) 3. (From
l-r) Patrick Roberts (fr.) and Paula Williams (so.)
help their buddies pa nt their pumpkins. Many
students took time out of their weekend to help
paint pumpkins. (submitted photo) 4. The
2003- 04 Best Buddies show their love of pumpkinsf (submitted photo)
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1. The 2003-04 Disciplers met
two times a week -for three.„■ *
hours each night to help stu„
dents in tlopkins Park. (submit
».
.. •
*
**
* .
ted photo) 2. Jen Janz (fr.) is
JJv* ' p r_
...
. ... ,
j :*^
focused on helping a student
.rWI
understand his homework (pub
* , v. mitted photo) 3. Scotty hoe
>m v ' S
(so.) and his friend celebrate
#* <« ■w * .
their friendship with a big smile
while working on homework
(submitted photo) 4. Cynthia
Rodriguez (fr.) helps this student
review facts. Disciplers spend a "
■c
w
lot of time tutoring, mentoring
and ministering to students, and
they1 benefit as much as the stu- * | A
P| * »
dents they help, (submitted
Photo)
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ten/S'

pmymm/, in/ oodept&posiUueAy't:nfioenck
cAiiidzen/ on/ O'ane/-on/-one/ Aasas/Ay/Aeiny
^esus/to' tAem' and Ay/A^einysonietAiny
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1. Hayley Yoder (so.) (right) and her friend enjoy the pizza that
was provided for Urban Children's Ministries' Christmas party.
(phoio by Pristina Cloud) 2. Big brother Gideon Bicksler (sr.) (far
left) and big sister Shelley Bicksler (jr.) (far right) spend time wih
Pierre and Precious Washington, (submitted photo) 3. One way
to Keep kids entertained, whether they are in college or elem en/

\

tary school, is to bring In the clowns. Elsa 5ultan (so.) and her
friend watch as the clown makes a balloon animal, (photo by
Pristina Cloud) 4. The 2003-04 members of Urban Children's

*' ,*

A

Ministries, {photo.by Megan O'Connell) 5. 5tudents involved in
Missiop- Possible go to jail not because they have done anything
wrong, Dut Decause they want to share Christ with the inmates.
(photo by^Pristina Cloud) 6. Those involved in Mission Possible
are (back row from l-r) Cameron Pence (so.), William Guffey (so.),
Iw

^

- «*

(middle row) 5uzie banchez (jr.), 5tacey Beery (so.), Danae
* t*.
MacDonald (fr.), (front row) Emily 5eavey (fr,), Renee Reich (jr.),
Am ie McCalhstei (sr.) and Lindsay Rose (fr.). (photo b y Pristina
Cloua) 7. (from l-r) 5tacy Beery (so.), Lindsay Rose (fr.) and
Danae MacDonald (fr.) participate In the Mission Possible kickoff
meeting, (photo b y Pristina Cloud) 8. This year's Mission
Possible leaders were (from l-r) Cameron Pence (so.) and 5uzle
oanchez (jr ). tphoto b y Prlsltlna Cloud) 9. Meghan Casey (jr.)
participated in the Crop Walk, sponsored by Compassionate
Ministries, (submitted photo)
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1. These girls ar,e enjoying themselves while in
'
■*■x '
Indianapolis, The girls who attended the convention
were (front row, from l-r) Annie harmel (jr.), Angela
Hudson (so.), (second row) Cindy PecKa (jr.), (third
row] Ashley Sheeley (fr.) and (standing) Angela
Lambert (fr.), (submitted photo) 2. 2003-04 Holy
Hands ot Praise included (bach row l-r) Cindy Pecka
(jr.), Gabe Huizar (JT.), Bobby Huck (fr.), Jillian Jensen
(fr.), Angela Hudson (so,), (middle row) Michael
Remole (so..), (front row) Joel Zehr (so,), Ashley
5heeley (fr.) and Annie Harmel (jr.), (photo by Megan
O'Connell) 3. (From l-r) Gabe Huizar (fr ), Bill 5trope
(fr.;, Angela Lambert (fr.), Michael Remole (so.) and
Cindy Pecka (jr.) are first-time visitors to the puppet
convention in Indianapolis, (submitted photo) 4.
(Clockwise, starting at top) Michael Remole (so,), Gabe
Hmzar (fr.), Bill 5trope (fr.), Daniel Collins (fr ), Hoah
Hansen (so ), Joel Zehr (so.) and Mark Schaeffer (so.)
study their papers intensely ... or at least they look like
they're concentrating! (submitted photo)
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(Brom l-r) Lauren Jackson (fr.) and Katie
ahnson (fr.) spend time in worship during
ie Omega retreat. (submitted photo) 2.
Jockwise, from bottom left) Andrew
rodock (fr.), Austin Dines (sr.), Joni holmes
c), Joy Miller (fr.) and Jorden Cupp (fr.) are
termined to have a great year no matter
hat! {photo by Jill HornoH) 3. (Back row)
mniferJanz (fr.) (middle row, from l-r),
achael hichols (fr.), Emily Eelgenhauer (fr.),
ont row) Jeff Jacobs (fr.) and Justin Baird
.) are excited about Omega. Although it will
| a lot of hard work this semester, it will be
arth it all next semester when they get to
3vel. (photo by Jill HornoH) 4. (Erom l-r)
rena 5ifferd (fr.), Corrine horem (fr.), 5herri
louse (jr.), Mandie Qossage (fr.), Carmel
vift (jr.) and Kady Ciulla (fr.) were one of the
arms that traveled this year, (photo by
-gan O'Connell)
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1. This year's leaders, (top row) Rebecca Tressler (sr.), (middle row l-r) Justin
Baird (jr.), Christy Intawong (sr.), 5herri 5house (jr.), (bottom row) Amy
5etzler (jr.), Eric Bloom (jr.), Adam Elroy (jr.) and Austin Dines (sr.) show a
united force as they build a solid pyramid. (submitted photo) Z. Jeff Jacobs
(fr.), Andy Brodock (fr.) and Joni holmes (fr.) try out to be on one of five
Omega teams that travel second semester. (submitted photo) 3. This pic
ture is brought to you by the letter "0" for Omega. Although this isn't
”5esame 5treet," being a part of Omega is just as fun. (submitted photo) 4.
Lauren Jackson (fr.) (left) and Rachael hichols (fr.) are in shock when the
leaders tell them what they have to do next. (submitted photo) 5. Andy
Brodock (fr.) (left) and John Hamilton (fr.) give their approval to their first
experience at an Omega retreat. (submitted photo) 6. Is this the line for the
girls' restroom? ho, this is how well-trained the new Omega members are.
Leaders say, "line up," and they form a single-file line. (submitted photo) 7.
Dressing their best (from l-r) Katie Johnson (fr.), Isaac Mayes (fr.), Amanda
Hamilton (fr.), Eric Bloom (jr.) and Amy 5etzler (jr.) take time from their
chaotic practice to pose, {photo by Megan O'Connell) 8. John Hamilton (fr.)
might think that he is "hot stuff" for being the only guy on this girl-dominated
team. Katie Bushard (fr., back row), Christy Intawong (sr.), Amanda 5helley
(fr.) and Lauren Jackson (fr.) think otherwise, {photo by Megan O'Connell)
9. The overall leaders are among the ministry's craziest. Rebecca Tressler
(sr.) and Adam Elroy (jr.) pose for the camera, {submitted photo) 10. Austin
Dines (sr.), Jennifer Janz (fr.) and Jorden Cupp (fr.) play the popular improv
game "Freeze and Replace." {submitted photo)
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1. Com m on Thread consisted of (from l-r) A m y Ferguson (fr.), Mark DeMint
(so.), Lindsay Hazzard (fr.), Matthew Maitland (jr.) and Emily Schm idt (so.). (sub
m itted photo) Z. The leader and organizer of Lifesong, Kim Meiste (sr.) looks as
if she is up to som ething great at the fall retreat. (subm itted photo) 3. (From Ir) Aubree Mohnkern (so.) and Ann Fabert (so.) were excellent fire-starters at the
retreat. (subm itted photo) 4. Breath of Life included (front row l-r) Robbie
Bender (fr.), Cassie Lee (so.), Emily Minnis (fr.), (back row) Matthew Dillard (fr.),
Aaron Brawner (so.) and Rachel Smith (jr.). (subm itted photo) 5. A LiVInG
SAcrlfiCe was an all-girls team consisting of (from top to bottom) Laura Ward
(fr.), Kimberly Fludson (sr.), Krista Meathamer (sr.), Sarah Dale (sr.), Leslie
Cleveland (fr.), Ashlee White (fr.), Melody Felts (fr.), Melissa Marta (fr.), Lindsay
Mullins (fr.) and Andrea Flarshman (fr.). (subm ittedphoto) 6. (From l-r) Robbie
Bender (fr.) and Ben Jerom e (so.) had a jalepeno-eating contest at retreat. They
both m ust enjoy having their mouths on fire, (subm itted photo) 7. (Front row Ir) Tabitha Vegh (Fr.), Colleen Metz (sr.), (back row) Brandon Gibbs (fr.), Aubree
Mohnkern (so.), Bill Artz (jr.) and Joanna Turner (fr.) enjoyed traveling under the
name "R edeem ed." (photo b y Megan O'Connell) 8. Steadfast's members,
(from l-r) Darin Oring (so.), Bethany Flarrison (jr.), Cylest Brooks (fr.), Stephanie
Miller (fr.), Ann Fabert (so.), Aaron Grise (fr.), Audrey Richardson (so.) and
Melissa Dickson (fr.) pose around the piano, (subm itted photo)

J

1. (From l-r) Melody Stratman (fr,) and
Jessica White (fr,) enjoy the retreat, a time
when all the Lifesong groups com e together
to worship and fellowship. (subm itted photo)
2. The group Press On consisted of (front
row l-r) Jessica White (fr,), Amanda Medley
(jr,), (middle row) Chelsea McKay (fr,), Nicole
Chapman (fr.), A m y Brooks (fr,), (back row)
Ben Jerom e (so,) and Matt Angell (so,),
(submitted photo) 3. (From l-r) Marc
Trembly (so,), Katie Bifferd (fr,), Matthew
Fritz (fr.), Kevin Jones (jr.), Alyssa Nayes
(so.) and Matthew Pollock (fr.) were Echoes
of Ardency, (submitted photo) 4. (From l-r)
Colleen Metz (sr.), Krista Neathamer (sr.)
and Thea Nansen (so.) anxiously await the
next event at retreat, (subm itted photo) 5.
The vice president of spiritual life, Tara Beth
Moore (sr., left), led the prayer service at the
retreat, 5he and A m y Brooks (jr.) take time for aIE
hug and a smile, (submitted photo) 6. The
group Reflection included (front row, l-r) Thea
Nansen (so,), Kerl Shay (fr,), Kristen Allen (so,), (
(back row) Denton Nird (fr,), Phil Smith (jr.) and I
Justin Main (jr.), (submitted photo) 7. (Front ro J
l-r) Ryan Quanstrom (fr,), Tyler Dunlop (So.),
Kevin Payton (fr,), (back row) Neather Ludwig
(fr,), David Fowler (fr.), Jonathan White (so,),
Jake Chastain (so.) and Melody Stratman (fr.)
were Damascus Road, (submitted photo) 8.
(From l-r) Rachel Lees (fr,), Patrick Narms (fr,),
Kerrln Jerom e (so.), Stacy Beery (so,), Tyler
Mowry (fr.) and Brlana Kassebaum (fr.) want
everyone to know that "Grace Forgets." (submit
ted photo) 9. (From l-r) Amanda Medley (jr.) an
Thea Nansen (so.) both seem to be enjoying
retreat, (submitted photo)

Michael Benson, Chaplain to the University
Tell us aoout your calling to OMU: The initial contact was with Dr.

Bowling, of course. After nearly a decade of ministering in a differ
ent town and church each week, I am very much enjoying work
ing with persons in one setting for an extended period of time.
The opportunity at OHU to be a formative influence in the lives of
hundreds of students at this critical juncture in their life is one
that I am eager to take on.
Describe your Ideal day off: If the day off is by myself, the ideal
day is playing golf. The most ideal day off, however, is being with
my family. What we're doing almost doesn't matter: traveling, hik
ing, shopping, etc.
Favorite place you have ever been: Europe
Favorite place to eat: La Baguette French Bakery in
downtown Colorado Springs
Favorite Sodexo food: Cowboy cookies
Your thoughts on being "Barefoot Before God": It is a
reminder to honor the holiness and character of God.

Bill Bahr, Assistant Chaplain and head Women's 5occer Coach
Job Description: Diiector of Missions In Action and liaison to
Spiritual Life Ministries
v

**

Ten us about your calling to ONU: I struggled

at first, because when

called to O hU , I was working for Youth for Christ and was not sure
if the jo b change would fit m y calling to full-time youth ministry.
Since then, the Lord has proven that it was a perfect fit for me,
.

*

V

»

.

.

com bining several of m y passions: youth ministry, soccer, m is
sions, traveling and teaching.

Oescrlbe your Idealday off. My

ideal day off would be to

get

together with friends in the m orning and do som ething active like
*
paintball. In the afternoon, it would be hanging out with m y family
(wife, kirstyn.,and daughter, Alaina) until m y daughter
goes to sleep Then I'd watch a movie or play a gam e
with m y wife, and finally, I'd end the day playing on the
computer..'’,

, «

.

.

Favorite place you have ever been:

Kenya or

Zim babwe,'Africa. Hawaii is up there, too.

Favorite place to eat: Maggiano's
Random fact that will surprise students:

Traveled to

nearly 40 countries around the world.

**»
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Favorite 5odexo food. Spaghetti
Your thoughts on being "Barefoot Before God":

Being

Barefoot Before G od" Is about bringing every part of
you before Goo and offering it to Him, recognizing that
wfthout Him,, we a.e but erriDty vessels, dirty and
unclean. Being barefoot exposes the dirt that we col

Z38

s

lect thrcugn our day and reminds us that only Jesus
can cleanse us and give us the the strength to pursue
His calling.

,

■

Joan Wilson, MIA secretary
Job description: Working for Bill Bahr, pertaining to MIA
Describe your ideal day off: Spending the day with my gorgeous husband and two children taking a hike in

^fahis/ yeav s/
Spiritual/ cdflife;
ectiotv spat/I

licjAts/fom /

nduudaals/ luJ iq/
sem e/

the/

<zd U % w e/tsltA j/ b v

he C haplain S/
Office/, dedicat/inp thei/i/ lutes/
a the/ spiritual/
luell-beinq of
students.
.

the mountains on a beautiful day.
Favorite place you have ever been: In the Swiss Alps
Favorite place to eat: Zephyrs in Chicago
Funny/Embarrassing story: As I was talking to a Work and Witness team in the jungles of Ecuador, some
thing flew on my head that felt like an airplane had landed. It was a grasshopper with a 12-inch wing span
(not exaggerating). After they pried it off my head, we ended the meeting with a prayer that no one closed
their eyes for!
Random fact that will surprise students: I'm from South Florida. I like to eat guinea pigs (called Cuhi in
Ecuador).
Favorite 5odexho food: It's all so
good; it's hard to choose.
Your thoughts on being "Barefoot
Before God": In Exodus 3:5, it
says to take off your sandals;
you are standing on Moly Ground.
Being barefoot before Christ is
standing in Mis presence and
worshiping Mim. In Isaiah 52:7, it
says how beautiful are the feet of
those who bring good news. I
want to always have beautiful
feet!

Beth Olney, Associate Chaplain
Job description: Coordinate chapel services, oversee the Mentor-a-Couple program and provide

personal counseling for women.
Tell us about your calling to ONU: The Lord has given me a general call to ministry, which, over
the years, has included various age groups. The ages with which I have worked have often
coincidedwith the ages of my own children, which has been great! But the call to ministry has
been constant. Iview all of life as ministry and look to serve him wherever Me puts me.
Describe your ideal day off: Miking up a mountain trail with Kent, then
finding a mountain lake, enjoying a picnic and reading a book.
Favorite place you have ever been: Three Creeks Lake in Sisters, Ore.
Favorite place to eat: Mome; I love to cook for my family.
Random fact that will surprise students: I had scoliosis when I was a
teenager, and wore a Milwaukee brace all through high school. I was
allowed out of it for an hour a day, which I used for cheerleading.
Favorite 5odexo food: Stir-fry dinner.
Your thoughts on being "Barefoot Before God": I view this statement
as being open and real before God. Me knows it all anyway, so there
is nothing to hide. I like to do this in the morning before the day
starts. When Me is in my focus, it makes all the rest of life fall into
place.
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1. Quarterback Joe Boseo (so.) sets up a play
for the Tigers. (photo by Jonathan Tran) 2.
Coach Cary Hewsome leads the team in prayei
{photo by Jonathan Tran) 5. Coach Cary
Hewsome nervously watches his team play for
a win. {photo by Jonathan Tran) 4. An onlooKing Tiger holds his helmet at his side, {photo b
Jonathan Tran) 5. The Tigers prepare to begin
the Homecoming football game, {photo by
Jonathan Tran)

6. Billy Lawrence (fr.) dodges the opposition to run
the ball downfield. {photo by Jonathan Tran) 7.
(From l-r) Dwight Moser (so.) and Rasonne Hubbard
(sr.) run down the field, {photo by Jonathan Tran) a
Quarterback Joe Boseo (so.) arches to maKe a pas!
{photo by Jonathan Tran) 9. Lundy Bwilley (sr.)
cheers on his fellow Tigers from the sidelines, {phoi
by Jonathan Tran)

Experience proved fruitful for the 2003 Tiger football
team. With 17 seniors — 11 of which were fourth-year play
ers — the team finished the season with six wins and four
losses. The Tigers' losses were close games. Offensively,
the team was young, but they put up a good fight in every
game, refusing to give up until the last minute.
The season was highlighted with wins over 5t. Am brose,
Trinity and Geneva. Several players were named to the all
league team, and the team finished as the M5EA Midwest
League Co-Champions.

0, Terry Maxwell (sr.) and several of his teammates scramble for the
all. {photo by Jonathan Tran) 11. Allen Swilley (jr.) runs with the ball
ownfield. {photo by Jonathan Tran) 12. Seaun Edmonds (jr.) watchs for a pass, {photo by Jonathan Tran) 13. Allen Buford (fr.) watches
is ceammates. {photo by Jonathan Tran) 14. Tim Vettel (so.) carev illy runs the ball {photo by Jonathan Tran) 15. Quarterback Joe
j oseo (so.) frantically searches for a receiver while his teammates
lock, trying to buy him more time, {photo by Jonathan Tran) 16.
j ne 2003-04 football team coached by Cary Newsome, {photo by
le Image Group) 17. Cary Page (jr.) tackles the opponent during the
omecoming game, {photo by Jonathan Tran)
1
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1. Tim Vettel (50.) carefully makes his way down the field, jumping over teammates and oppo
nents. (photo by Jonathan Tran) 2. Matt Calhoun (fr.) bows his head for team prayer. (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 3. Jarvis. McClure (sr.) waits anxiously for the snap, {photo by Jonathan Tran) 4.
Allen 5willey (jr.) jodges a tackle with help from offensive lineman Mark Tolemy (sr.). {photo by
Jonathan Tran) 5. Quarterback Joe Boseo (so.) prepares to begin a play by checking to make sun
that his teammates are lined up correctly, {photo by Jonathan Tran)
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6. Tim Vettel (so.) prepares to run for a pass.
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 7. Billy Lawrence (fr.)
*** *
runs the ball to the 20-yard line at the
Homecoming game. {photo by Jonathan Tran) 8.
Defensive bacxs Jarvis McClure (sr.) and hick
Bufford (sr.) oiscuss the game, {photo by Jonathan
Tran)
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9. Jarvis McClure (sr.) hits his opponent at the homecoming
game, hoping to cause a fumble, {photo by Jonathan Tran)
10. Allen Bufford (fr.) hugs the ball as he tries to push through
the McKendree defense. (photo by Jonathan Tran) 11. A Tiger
makes a tackle at the homecoming game against McKendree.
{photo by Jonathan Tran) 12. Quarterback Joe Boseo (so.)
takes the snap from offensive lineman Stephen Taylor (sr.).
{photo by Jonathan Tran) 13. Allen Swilley (jr.) runs the ball,
narrowly escaping a trail of tackles from the McKendree
defense, {photo by Jonathan Tran)

4. Wide receiver Joey Brewer (50.) awaits a snap.
ohoto by Jonathan Tran) 15. Defensive back Ben
■ .ichardson (sr.) hugs the ball as he makes his way
ownfield. {photo by Jonathan Tran) 16. Mate
rince (sr.) makes his way through a cluster of
?ammates and opponents, {photo by Jonathan
ran) 17. Wide receiver 5eaun Edmonds (jr.) looks
) the bench to make sure he undersood the play
orrectly. {photo by Jonathan Tran)
'
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1. Cyrus Naser (fr.) works the Dali downfleld as
he attempts to score. (photo by Jonathan Tran)
2. Juan Bay (so.) flies through the air to keep
the ball from his opponent, {photo by Jonathan
Tran) 3. Cyrus Naser (fr.) shows off his dribbling
skills and positions himself for a shot at the goal
{photo by Jonathan Tran) 4. This Tiger gets ver
tical as he heads the ball toward the net. {photol
by Jonathan Tran) 5. Leandro Cutuli (so.) looks
for an open teammate, {photo by Jonathan Tran]
6. The team gathers for a huddle, {photo by
Jonathan Tran) 7. Juan Bay (so.) uses his skill
to kick the ball out of the corner, {photo by
Jonathan Tran) 8. Juan Bay (so.) fights for the
ball and wins, {photo by Jonathan Tran) 9. Up
for grabs! Whose head can get to the ball first?
Mariano Lanus (so.) tries to make sure that he
gets the ball before his opponent, {photo by
Jonathan Tran) 10. Bryan Watters (sr.) chases
down a loose ball, (photo by Jonathan Tran)
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1. Mariano Lanus (so.) takes aim as he sends the
all flying toward the goal. (photo by Jonathan
ran) 12. The Tiger bench cheers on the team
uring a game, {photo by Jonathan Tran) 13.
avid Blahnik (so.) takes some goalie practice
efore the game starts, {photo by Jonathan Tran)
4. The 2003-04 men's soccer team, coached by
ark Howard, {photo by The Image Qroup) 15.
idfielder Juan Bay (so.) eludes an opponent.
ihoto by Jonathan Tran) 16. Majeed Ojulari (sr.)
ets tangled up with the other team as they fight
irthe ball, {photo by Jonathan Tran) 17. Majeed
julari (sr.) flys past a defender on his way to the

f

at. {photo by Jonathan Tran) 18. Paul Dawson
r.) flips for the opportunity to throw the ball in.
)hoto by Jonathan Tran) 19. Ed Anderson (jr.)
ipresses many with his footwork, {photo by
mathan Tran) 20. The Tigers congratulate each
her after a win! {photo by Jonathan Tran)

The 2003 men's soccer season was a roller
coaster ride. The Tigers faced many tough oppo
nents and dealt with the injury of one of their
best players. But the players kept fighting, and
their hard work paid off when they qualified to
play in the NCCAA National Tournament.
Eive players were named all-conference: Juan
Bay, Eederico Della Picca, Majeed Ojulari, Leandro
Cutuli and Allen Moxie. Next season, the team will
return most of its players and looks forward to a
more competitive season.
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1. Lindsay AtKins (fr.) tries to Keep
the ball from going out of bounds.
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 2. head
coach Bill Bahr and goalie coach Jo
Christensen watch intently as the
game is played, (photo byJonathai
Tran) 3. (From l-r) 5arah Grogan
(so.), Beth Bailey (jr.) and Joanna
Cranston (so.) celebrate after a goe
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 4. hicole
Clarh Of.) tahes a shot on goal.
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 5. Joy
5arata (so.) tries to sneaK a shot
past the awaiting goalkeeper, (pho
by Jonathan Tran)

This season was a rebuilding year for
the women's soccer team. The team
struggled in the beginning of the sea
son, but worked hard and overcame
their struggles. These initial struggles
only made the team better, as the
Tigers finished with an overall regular
season record of 12-6-3. They finished
second in the conference tournament.
The team's biggest accomplishment
was defeating 22nd-ranked Robert
Morris College in the conference semi
Finals.
The Lady Tigers were ranked sev
enth in the NCCAA.

6. Middle Fielder Joanna Cranston
(so.) dribbles the ball upfield as she
looks for teammates to pass to.
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 7. The
2003-04 women's soccer team,
zoached by Bill Bahr. {photo by The
\lmage Group) 8. Thankful for off
season conditioning, Am y Lantz
(so) chases down the ball, {photo
by Jonathan Tran) 9. Joy 5arata
so.) leads an opponent downfeild
35 she streaks toward the goal.
'photo by Jonathan Tran) 10. Kari
iloan (sr.) dribbles around an
opponent, (photo by Jonathan
Tran) 11. Adelaide Anderson (jr.)
:nanges directions when she is
zonfronted by an opponent, {photo
~)yJonathan Tran)
>
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1. Ivana Fabryova (sr.) spikes the ball
down at her opposition. (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 2. (From l-r) Julie
Leman (sr.)..and Emily Lindquist (fr.)
wail' tov* mahe their
defensive move.
-r, & *
[photo by Jonathan Tran) 3. (From l-r)
Megan (jyillckson (fn) practices pass
ing to April Kemnitz (so ). (photo by
Jonathan Tran) A . Rachel 5tudebaker
(jr.) passes the ball while 5heryl
Ciingerich (sr.) backs her up. (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 5. (From l-r) 5heryl
'
■
’*
Qingerich (sr.) and Megan Ciullickson
(fr.) await a move from the other
team. (photo by Jonathan Tran)
■
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6. Coaches Brenda Williams and Christina
Schroeder watch their team, (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 7. Patty Wilson (sr.) chats
with her teammates during a break in the
action, (photo by Jonathan Tran) 8.
Megan Gullickson (fr.) prepares to serve.
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 9. Laura Banks
(jr.) follows through on a serve, (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 10. The 2003-04
women's volleyball team, coached by
Brenda Williams, (photo by The Image
(aroup) 11. 5heryl Gingerich (sr.) gets a
hit, while eager teammates Patty Wilson
(sr.) and Ivana Fabryova (sr.) wait for their
chance at the ball, (photo by Jonathan
Tran) 12. The team fires up with a mid
game huddle, (photo by Jonathan Tran)

11

I

Taking the motto "Prepared for Action," the 2003-04 women's volleyball
team had a very successful season.
The Tigers were ranked in the NAIA Top 25 throughout the season. They
finished the conference season 11-0 and won their fourth straight
Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic Conference Regular Season Championship.
They finished second in the NCCAA National Tournament, with several team
members receiving honors. Ivana Fabryova (sr.) was named NCCAA National
Player of the Year. Julie Leman (sr.) was named NCCAA First-Team AllAmerican and was awarded the Susan R. Helling Award. Emily Lindquist (fr.)
was named to the NCCAA Second-Team All-American squad. Julie Leman
(sr.), Patty Wilson (sr.), Rachel Studebaker (jr.), Lindsay Redman (jr.) and
Laura Banks (jr.) were named NCCAA Academic All -Americans for having
maintained a 3.4 or higher CPA.
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1. Alex Moore (fr.) runs down a hill
in his' first home meet as an OhU
Jt *y ‘ '
>
Tiger. (photo Janet McDowell) 2. A
•> *>« '•**
group of Tigers get a jump on the
competition with a fast start, {photo
' '< - *
o
by Janet McDowell) 3. Doug
5iwanson (so.) gives everything he
has as he finishes in sixth place at
the.first-ever Tiger Cross Country
Invitational, (pnoto by Janet
McDowell) 4. hick Gatlin (jr.) cruises
* ** V V
through the race as he sets a new
course record and wins the, meet.
{photo by Janet McDowell) 5. The
Tigers start a race together, {submit
ted photo)
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6. (From l-r) Beth Schmidt (so.) and Jen Smith (so.) run together, {submitted
photo) 7. The 2003-04 cross country team, coached by Mike McDowell, {sub
mitted photo) 8. (From l-r) Erica Batkiewicz (so.), Jenny Ellis (fr.) and Simone
Mulieri (so.) race together {submitted photo) 9. (From l-r) Carmin Green (fr.) and
Beth Schmidt (so.) take time after a meet to pose, {submitted photo) 10. (From
l-r) Erica Batkiewicz (so.) and Carmin Green (fr.) run side by side, {submitted
photo) 11. Simone Mulieri (so.) races across a bridge, {submitted photo)

The men's and women's cross country teams faced many adversities this
;ason, but with hard work, they were able to pull through and end on a posi/e note.
The women's team consisted mostly of freshmen and sophomores, but it
nked among third-year coach Mike McDowell's most talented teams. The
I en's team was not as deep as it has been in the past, but it also was
r |nong one of the coach's most successful teams.
Among the highlights this past season was the first-ever Olivet Invitational,
id with great performances on both sides, the teams came away with secid place. Nic Gatlin and Carmin Green won their races and set course
cords.
Even though both teams were heavy favorites, when it came time for
gionals, there was a nervous feeling in the air due to lack of experience and
ury. But the Tigers pulled through to capture first and earn both teams a trip
the NAIA National Meet in Louisville, Ky. At the NCCAA meet in Cedarville,
lio, the women took seventh place and the men took eighth place. Erica
. tkiewicz was an all-American for the Tigers.

1
1. Jessica Colwell (fr.) stands ready to start a cheer.
(photo by The Image Group) Z. Jill Swanson (fr.)
tries to get the crowd pumped during a timeout.
(photo by The Image Group) 3. A lot. of practice
allows Casey Coffey (fr.) to perform the routine per
fectly. (photo by The Image Group) 4. Joy
Alexander (so.) concentrates on the routine at hand,
tuning out the distractions all around her. (photo by
The Image Group) 5. Jennifer Patarozzi (jr.) partici
pates in the naiftime perfomance. (photo by The
Image Group)
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6. The cheerleaders lead the crowd in a cheer. (photo by The
Image Group) 7. The 2003-04 Tiger cheerleaders, coached by
Karen Eylander. {photo by The Image Group) 8. Cyndel hall (fr.)
watches the game go on as she cheers, {photo by The Image
Group) 9. Cyndel hall (fr.) is excited about what just happened in
the game, {photo by The Image Group) 10. The cheerleaders lead
the crowd in a cheer during a timeout, {photo by The Image
Group) 11. Jessica Tuttle (fr.) uses her pompoms to excite the
crowd during a game, {photo by The Image Group)
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1. Travis Meeks (fr.) takes the ball to the
rim with some flare. (photo by Jonathan
Tran) 2. Jeremy Riddle (sr.) puts up a
' * *
•' *
*
layup during the opening moments of a
game {photo by Jonathan Tran) 3. Zach
Johnson (so.) fights with the big boys wait
ing for a rebound, {photo by Jonathan Tran)
4. Aaron* _Uird (sr.) dribbles the ball up the
* »“.
court, {photo by Jonathan Tran) 5. Marcus
*«.• ^
.
Lyte (so) waits in the box for his teammate
to finish shooting a free throw, {photo by
Jonathan Tran)

6. Brad Barr (jr.) goes for a layup against Point Loma Nazarene University.
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 7. The 2003-04 men's basketball team, coached
by Ralph Modge. (photo by The Image Group) 8. Brad Piper (jr.) stops for a
breath. (photo by Jonathan Tran) 9. Coach Ralph Modge outlines his game
plan during a team huddle. (photo by Jonathan Tran) 10. David Bteele (jr.)
looks for a teammate. (photo by Jonathan Tran) 11. The bench applauds the
play on the court. (photo by Jonathan Tran) 12. Jeremy Riddle (sr.) looks on.
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 13. Brandon Barr (jr.) blocks the opposition. (photo
by Jonathan Tran)

1. Jeremy Riddle (sr.) tries to
impersonate Michael Jordan with
this reverse layup. (photo by
.
Jonathan Tran) 2. Point guard
Aaron hird (sr.) sets up the
offense. (photo by Jonathan Trai
3. Jon Williams Or.) gets into pos
tion to play some defense. (pho
by Jonathan Tran) 4. Marcus Lyt
(sr.) pulls up for a jumper. (phohl
by Jonathan Tran) 5. A group of
Tigers swarm to help-side defen:
and try to block the shot. (photc.
by Jonathan Tran)

-
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Fresh off a year that saw them advance to the NAIA's Elite Eight, the
Tigers had a rough start to this season due to injuries, a tough schedule and
lack of upperclassmen. This team was made up of mainly young talent and had
only three seniors.
A bright spots for the Tigers was the good play of the seniors, especially
from Jeremy Riddle, who was a 2002 NAIA All-American. The addition of a Erik
Rhinehart, a transfer from Kalamazoo, and 5tan Chismark's ability to rebound
were other bright spots for the team. Aaron Mird (sr.) brought experience to the
point guard spot, while Brandon and Bradley Barr (jrs.) brought size and ability in
the post. Jon Williams (jr.) and Marcus Lyte (jr.) brought talent to the floor and
the ability to score every time they touched the ball. David Bteele (sr.) gave the
team solid perfomance off the bench.
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2005-04 Men's Basketball
4 - Aaron Mird - <3
12 - Rusty Funk - G
13 - Zach Birkey - G
14 - Zach Johnson - F
22 - Jonathan Williams - G
23 - 5tan Chismark - F
24 - Brandon Barr - F
25 - Brad Piper - F
30 - Bradley Barr - F
32 - Jeremy Riddle - G
34 - Ben 5midt - F
42 - Erik Rhinehart - C
45 - Marcus Lyte - F
52 - David 5teele - F
54 - Travis Meeks - C
6. David 5teele (sr.) awaits
the free throw. (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 7. Brad Piper
(jr.) puts up a contested
layup. (photo by Jonathan
Tran) 8. Two Tigers trap an
opponent on the baseline.
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 9.
Zach Johnson (so.) gets
ready to take the rock to the
hole during the homecoming
game against Point Loma
Mazarene University, (photo
by Jonathan Tran)
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1. hiki Disch (jr.) dribbles
* ***
^
the ball up court for the
Tigers (photo by Jonathan
Tran) 2. Rachelle Renfro
(fr.) makes her move on the
opponent (photo by
■
* <*,
'r
**•**
Jonathan Tran) 3. 5helly
Broughton (sr.) looks to’ ,
*
r
pass the, ball* to a team
* *■ *r*
’C*
' />
mate, (photo by Jonathan
ii
'
'*;*•
, “
Tran) 4, Erica Martin'(jr. j
i a*
i.* 4 :■ *
checks into the game.
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 5.
Heather ^Elders (fr.) calls for
*
/
^ *
the bail in the post. (photo
by Jonathan,Iran) .
•
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6. Niki Disch (jr.) drives hard on a fastbreak. (photo by Jonathan Tran) 7. The
2004 women's basketball team,
coached by Doug Porter, (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 8. Kasey McDowell (sr.)
looks for an open teammate, (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 9. Kasey McDowell (sr.)
sacrifices her body for the team, (photo
by Jonathan Tran) 10. heather Elders
(fr,) battles for the basketball, (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 11. Carrie Althoff (jr.)
looks to pass the ball, (photo by
Jonathan Tran)

The 2003-04 season was a
difficult one for the women's bas
I ketball team. After opening the
season in a stellar fashion, the
Tigers were plagued by injury and
sickness, But the Tigers never
gave up — even practicing after
games — and managed to win a
decent amount of games,
On Jan. 20, Erica Martin (jr.)
oecame the 13th female player in
Olivet's history to reach the
1,000-point mark when she
scored 10 points against Purdue
University Calumet (Ind.).
The Tigers will enter next sea
son with at least one advantage,
as the team will lose just two play
ers this year to graduation.
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1. Patricio Amezqueta (so.) pre*♦**
*? .*
diets where he will hit his next
shot, (photo by The Image Group)
2. Jeremy Gorball (sr.) returns a
'**•* <
?*
serve-, (photo by The Image ,
Group)/?. Mark ilervey (so.)
.
takes a break from the action.
«■* . ■' x ■* *■’
(photo by The Image Group) 4.
A J . 5ansom"(so.) concentrates
on returning the ball.during a
match, (phoio by The Image .
*
Group) 5. Jaime Acosta (so.)
powers through a swing, (photo
by The Image Group)

After making OhU history last
year with the very first apperance at the
NAIA National tournament, the men's
tennis team looked to continue that
momentum into this season.
And the Tigers did just that,
steamrolling over most of their oppo
nents in the fall season. They had stellar
performances from Jamie Acosta, Aaron
Gregory and Mark hervey. The doubles
were also a strong point. Jaime Acosta
and Fermin Amezqueta formed the No.
2 doubles team and Aaron Gregory and
Mark hervey, the No. 1 team.

6. Patricio Amezqueta (so.)
smacks the ball back across
the net. {photo by The Image
Group) 7. The 2003-04
men's and women's tennis
teams, coached by Obie
Coomer. {photo by The Image
Group) 8. Aaron Gregory (so.)
returns a serve, {photo by
Jonathan Tran) 9. Mark
Hervey (so.) serves up an
ace. {photo by Jonathan Tran)
10. Jamie Acosta (so.) pre
pares to serve the ball, {photo
by Jonathan Tran) 11. Jamie
Acosta (so.) waits for the
serve from his opponent.
(photo by Jonathan Tran)
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1. Kelli flams (jr.) returns the serve dur% * - *.
'* *'»)* f
V
*
ing the warm-up (photo Dy Jonathan
: *.r. '**
%$■..? 'jf:* % f; * * <*** , %
Tran) 2. Michele Williams (sr.),concern
trates hard on maKing perfect contact
with the ball (photo by Jonathan Tran)
; 3* Joy dafcia (so:) awaits the serve.
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 4. Amanda
♦ . •*'~
«
„
"
5avage (so J returns the volley (photo
by Jonathan Tran)
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After a disappointing first-round loss in the 2003 NAIA National Tournament, the women's ten
team was hungry and. looking for some redemption this season. With that in mind, the Tigers stare
ed off strong by winning the majority of their early-season matches; however, they sufferred a dis
appointment by losing in the NAIA Regionals.
*
'* v
But that experience will benefit next year's team, as the Tigers will lose just three players this
year to graduation.
*

*

*

5. The 2003-04 men's and women's tennis
earns, coached by Obie Coomer. {photo by The
mage Group) 6. Rebecca Beeson (fr.) watches
ier opponent and prepares to return the ball.
photo by Jonathan Tran) 7. Joy Garcia (so.)
jets ready to slam the ball to the other side of
he net. {photo by Jonathan Tran) 8. Coach Obie
loomer watches patiently as the team practices.
photo by Jonathan Tran) 9. Debbie ZwirhosKi
fr.) concentrates on her serve, {photo by
lonathan Tran)
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1. Jon Palinski (jr.) puts his all into a
pitch for
(photo
by .The
*■ *the
-*> Tigers
.
'
Image Group) 2. Jeremy Procyshen
(sr.) sets his stance and awaits an
'
* , , - •>' - v*
“
•*
incoming pitch, (photo by Jason
Ellis) 3. Jordan Taylor (jr) gets down
and slides into the bag, avoiding a
*** ** r
** ■*m
,.
potential out.-{photo by The image
Group) 4. Left-handed batter Jordan
Taylor (ji ) puts down a hit for the
Tigers. (photo by Jason Ellis) 5.
Outfielder Jacob
Womack
(sr.) fol*•
r
*
Iow.j through during an at bat.'
(photo by Jason :llis)
*
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Coming off a 45-10 record in
2002-03, the year looked promising

%

Kr *

for the Tiger baseball team, although
the loss of three all-conference players
left the team looking for others to fill

i. Tiger pitcher Jon Palinski (jr.)
)oks over his shoulder to see a
rammate pick up an out. {photo
y Jason Ellis) 7. The 2003-04
aseball team, coached by Elliot
ohnson. {photo by The Image
iroup) 8. Bobby Rogers (so.)
eeps his eye on an incoming
itch, {photo by The Image Group)
. Pitcher Jon Palinski (jr.) stretch5 his way through a pitch, {photo
y The Image Group) 10. Jordan
aylor (jr.) stands up from a slide
lat saved his team an out. {photo
y The Image Group)

some holes, hopes for a third consecu
tive MAIA World 5eries appearance
pushed the team to work hard.
Three Tigers, pitcher Rick Weber
(jr.), second baseman hark 5talter (sr.)
and outfielder Jake Womack (sr.), were
named "Players To Watch" by
Collegiate Baseball.
While this year's team was relative
ly young with only two seniors, the
squad made up for the lack of experi
ence with talent and determination and
looked forward to advancing further in
the MAIA World 5eries than they had
the previous two years.

Ja m e s / 1: 2— 3
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1. Kylie Tenter (sr.) maKes her way to the
plate foi the Tigers., {photo by The Image
Group) 2.; Alicia Nammel (sr.) catches a
v "ft
f.
routine fly ball and throws it back to the
fy p/ *■ * ,
pitcher {photo by The Image Group) 3.
Lisa. Bergmann (so.) makes a great back, *£
'*■ *
■*
handed, play on the ball, {photo by The
Image Group) 4. Emily Johnston (so.)
awaits an incoming ball at first base.
{photo by The Image Group) 5. Elisabeth
Beirne (sr.) winds up as she prepares to
deliver.a pitch, {photo by The Image
Group)
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6. The 2003-04 Tiger softball team,
coached by Ritchie Richardson.
(photo by The Image Group) 7. Kylie
Tenter (sr.) awaits the batter's swing.
(photo by The Image Group) 8. Emily
Johnston (so.) runs to the fence to
make a play in foul territory, (photo
by The Image Group) 9. Alicia
Mammel (sr.) holds the runner on
second base as the ball is relayed
into the infield. (photo by The Image
Group) 10. Cassandra Berger (sr.)
rips a shot into the outfield for extra
bases, (photo by The Image Group)

2003 was an am azing season for the softball team . After
advancing to the NAIA World Series, the Tigers toppled the top
seed in the tournam ent and took third place in the nation. In addi
tion, the Tigers had two players, Em ily Johnston (so.) and Kylie
Tenter (sr.), named to the NAIA All-Tournam ent squad.
In the 2004 season, the Tigers looked to im prove on their
third-place finish. They cam e into the season ranked fourth in the
preseason NAIA poll.
While the team lost a few key players, the 2004 Tigers includeded som e talented new faces to help them g e t back to the NAIA
World Series.

1. T J. Gagnon (sr.), a source of great lead
>
A.
*'A * t ' " , ,
.
ership'to this year's team, lines himself up
^
* ■«■*
for a putt, .(photo by The Image Group) 2.
Andrew 5mith (fr.)''follows through on a
, af :
**
„ .
drive and watches intently for its landing.
A" *
-v
(photo by The Image Group) 3. T.J.
Gagnon (sr.) reads the-green in preparation
' ■ A ' ■« >*'
< "
for a putt, (photo by. The Image Group) 4.
, *■
r
Josh Koch (fr.), follows through with determi
nation and Keeps his eyes on the ball after
teeing off. (photo by The Image group)
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5. Andrew Smith (fr.) tees off with full force, {photo by The Image Group) 6.
The 2003-04 golf team, coached by Jeff Schimmelpfennig. {photo by The
Image Group) 7. Josh Koch (fr.) looks for a fairway landing, {photo by The
Image Group) 8. T.J. Gagnon (sr.) follows through on a putt and looks for all
of his practice to pay off. {photo by The Image Group) 9. With great determi
nation, Caleb hill (fr.) attempts a putt, {photo by The Image Group )

The golf team concluded
its season with an indication of
good things to come.
In the Tigers' second
match of the season, they fin
ished tied for first with Robert
Morris College and then won the
Indiana University-Northwest
Invitational. At the Northern
Illinois University Intercollegiate
Golf Conference Tournament,
the Tigers placed second.
With three freshmen
shooting under 80, the Tigers
future looks bright.
"We look forward to hav
ing these freshmen back next
year and adding to what they've
started," head coach Jeff
5chimmelpfennig said.
Senior captain T.J.
Gagnon was instrumental to the
development of this year's team
with his strong leadership.

1. Lee Pennington (jr.) races in the '
200-meter dash at the 2003 NCCA-j
meet. (photo by Janet McDowell) t \
(Clockwise from bottom left) Aaron
Tagert (jr.), Kyle Rago (jr.), Donnie
Woodard (assistant coach), Lee
Pennington Or.) and Brett hespell (j ■'
relax in the stands during a meet.
(.submitted photo) 3. (From l-r) Jo<
Robertson (so.) and Brett hespell (j|
compete in the 200 meters. (phot
by Janet McDowell) 4. Coach Mike
McDowell prowls the curve of the
track looking to shout words of wis
dom to his runners, (submitted
photo) 5. The 2003-04 OMU traci
team, coached by Mike McDowell.
(photo by The Image Group)

The 2004 season looked bright for the men's and women's track
teams, especially with the new outdoor track at Ward Field.
NAIA All-American Josh Franklin (so.) and MAIA national qualifiers 5ara
Batkiewicz (so.) and John Fluffman (so.) returned to the Tigers.
In the 2004 indoor season, the Tigers had a record number of people
qualify for the MAIA National Meet. The team also set a number of
University records.

<^ t e A fieAJMy 1 2 : 1 ( cVbc? )<::V )
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6. Amy Rattin (sr.) prepares to
throw the shot put. (photo by
Janet McDowell) 7. (From l-r) Kyle
Rago (jr.) and Doug Swanson (so.)
run the 1,500 meters, {photo by
Janet McDowell) 8. John Huffman
(jr.) throws the javelin. (photo by
Janet McDowell) 9. 2003 NAIA
qualifier 5ara Batkiewicz (so.) runs
the 800 meters. (photo by Janet
McDowell) 10. All-American Josh
Franklin (so.) throws the shot put
at the 2003 NCCAA National Meet.
(photo by Janet McDowell)

■

1. LuKe Quanstrom (sr.) slams the ball
bach to the opposing team. (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 2. (From l-r) Brent Nelson
(fr.) and Peter Anderson (jr.) both make
an effort to recover the ball during the
Homecoming alumni match. (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 5. Brett Decker (jr.)
serves the ball. (photo by Jonathan Tran)
4. (From l-r) Zack Kirkland (jr.) and Bruce
Puckett (jr.) show-the value of teamwork
as they block their opponents' attempts
to score, (photo by Jonathan Tran)
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After a great finish to the 2003 club season, the team was looking
forward to a great 2004 campaign.
In the 2003 season, the team finished tied for fifth at the National
Intramural Recreational Sports Association (NIR5A) Club National tourna
ment in Columbus, Ohio. At the end of the first round, other teams were
asking, "Who are these guys?" as the Tigers went undefeated in the first
day of play. The team beat the likes of the University of Colorado, Kent
State University and the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. The team
was knocked out by Texas A&PI University.
Out of the 36 teams in Division III, Olivet was the smallest school
represented. The team finished the tournmament with a 12-3 record.

5. The club volleyball team works hard
during an evening of practice. (photo by
Heather Heilman) 6. Team captain Peter
Anderson (jr.) goes up for a hit during
practice. (photo by Heather Heilman) 7.
The 2003-04 ONU men's club volleyball
team, coached by Bob Kring. (photo by
Heather Heilman) 8. Peter Anderson (jr.)
follows through on a spike at a practice.
(photo by Heather Heilman) 9. Bruce
Puckett (jr.) prepares to serve the ball.
(photo by Jonathan Tran)

r m i ux

Intramurals provide an outlet for stu
dents who are not otherwise involved in an
/ **Z'
p %
. * * *
athletic event tc oecome part of a team
and'enjoy their favorite sports.
There are several different opportunities
****'* 4** ■
»’
w
throughout the year for students to play a
wide range of.sports, participate in tourna
ments or even enjoy a game of euchre.
•fr*
**
Qver 900 students yearly enjoy intramural
'
*■ ,
» r
I* ■
sports.

▼

1. Gideon Slusher (sr.) attempts to hich the soccer ball past his
opponent. (photo by Jonathan Tran) 2. Gates Team won the
postseason A League Tournament. (.submited photo) 3. Josh
Commons (jr.) dribbles the soccer ball up the field. (photo by
Jonathan Tran) 4. Eric Milton (sr.) chases down the soccer ball.
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 5. The Nittin' Bombs were the TR
Softball League champs. (submitted photo) 6. Gideon Slusher
(sr.) impersonates a sumo wrestler as the ball goes between his
legs. (photo by Jonathan Tran) 7. Goalie Jared Bouton mahes a
tremendous save for the hammers, the MW League champions.
(photo by Jonathan Tran) 8. Michael Leatherman (jr.) races up
the field as he attempts to score, (photo by Jonathan Tran) 9.
Josh Commons (jr.) can only watch as the ball zooms by him
and into the net. (photo by Jonathan Tran) 10. Sparky and the
Igniters won the MW League championship and were the ONU
World Series champions, (submitted photo)
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1. Miliary Boyce races to keep the ball from going out
of bounds, (photo by Jonathan Tran) 2. Mick Jones (jr.)
stands in the way of Danielle Connell, who is trying to

help her team, The Mammers, win. (photo by Jonathan .

Tran) 3. Andrea Carter (jr.) kicks the ball past the
defender as she gets the ball out of her team 's zone.

(photo by Jonathan Tran) 4. WOW! This intramural soc
cer player gave 110 percent for his team, laying down
his body in hopes of keeping his opponent from the
. ball, (photo by Jonathan Tran)
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5miling Andy Wright (sr.) looks on at the ball he kicked
>ward the net. {photo b y Jonathan Tran) 6. Ben Jerom e
50.) can only watch as he lets the ball roll right between
5 legs, {photo b y Jonathan Tran) 7. Two players rush for
le ball, {photo b y Jonathan Tran) 8. Intramural participants
ike a m om ent before gam es to say a prayer, {photo b y
nathan Tran) 9. Eric Milton (sr.) powers the ball into the
Btas time expires, {photo b y Jonathan Tran)
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Illinois District Church of the Nazarene
Congrulations to the Faculty, Staff and 2004
Graduates of Olivet

James R. Spruce
District Superintendent
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E x te n d s o u r lo v e , p r a y e r s a n d s u p p o r t to ...

A shley Greene
Nursing
Class of 2007
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Am y McDaniel
)p
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Youth Ministry
Class of 2005

Lynee Mills

Malinda Phillips

Early Childhood
Education
Class of 2004

Christian
Education
C lass of 2006

Heather
Sermersheim

^
_ _

Danielle
Spurgeon

Elementary
Education
Class of 2004

\ ^ I

Church Music
^ C la s s o f2 0 0 4

^

311 Myers Street * Seymour, IN 47274
(812) 522-2060
www.seymournaz.org
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( _ 1 / 7 C H U R C H OF T H E

Ilf!

Senior Pastor: Gary L.Cable
Youth: Jeff Haynes
Congregational Care: James Storey
Music and Worship: Melinda Priest
Children: Jamey Stiefel
Office: Amy Tescher

Southwest Indiana District

Church of the Nazarane
Congrulations, Class of 2004!

ONU Trustees
Doug Jones
Steve Storey
Garry Pate
Darrell Wineinger
Dr. Garrett Mills
District Superintendent

KAN KAKEE
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OF THE N A Z A R E N E
Kankakee First Church of the
Nazarene
1000 N. E n t r a n c e
A v e n ue
Kankakee, IL
6 0 914

815.933.1000
w w w . k 3 n a z . 0 r c

■

Dr.

Edward

H.

H e c k

Senior Pastor

W e a r e c o m m it t e d t o
( J h i ’ is't o u r | o r d ...
reefing tine h eo rt of (^ o d ,
rhem ng tine Iove of G o J ,
strengthen 1ng tine family of C^oJ,
serving as tine hands o f G od.
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I N D I A N A P O L I S FIRST C H U R C H OF T H E
m r
FI I I 7 CI I I CI IF I I E

MAZARENE
9401 Eas t 25t h S t r e e t
I n d i a n a p o l i s , I N 46229
(317) 8 9 7 -7 7 0 0
www.indynaz.org
Indianapolis*
Y o u r

f a miI4

^
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are
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proud

yVe A r e P ro u d o f O u r O liv e t S tu d e n ts

Brighton Church
of the Nazarene

of

at

Students*:
P i r s*t

C h u rc h

you!

Owossa Church of the Nazarene
1865 South M-52
Owoss, Ml 48867
Pastor: Rodger D. De Vore
We are proud of our ONU students!
Rebekah Bates
Kevin Reath

Our Students: B

Nick G riffin ""
Jamie
.
Bowman

C h u r c h

Winchester Church of the Nazarene

'▼i

Northeastern Indiana District
P.O. Box 3
Winchester, IN
47394
(765 ) 584-1831

^ safe place to find Jesus Christ and
others who love Him and you.

Rev. Howard
H. Becker

Hope for life. Help for living.
Chicago First Church of the Nazarene
12725 Bell Road, Lemont, IL 60439
( 708 ) 349-0454

W e a r e v e ry p ro u d o f o u r
O N U

student?:

ir a n r o n

Kevin M . Ulm et
Firstchurch Senior Pastor
^ ofthe

^ r is -t in a

Nazarene

C lo u d
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May God continue to bless the students,
faculty and administration at OMUI!

Sparta Church o f the
Nazarene
Jacob Chastain

Jacob Edwards

Sophom ore

Junior

FORTVILLE CNURCN OF THE MAZAREME
Indianapolis District
Eortville, Indiana
Rev. Phil Edwards, Senior Pastor
Tony McCrary, Minister of Worship and School

Administrator
Rev. Tod Reynolds, Minister of Visitation
Lynn McCrary, Minister of Children
294

665 13 M ile Road
Sparta, M l 49345
Tim oth y R. Smith Pastor

In h o n o r o f o u r stu d en ts:
N ico le Chapm an
A im ee Sm ith
Chad Inm an
Jeanne Sm ith
Kara M e El w ee
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Congratulations', Cl a?? of 2004!
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South Church of the Nazarene
401 W. Holmes Road
Lansing, Michigan 48910

Phone: (517) 882-5775 — E-mail: southnaz@aol.com
Web Page: www.southnaz.org

Our Students

Our Staff

Stephanie Beckwith
Leslie Cleveland
Marcus Cleveland
William Couchenour
Kevin Devenbaugh
Tom Ewen

Rev. Dr. Harold DeMott, Pastor
Rev. Don Weston, Outreach
Rev. Todd Perkins, Youth
Rev. Dr. David Rupert, Sr. Adult
Mrs. Ann Pence, Music
Mrs. Noreen Weston, Children
Rev. Carl Allen, Pastor Emeritus

Karalynn Hoisington
Christopher Kenroy
Jennifer Kundrat
Darin Oring
Rebecca Reader
Jenny Tjepkema

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2004

Since 1932, the people of First Church in Mount
Pleasant, Mich., have joyfully supported
and benefited from the ministry of Olivet.

O

u

O

First Church of the Nazarene
1980 South Lincoln Road
Mount Pleasant, MI 48858
(989) 772-4330
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N O R T H W E S T E R N I LLI NOI S
DISTRICT
D r . G w f o r J M. W owe, D ^ r i c t D uperin'tenJerrt
c o n g r a ' k u l a ' b e ?

t he Cl ass of 2 0 0 4
and all ONU s t u d e n t s

(From l-r) Rev. Dave Garner, Dave Alderson, Dr.
John Bowling, Dr. Crawford Howe, Rev. Greg
Mason and John Sherwood

We support Olivet and Dr. Bowling
-with our prayers
-with overpayment of our Education Fund
-with our students

|\|orth ern M ichigan D is t r ic t (_fhurch of the N aiavQ ne
Odlutes- |ts- O N U

UtucJent?

Mary Cook
Chirron Ennik
Jeffrey Popenhagen

Kristen Rieder
Amanda Smith
Toni Smith

R .ev. 't^ a q n e J—|. 6 rown, D is t r ic t S u p e rin te n d e n t
D IS T R IC T

R ev.

R a v id

A D V IS O R Y

R ev.

R i m e s ' V ’u n g

R ev.

R ic R 'p d

B O A R D

R 'r a n t l e q

M t 1. | o r e n

M k.

R i<ice

Auburn Church of the
Nazarene
2301 North Main Street
Auburn, IN 46706
(260) 92.5-3580

M ille d

M t°^- J e n n i e

F ie d l e r
J o w m c in

CRYSTAL LAWNS
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
(Jom e as ijou are

2424 Caton Farm Road
Joliet, IL 60435
Office: (815 ) 436-3380
Fax: (815 ) 436-4480

"New Direction. Same Christ."
Service Times

J o le

www.Crysal LawnsChurch.on
.. a n J leave C h a n g e d !

Sundays:
Sunday School, 9 a.m.
a.m. worship, 10 a.m.
p.m. worship, 6 p.m.

W ednesday N ig h ts:
7-8:15 p.m.

We're proud of our student,
Sarah Provines!!
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Brandon Davey

•A
Erin Davey

We are proud o f our students!

"1904-2004 -- A Century of Memories, Milestones and Mission.
The Chicago Central District is pleased to announce her Centennial Anniversary,
and is honored to be a partner with Olivet Nazarene University,
the churches and districts of the Central USA Region!"
Advisory Board

Brian E. W ilson
District Superintendent

Elders:
Rev. Brian Wilson
Dr. Jose Alfaro
Rev. Gerald Carnes
Dr. Edward Heck
Rev. John McCormick
Dr. Jerry Short
Laypersons:
Mr. Fred Hardy
Mr. John Alexander
Mr. Ken Silvers
Dr. Mary Margaret Reed
Dr. Doug Perry

District Officers

SSM: Rev. Larry Hindmand
NMI: Yvonne Chalfant
NYI: Rev. David Ludwig
District Secretary: Dr. Edward Heck
District Treasurer: Dr. Doug Perry

Congratulations to the graduating class of 2004!

C.C.D. Students

District Office

ONU Trustees and Advisory Board Officers

Dr. Doug Perry, Dr. Dan Boone, Dr. John Bowling,
Rev. Brian Wilson (district superintendent), Mr. John Alexander,
Mr. Fred Hardy, Mr. James Tripp,Rev. John McCormick

P.O. Box 567
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
Phone: (815) 932-7628
Fax: (815) 932-9579
E-mail: ccdoffice@aol.com
Web Site: www.ccdnaz.org
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M a s o n Fir st C h u r c h o f t he

azarene

P asto ral S ta ff

M ark D. Rigg
Senior Pastor

Lori D o w d y
Children's Pastor

Gerhard
W e ig e lt
Associate Pastor

M itch Combs
Youth Pastor

415 E. Maple.Mason, Ml 48854.(517) 676-5680
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We are proud o f our stu
dents!
Rodger Doss
Roxanne Doss
Lindsay Bellmer
Jessica Coe
Zach Dowdy
Shad Taylor

*
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Growing for your future...

Expanding for your needs...
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Congratulations
Class of 2004!
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Dr. H a r o l d M. D e M o t t
Rev. D o u g l a s L. M c V a y
Rev. R o d g e r D. D e V o r e
Rev. T i m o t h y Smi th
Rev. P h i l l i p R. S t o u t
M a l c o m " M a c " R.
Del b r i dg e
John Harris
Gary Fryman
Jerry Polmounter
Dr. J a me s S c h w e i g e r t

BEST W I S H E S FROM THE M I C H I G A N
D I S T R I C T C H U R C H OF T H E N A Z A R E N E

Aardsma, Laura 146, 151, 155
Aardsma, Stephen 98
Abbott, Kathryn 129, 136, 139, 143
Acosta, Jaime 129, 135, 262, 263
Adamiec, Micole 146
Adams, Amanda 78, 98, 169
Adams, Joshua 98, 112
Adkins, Melissa 43, 114, 127, 223
Adkins, Monica 43, 146
Agan, Jonathan 38, 129, 134, 138
Ahrens, Patricia D
Alexander, Jo y 129, 130, 254
Alger, Jerem y 129, 181
Allen, Aaron 114
Allen, Brian 46, 47, 84, 89
Allen, Kristen 135, 143, 237
Allen, Larry 105
Allen, Nickolas 74
Allen, 5taci 98
Allison, Jessica 22, 39, 74, 129, 135, 136, 200,
201, 295, 316
Althoff, Carrie 114, 261
Amato, Kristin 63, 114, 122, 183

Am es, Matthew 146

Arroyo, Monica 114

Amezqueta, Patricio Fermin 129, 262, 263

Artz, Robert 114, 123, 222

Anderson, Adelaide 114, 165, 249

Artz, William 114, 178, 235

Anderson, Christina 98

Arwood, Kandice 98, 169

Anderson, David 65, 98

Asbill, Brian 146

Anderson, Edward 99, 247

Asher, Adam 83

Anderson, Gerald 83

Athialy, Jason 146, 188, 221

Anderson, Gretchen 146

Atkins, Lindsay 248

Anderson, Jennifer 98, 111, 181, 187

Atkinson, David 83

Anderson, Jill 114

Aumiller, Daniel 35, 114,168, 188, 202

Anderson, Jonathon 146

Avelar, Adrian 103

Anderson, Karen 129, 204
Anderson, Paul 66, 108
Anderson, Peter 16, 25, 274, 275
Anderson, 5ara 31, 98
Angell, Matthew 178, 236
Anglin, Jeffrey 146
Anksorus, Remington 114, 119, 198, 199
Ardrey, Allen 69, 146, 151
Armstead, Amanda 129, 170
Arnett, Ryne 146
Arnold, Am y 7
Arnold, Julie 114
Arntson, Aaron 40, 77, 129
Arntson, Allison 40, 98, 105

Bachelor, heather 146, 158
Bahr, Bill 83, 238, 248
Bailey, Elizabeth 114, 126, 248
Bailey, Lindsey 146, 159, 160, 222
Bailey, Mark 98, 106
Bailey, Matt 146
Baird, Justin 114, 124, 231, 232
Baker, 5arah 146
Baker, 5teven 20, 37, 98, 186, 187, 295
Bakken, Andrea 129
Balboa, Dick 83
Balis, Marilyn 98, 107

Ball, Joshua 146

Bennett, Becky 40, 146

Boersema, Erin 99

Ball, Judah 12, 33, 114

Bennett, Kathryn 40, 72, 114, 176, 183

Bogart, Micki 147, 225

Ball, Karen 83

Benoche, Bethany 146

Boggs, Melissa 99

Ballard, Jennifer 146

Benoit, Caleb 130, 134

Bontrager, Tabitha 99, 222

Ballinger, Bonnie 83

Benson, Katherine 114, 121, 127

Boomsma, Corrle 146, 147, 151

Banks, Candice 114

Benson, Laura 98, 179

Booth, Marlah 115, 191

Banks, Laura 114, 251

Benson, Michael 28, 83, 137, 238

Bopp, Catherine 64, 115, 117

Banter, Adam 114, 117, 119

Bentley, Julie 130

Borbely, Kimberly 130

Barber, Rachel 179

Bentley, Tim othy 146

Borchardt, Benjaman 115

Bareiss, Catherine 83

Berger, Cassandra 98, 269

Boseo, Joseph 242, 243, 244, 245

Barger, Kimber 146

Berger, Faith 30, 130

Boswell, Andrea 121, 130

Barker, Chelsea 146

Berger, Nadia 114, 119

Bosworth, Amanda 130

Barks, Joshua 146

Bergman, Courtney 57, 115

Boulton, David 130

Barnes, Jeremiah 114

Bergmann, Lisa 24, 268

Bouquet, Christina 115, 204

Barnett, Brad 146

Berry, Evan 146

Bourque, A m y 147

Baron, Michael 146

Betancourt, Melissa 146

Bouton, Jared 147, 277

Barr, Bradley 114, 257

Beushausen, Rebeccah 56, 115

Bouwma, Dustin 130

Barr, Brandon 114, 257

Beuthin, Ryan 130, 134, 136, 140, 141 * Bower, Ray 83

Barringer, Joshua 24, 172

Bhooshan, Kumar 295

Bowers, Tim othy 147

Barringer, Kenna 114

Bicksler, Qideon 98, 106, 228

Bowling, Jill 44, 45

<

Bartling, Jonathan 83

Bicksler, Shelley 115, 228

Bowling, John 29, 44, 45, 46, 47, 84

Baruth, Lauren 129

Biggs, Courtney 130

Bowman, Jam ie 99, 293

Bast, Jennifer 30, 66, 114, 116, 176, 209

Bigler, Rose 63, 164

Bowne, Megan 130, 132, 170, 221

Bateman, Michelle 146, 150, 153

Bilsborrow, Joshua 130

■Bowshier,
. Deren *12.

Bates, Rebekah 33, 39, 114, 125, 127

Birchler, Abigail 115, 120

Bowyer, Brittany 1*57

'

Batkiewicz, Erica 129, 134, 253

Birkey, Nicholas 146, 160

Boyce, Miliary 147, 153. 278-

3atkiewicz, Sara 273

Birkey, Zachary 130

Boyce, Lisa 99, 111

Baty, Nicole 39, 129, 135

Birman, Stephanie 130

Boyenga, Audrey 99 100

Baxter, Natalie 129

Bishir, Cary 146

Boyens, Kathy 84

;

A*

Bay, Juan 246, 247

Bishir, Sue 83

Boyts, Brock 130, 168, 183

Bayless, Donald 114

Bishop, Craig 83

Brace, Ashley 12, 130

Bealmear, Brandon 146

Bishop, Karrie 115

Bradley, Lauren 130

Bean, Sarah 98, 168

Bishop, Laura 115

Bradley, Nicholas 115

Beaty, Abigail 146

Bishop, Mark 83

Brady, Da reel 84

Beauvais, Angela 30, 31, 146, 147

Bittner, Elizabeth 99, 165

Branson, Kari 130

Becker, Christine D 127

Bjorkland, Chris 130, 139

Brantner, Jessica 130

Becker, Christine M 79, 98

Bjorling, Amanda 115

Brawner, Aaron 234

Beckwith, Stephanie 98

Black, Rachel 73, 130, 136, 141

Brecheisen, Alicia 147

Beers, A m y 146, 149

Black, Stephanie 99, 170

Bressler, Andrew ] 15

Beery, Stacy 130, 229, 237

Black, Tiffany 130

Bretzlaff,'Nancy 84, 209

Beeson, Rebecca 146, 265

Blahnik, David 130, 247

Brewer, Eric 147

Beirne, Elisabeth 98, 268

Blair, Danielle 146, 147

Brewer, Je re m y 91, 99

Beitelschees, Lauren 146, 148, 155, 156

Blake, J. L 24, 115, 172

Brewer, Joseph 130, 245

Belcher, Rebecca 83

Blake, Jessica 16, 115, 120, 124

Bridges,. Jesse 40

Bell, Carole 83

Blakemore, Nathan 147

Bridges, Julia 40, 147, 218

Bell, Jeffery 36, 37, 72, 83, 84, 186

Blanchette, Leon 83

Bridges, Thom as 40, 115, 165, 219

Bellande, A m y 69, 114, 126

Blanchette, Teri 83

Brinkman, Nichole 115 '

Bellinger, Annika 114, 123, 168, 204

Blasdel, David 99

Brinkmann, Carrie 115

Bellmer, Lindsey 30, 130

Blewett, Johnnie 25, 147

Brisch, Amanda 147

Bellomy, Cornelius 146

Bloom, Brian 99

Brodock, Andrew 156, 231, 232

«
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Belmonte, Lori 146, 152, 190

Bloom, Eric 115, 124, 232, 233

Bronson, Justin 147, 151

Belna, Jennifer 58, 98 109

Bochenek, Mark 147

Brooks, A m y 16, 20; 41/ 72, 115, i2 1 ,

Bender, Roberta 146, 234, 235

Boehme, Aaron 130, 132

125, 127, 168, 236, 237

Bennett, Ashley 130

t s :

Brooxs, Charryse 99, 319

Canton, Donald 147, 178

Claus, 5arah 116

Brooks, Cylest 147, 235

Carlson, Emily 147, 149

Cleveland, Leslie 42, 148, 159, 184, ]

Brooks, Tim othy 41

Carlson, Nicholas

235

Broughton, Shelly 260

Carmean, Justin 147

Cleveland, Marcus 20, 42, 76

Brown, Anissa 130, 223

Carpenter, Kelly 115, 205

Clinkenbeard, heather 131, 132, 140

Btown, Benjamin 130

Carr, Sasha 99, 109

Cloud, Kristina 14, 91, 98, 100, 109

Brown, Bethany 115, 127„ 222, 223

Carr, Vincent 147

Cluver, Alexis 131, 221

14, 99, 219

Brown, Brittney 147, 149, 153, 200, 201, Carter. Andrea 31, 115, 278

J
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Carter, Jessica 99, 100

Cochran, Denise 131

Brown, JT 78, 99, 166

Carter, Michelle 20, 30, 99, 107

Coe, Jessica 148

Brown, Kayla 147, 155

Caruso, Candice 147

Coffey, Casey 184, 254

Brown, Ryan 115*

Case, Jacqueline 131

Coffman, Jason 71, 116

Brown, Stephanie 115, 174

Case, Rebecca 116

Coker, Anna 116

Brown, Stephen 84

Case, Stephen 127

Coleman, Letitia 42, 116

Casey, Erin 168

Coleman, Louis 42

Bruley, Deborah 84

Casey, Meghan 33, 115, 116, 216, 217,

Coiling, Richard 84

Bruner, Erin 14 7

229

Collins, Courtney 75

Bryan. Mackenzie 115, 120

Castongia, Brandi 107, 111

Collins, Daniel 148, 230

Buck; EaiLh 130

Caudle, Jessica 131

Collins, Elizabeth 116, 119, 126

Buda, Jennifer 99, 223

Cavitt, Jessica 64, 116

Colwell, Jessica 148, 254

Buehrer, Chris 115

Cawley, Bryant 98, 100, 218

Colwell, Jo y 173

Bufford, Allen 132, 243, 245

Cellarius, April 116

Combites, Kevin 100

Bufford, hick 99, 244 *

Cesta, Rebecca 147

Commons, Josh 276, 277

Sugajski, Samuel 147.

Chamberlain, Roger Lee 147, 188

Conley, Sarah 148, 225

Bumgarner,-Jordan 130, 180

Chambers, Jennifer 147, 148

Connell, Danielle 148, 278

Browne, Ruth 115

>.
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Burch, Jessica• 99**■

Chandlar, Brian 160

Cook, Qrace 100, 222

Burgin, Jam es 147

Chaney, Jarrett 34, 35, 116

Cook, Kimberly 148

Burkey, Erin 99

Chapman, Nicole 147, 148, 236

Cook, Kyle 148

Burkey, Seth jL 4 7

Chase, Ashley 148, 158

Cook, Matthew 148

Burkholder, Jm 99, 170

Chastain, Jacob 31, 131, 237, 294

Coomer, Obie 265

Burkholder, Matthew 131

Chatman, Willie 131

Cooper, Alyse 148, 158

Burns, Colleen 146 157

Cheney, Carol 72, 91, 100, 102, 106,

Cooper, Conrad 148

Burrows, Kristy 131, 183

109, 110, 205

Cooper, heather 148

Buscn, Daniel 115

Chenoweth, Qregg 84, 88

Corsaro, Jeff 148

Bushard, Katie 147, 233,

Chew, Benjamin 100

Corzine, Kathy 148

Bussone Renee 131

Childers, Alexander 148, 158

Corzine, Lea 131

Butler, Asnley 147

Childers, Jennifer 33, 131, 132, 225

Costanzo, Jessica 116, 119, 126

Buxton, 5arah 115, 222

Chism Walls, A m y 148, 149

Couchenour, William 148

Bynum, Couitney 131 .c

Chlsmark, Stan 150

Counihan, Ryan 100

Chodzko, Ellen 148

Cournia, 5hane 131, 142, 220

Cholewa, Nicole 100, 107

Cowles, Kyle 100, 111, 170

Christensen, Jonathan 248

Cox, Tim 295

Churchill, Traci 116

Craig, Tricha 68, 100, 177

Ciaccio, Emily 131

Cramer, Daniel 116

Ciulla, Kady 148, 231

Cranston, Joanna 131, 248, 249

Clack, John 148

Cratz, Rachel 148

Clark, Charlotte 148, 222

Craven, Stacey 148

Clark, Nathan 26, 100, 104, 169, 207

Crawford, LaMorrls 169, 206, 207

Clark, Nicole 74, 116, 165, 169, 248

Crocker, Nichole 100, 175

Clark, Rachael 13, 148

Crofford, Christopher 77
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Cable, Kendra 131, 136

4

4

Cadle, Craig 131

4

***

■

Caine, Kathleen 131

*

Calhoun, Matthew 244

£

Calnoun, Richard 115
Cammer, Andrew "115
■Campbell, Danielle 147
Campbell, Lauren 147,
Canaday, Brian 14 7, 150, 160

.
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Coaty, Matt 100
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Croft, Jonathan 114, 116

Denault, Sarah 130, 131

Elliott, Holly 132

Crouch, Emily 100

Denhart, Bethany 32, 33, 131, 190

Ellis, Jen ny 149, 253

Crowder, Ryan 148

Denoyer, Danika 64, 116

Elroy, Adam 75, 124, 232, 233

Crull, Brandon 131

Denton, Ann 149

Eltrevoog, Johnathon 117, 179

Crum, Sarah 100, 102, 105, 111, 175

Devenbaugh, Kevin 101

Enderli, Heidi 101

Cruz, Nicole 100

Dickson, Melissa 149, 235

Enyeart, Joseph 117, 173

Cullins, Ashley 131

Dietrich, Brandon 131

Erdahl, Jillian 149

Cullins, Jeffrey 148

Dilbeck, AnneMarie 149

Ericson, Kerrie 117, 177

Cullor, Christina 131

Dillard, Matthew 234

Erwin, Duane 84

Culp, Ashley 116, 204

Dillinger, Mary 84

Erwin, Kristin 117

Cupp, Jorden 148, 155, 190, 231, 233

Dillinger, Paul 84

Essex, Matthew 117

Cutuli, Leandro 246

Dindoffer, Emily 149

Essington, Mark 101

Czajka, Hillary 131

Dines, Austin 231, 232, 233

Evenson, Natalie 101, 204

Czechowicz, Lindsey 31, 131, 132, 141, 181

Disch, Nicole 116, 260, 261

Ewen, Thomas 115, 117

Dissett, Angela 101
Dittmer, Jennifer 131, 177
Dace, Trevor 131
Dafoe, Cara 41, 148, 161
Dafoe, Kathryn 41, 116, 196, 197, 199, 209
Dale, Sarah 100, 235
Dalton, John 175
Dalton, Martha 84, 184
Dalton, Ron 84
Daugherty, Tim othy 148
Daulton, Carl 131
Davey, Brandon 298
Davey, Erin 116, 121, 298
Davis, Joseph 148
Davis, Kirk 131, 142
Dawson, Deanya 148
Dawson, Paul 149, 154, 247
DeCrastos, Landon 131, 168, 188
DeGroot, Elizabeth 149
DeMint, Mark 65, 131, 167, 234

Dittmer, Sara 101
Doerr, Christina 33, 101, 112
Doersam, Christopher 131
Dollens, Brett 22, 101, 206
Donahue, Keith 132
Doss, Rodger 70, 206, 207
Doss, Roxanne 70, 132
Douglas, Daniel 101
Douglas, Jennifer 101
Dowdy, Zachary 116
Drake, Am ber 149, 150, 158, 222
Drake, Shalena 149
Dreisbach, Nathan 132, 133, 139, 206, 207
Drozd, Michael 132
Dunaway, Megan 116, 205
Dunlop, Kristopher 12, 23, 49, 61, 86, 92, 100,
101, 102, 196, 196, 197, 199
Dunlop, Tyler 21, 83, 186, 237

Fabert, Ann 132, 234, 235
Fabro, Stephen 101
Fabryova, Ivana 250, 251
Farlee, Alisha 59, 101
Farnsworth, Tamara 117, 126
Farr, Christina 101
Farris, Melinda 149
Faw, Mary 101, 165, 201, 320
Felgenhauer, Emily 149, 178, 231
Felts, Melody 235
Fenter, Kylie 268, 269
Ferguson, A m y 149, 234
Ferguson, Morgan 149
Ferkaluk, Brian 149
Fernandez, Annette 132
Ferree, Josef 101
Ferren, Larry 60, 84
Ferris, Amanda 149
Ferris, Derek 85

DeMint, Shaun 100

Festian, Marlene 117, 123

DeMint, Tiffany 66, 31, 100, 176, 201, 319
DeVries, Heather 149, 158

Eadie, Ashton 13

Ficker, Hannah 58, 149

DeWees, Bill 179

Eaton, Heather 132

Fightmaster, Joshua 17, 132

DeWees, Mallory 149, 179

Eckhoff, April 149

Figueroa, Celia 149

DeYoung, Aim ee 149

Edmonds, Seaun 243, 245

Fike, Robert 149

DeYoung, Crystal 78, 99, 100, 102

Edwards, Am ber 149

Findley, Steven 101

DeYoung, Philip 131, 191

Edwards, Jacob 25, 116, 294

Fink, Anna 149, 211, 225

DeZwaan, Jonathan 91, 100, 193

Edwards, Krista 57, 116, 177

Fish, Jordan 117

Dean, William 70, 84

Edwards, Tracy 59

Fitts, Karyn 117

Deckard, Keith 206

Eilders, Elaine 84

Fleagle, Jilann 31, 32, 39, 132, 140

Decker, Brett 116, 274

Eilders, Nathanael 132

Fleck, Jessica 33, 132, 225

Dela Peret, Rex David 131, 134

El-Talabani, Adriene 132, 190

Fleetwood, Katie 149, 190

Demmin, Bethany 116

Elders, Heather 149, 260, 261

Fleming, Susan 30, 149, 150, 161

Demoure, Tiffany 100

Eleiott, Catherine 73

Flenar, Miranda 149

Denault, Lisa 149

Flesher, Bechany 132

Gifford, Jacqueline 117, 118

Grogan, 5arah 30, 133, 248

Flippo, Bud 132, 134

Gifford, 5arah 133

Gross, Trisha 103, 201, 202, 203/

Plippo, Katie 101, 109, 112

Gilbert, Cara 43, 133, 136, 139

317

Flippo, Kaylynn 149

Gilbert, Crystal 43, 102, 226

Groves, 5ara 150, 156, 220

Flowers, Emily 101, 171

Giles, Megan 133

Grupe, Kevin 151

Floyd, Marvin 117

Gill, 5arah 33, 133, 225

Guengerich, Andrea 74, 133, 135

Gillhespy, David 61, 102

Guengerich, 5arah 39, 103, 111,

Foor, Matthew 85

.

Forgrave, Andrea 117, 123

Gingerich, 5heryl 250, 251

112,170

Forrestal, Juliene 85

Ginn, Dwight 58, 85

Guffey, William 133, 229

Giove, David 118

Gulllckson, Megan 151, 250, 251

Girton, Christina 102

Gwin, Hathan 88

Foster, Rebekah 117
Fowler, David 149, 237

*

Fowler Erica 101, 223

Glasco, Jessica 150

Foxworthy, 5tephen 34,. 168

Glenn, Matthew 22, 102, 103, 174

Francis, Jason 101 175

Glenn, Megan 102, 170

Francis, Jennifer 'lO r

Globig, Karen 115, 118, 123, 127,

Franklin, Ginny 64

155,204

Franklin, Jennifer 149

Glover, Korie 133, 170

Franklin, Josh 273

Glynn, Christina 102, 109, 175

Franks, Emily 132

Goldsmith, Paul 102

Franz, fiicoie 102, 108

Gomez, Kent 150

Fraser, Christian. 117

Gomez, Troy 102

Frazier/ Holly 149, 151

Gonzalez, Miriam 102

Freed, Daniel 132, 138

Gonzalez, 5arah 30, 102, 107,

*

*

■*

Freed, Janelle 102

181, 186, 187

Freed, Timothy. 150

Goodner, Lindsay 150

French, Philllpe L50

Goodson, Lauren 133

Fritcher, Daniel 132

Goranson, Jam es 150

Fritz, Amanda 171

Gorball, Jerem y 102, 262

Fritz, Matthew 150, 236

Gordon, Amanda 118, 121

Fronek, Lisa 117

Gordon, Christina 133

Funk, Russell 150, 157

Gorrell, William 150

Furston, David 102

Gossage, Amanda 150, 156, 231
Gould, Abigail 118
Graft, Ryan 133
Graham, Jennifer 148, 150

Gagnon, TJ 27f0, 271

Graham, Lauren 150

Cali, Aaron 132
Gallup, Jordan 17, 132, 134, 135

Granger, Mark 133

Cant, Jesse 102

Graves, Jenny 150, 203, 211

Garcia, David 132
Garcia ;o y 71, 132, 264, 265

Green, Carmin 150, 253

Caidner, Blake 150

Greene, Ashley 150, 156, 290

Gardner, Kelsey 118'

Greenlee, Pam 85

garner, Christine 102

Greenstreet, Kelly 118

Games, Toya 118

Greenstreet, Linda 85, 170

Garrett, Karin LQ2, 108

Greer, Daniel 133

Gallon, Franklin 85 '
Carve,
V *Michelle 132
Gassln, Elizabeth 85

Greer, Joel 65
t
-

Gates, Alison L14, 118
Gates, Jennifer 21, 102

Greer, Tiffany 85, 170
Gregory, Aaron 206, 263
Greiner, Karissa 133
Grenier, 5ara 103

Gatlin, Hicolas 252
Gavramc, Christopher, 132
r

Gehring, Chad 102,475
Gessner, Grace 150
Gibbs, Gary (Brandon) 235
Gibbs, Joel 102
Gibson, Christopher 133
Gibson, Robert 102, 206
Gibson, Ronald 133

Gray, Emily 150
Gray, Kendra 150

Garae, Mcole 59, 102

Geasa. William 85

Graham, 5amuel 150

Gress, Joshua 41, 133, 134, 167
Gress, 5arah 41, 150
Grleder, Carrie 118
Griffin, Hlcholas 293
Griffin, Tina 79, 103
Grigsby, Ryan 25, 150, 157
Grimm, Melody 41, 85, 205
Grimm, Tony 85
Grlse, Aaron 150, 235

9 C

1

Hahn, 5arah 148, 151
Hainlen, Meagan 151
Hale, A m y 151, 155, 295
Hale, Karalie 151, 155
Hall, Cyndel 151, 255
Hall, Erin 30, 151, 161
Hall, Jonathan 18, 151
Hall, Wesley 25, 74, 118, 196, 19T
Hamilton, Amanda 151, 156, 233 l
Hamilton, John 151, 156, 232, 23:
Hammel, Alicia 103, 268, 269
Hammer, 5arah 151, 225
Hampton, Craig 103
Hampton, Janis 103
Hamstra, Jacquelyn 151
Hanger, Alicia 151
Hanna, Julian 151
Hansen, Hoah 133, 230
Hansen, Ryan 40, 103
Hansen, Thea 40, 133, 223, 236,
237
Hanson, Kristina 133
Hara, Erin 24, 26, 38, 92, 99, 103
Hardie, Andrew 103
Hardy, Karri 133
Hari, Tyler 103
Harmel, Anna 118, 230
Harmon, Tonie 133
Harms, Megan 40, 103, 170
Harms, Patrick 40, 151, 159, 237
Harper, Melissa 147, 151, 160
Harrington, 5arah 151, 159
Harris, Jonathan 118
Harris, Kelli 264
Harris, Marc 85
Harris, Marcus 133
Harris, Otis 133
Harris, 5andra 85
Harrison, Bethany 235
Harshman, Andrea 147, 149, 151,
152, 184, 235
Hart, 5ara 118, 166
Hatcher, Jay 65, 103, 167, 193
Hatcher, Kevin 151
Hathaway, Dale 85
Hatton, Joseph 151, 221
Hauke, Ashley 133
Hawk, Dasan 118

Hayden, Debra 73

Hodge, Ralph 257

lngram-5ifferd, Katherine 157, 236

Mayes, Alyssa 133, 219, 236

Hodges, Olivia 66, 132, 133

Inman, Chad 118

Mayes, Chantel 151

Hoekstra, Candy 152

Intawong, Christy 104, 201, 232,

Hayes, Isaac 151, 156, 233

Hoesman, Allison 133

233, 316

Hayes, Laura 133

Hoesman, Audra 68

Ireland, Kyle 87

Hays, Luke 64, 132, 133

Hoevet, Lindsay 152

Isaacson-Thompson, Stacia 152

Hazzard, Lindsay 151, 234

Hoffmann, Crystal 64, 103, 104,

Meadley, Adam 25, 31, 147, 152,

109

157

Hoisington, Karlynn 152, 159, 184

Meadley, Joel 103

Holcomb, Kristin 39, 134, 137

Heckman, Doug 133

Holcomb, Ryan 152

Meenan, Samuel 104

Holland, Levi 152, 153

Meimsoth, Kristen 118, 192, 193

Hollandsworth, Donna 26, 85, 87,

Meincker, Andrew 118

204

Meincker, Matthew 92, 103, 105,

Hollenberg, Elizabeth 152, 179

168, 181, 187

Hollenberg, Rebekah 118

Meiniger, Jennifer 133

Hollis, Jam es (Neal) 14, 98, 103,

Meinold, Rebekah 130, 139, 152,

111 , 211

174

Hollis, Mark 152

Meisler, Meidi 118, 126

Hollis, Mitchell 77

Heilman, Heather 149, 152

Holman, Jam es 63, 118

Helmker, Rachel 152

Holmes, Jeanne 42, 103

Henderson, Adam 118, 121

Holmes, Jennifer 42, 75, 118, 119

Henderson, Jonathan 152

Holmes, Joni 46, 152, 156, 231,

Hendley, Lauren 118

232

Hennen, Melissa 152

Holmes, Richard 134

Henrichs, Brian 133

Holt, Ryan 146, 152

Henry, Kiesha 133, 136, 218

Hooker, Kristen 134, 221

Henshaw, Hike 152

Hopkins, Sara 134

Henzman, Angela 152

Horington, Sara 147

Heppe, Kristin 114, 116, 118, 125, Hornok, Jill 118, 127
209

Horstman, Annie 152

Herendeen, Eric 152

Hoskins, Sarah 152

Hertzberg, Rory 133, 171

Hosty, Nicole 99, 103

Herver, Mark 262, 263

Hotle, Ashley 118

Hespell, Brett 118, 272

Howard, Nicholas 134

Hesterberg, Anna 152, 155

Howell, Phillip 152

Hiatt, Samuel 103

Hoxie, Allen 118, 207

Hibler, Kelli 133

Hubbard, Rason242ne

Higgins, Nicholas 152

Hubert, Eleanor 104

Highley, Lucas 152, 158

Huck, Robert 150, 220, 230

Hightower, Samantha 133

Hudson, Angela 134, 225, 230

Hilderbrand, Ashley 147, 152, 155,

Hudson, Erica 92, 98, 104, 182

156

Hudson, Hillarie 33, 118

Hilger, Elizabeth 150, 152, 160

Hudson, Kimberly 104, 235

Hill, Bryanna 118, 209

Huffman, John 118, 273

Hill, Caleb 152, 271

Huggins, Emily 26, 75, 93, 104,
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We're continuing our tradition of thank-yous in the back of the bookl
Obviously, we couldn't mention everyone, but know that the entire |
Olivet community has been absolutely crucial to the success of this
book, because without you, this book would not be. We hope this
book has challenged you to be "Barefoot Before God." We also
hope that all who read this book enjoy it.
— the Aurora stat
c & f a u s t y / ^ n t c L U io n q / ,

< ^ c u d e m ic &

When I first signed up for the position of Academics editor, I had no idea whati
was getting myself into. This definitely was a challenging experience that I will I
never forget. God really tried my patience when it came to getting things don
and meeting deadlines. I can't not say thanks to him, because it was his
strength that kept me going. It wouldn't be right to not say thank you to
'Stephanie as well. 5teph, you were a big help to me this year with all the tima
you spent helping and showing me all that needed to be done. You're truly
dedicated to this yearbook. Thanks to the rest of the yearbook staff that lent '
their help when the deadline was approaching. This was truly a team effort an'!]
I'm very grateful for that. I also want to thank my three roommates, 5herrl,
Cathy and Dennette. Sherri, you're one of a kind, and there's no one that will
ever be able to replace you. I love you and I'll always cherish our friendship,
Cathy, you definitely took me by surprise this year. We've grown so close in
such a short time and I'm glad that God has placed you in my life. Dennette, I
you always make me laugh and help me to not take life so seriously. Finally,
I'd like to thank my parents for always pushing me to chase my dreams and 1
tnen supporting them no matter what they are. I love you guys.
•
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Jessica/ s 4ltison/, <=^JUA&
"Thank you, India/Thank you, terrorAThank you, disillusionmenty Thank you,.frailty/Thank you, consequence/Thank
you, thank you. silence," Sometimes, Alanis Morrisette
says it best Thanks'to. Rover Allison for loving me best.
■<.
fr /' **
Thanks to Amy I for.being a good roommate. Mesh on!
Thanks
to everyone for continually tpurchasing
jallison
"ts.
*
clothing. Thank you, DGB. for romping. Thank you, friends,
for schnuggs, especially for the extraordinarily big one.
Andrea; thank you for big toes and eight divisions of football. Betherton/BJIzzle, I'm glad for tinky winky. Thanks to Chrl:
*■
.
.
Allison, who still is my brother, no matter if we ever get recognized in the book. Thanks to the Eternal Flame for contii
uing to burn, even though I was in D.C. for spring. Thanks to the 5enlor Favorites (Including Putty and the Weekend)
for the good times. Maction on. Thanks to RUFF RUFF Powder Puff for another great year of entertainment. Do it! Do
Thanks to 5teph for living The yearbook dream. Woo hoo! tothe kids from Roxana Naz. Keep representing, Illinois
District. Mostly, oraise to God for continuing to bless memorethan I deserve.Adios!
*
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Thanks, 5teph, for listening to all my venting. You were 5UPER to work for!
Megan, thanks for being on the ball! Jessica, thanks for your help and encourage
ment when I was getting desperate! I love you! Tara Beth, thank you for your
support and patience with me! 5L council and members, thanks to you who were
prompt and made my life easier! Erin, four years are up and I'm sad, but I love
you and, yes, you were right; I should have said "MO!" Kari and Sarah, you guys
made dorm life come to life this year! "Meow! Lawnmower, KERPLUMK!" I love
you both! My confession: Gary did the other two puzzles before me! Kara, my
fourth "roommate," nothing can cure finals like a LOMG night of Tetris and White
Castle. I love you, Kara! Thanks, Rodger; we should have won! Andy, thanks for
;ot deckin' me, Decker! J-Po and Judah Ball, "There was a great big moose." Thanks to every person who made me smile this year, including
hut not limited to) Biology Lab buddies (Elizabeth, Jamie, Trent, Kevin); Math Lab friends (Luke, Katie, Justin, Mike, etc.); QllmmerQIass staff;
atn Methods friends; Micole (I'll miss you and good luck teaching!); super pals from Omega throughout the years who still remain at OMU;
amrny, Sarah and the rest of the Settlement gang ("do you have any lumber?"); Adam Schwer; Wendy's Crew (Erin, Erica, Kara, 5arah and
s'tors; did you know they had a management position open?); Jeremy Williamson (remember that time I beat you at pool?); Brett Dollens
Lummy apple pie); Brock and Karen; Cassie Sailors (the best tennis partner); Erin Laning; Earth Space Lab group (Jessica, Kara, Alyssa; did
Du miss me?); Elne Arts group (yeah, Escherl); Am y Rattin; and all those who made my senior year rock! Above all, thanks, Jesus; Ijust
anna see You smile!

J e s s ic a / ^ o n u U e s / , S fz lM u a i/^ ^ i^ e y
esus, You're amazing. I thank him for giving me the opportunities He has. I love
d u . Thank you, dear roommate. I appreciate all that you've done and allowed
le to get away with, homesllce, you're the best and I hope this friendship is one
tat never fades! Stephanie, thank you for being open to new ideas and for shar-

g all your witty ones. Your blood and sweat are in this yearbook and I personally
adicate it to you. 5hout out to Mr. Gills II. This fish is here to stay! Mom, Jos and
iy, I couldn't ask for a better family. You all have a huge part in who I am today
id for encouraging me to keep on going. Erankle, you're going to grow up to be
handsome young man after God's heart. Titi loves you always. I want to thank
/eryone on the Spiritual Life task force for doing your job and making ours easi|\ Thanks to my dear Veronica Straw for encompassing the person that we all forget to be sometimes and to Becky Jo for the dances in the
laves. Did we ever get our work done? 5pecial thanks to the wonderful Aurora staff that made 5teph so blissfully happy by beating the
fcadlines and, because of that, we made it through this semester. Last, but not least, Trisha Gross, words can't say what you've meant to
I e these past semesters and you're like the big sister that I never had. I can't say "thank you" for making fun of me, but it's always nice to
llugh. Love you, Twishee!! "And whatever you do in word or deed, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father
|irough Him" (Colossians 3:17).
^ o c k s m v ,
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The Aurora staff, who truly made this book come together. Stephanie McNelly, for
her patience and willingness to help, for being such an awesome editor and for
all the great laughs we had. Phi Delta Aurora and the purple cords will happen
someday! :) I give a HUGE thank-you to all the seniors who sent me TOM5 of pic
tures! Without your help, our section wouldn't exist. My roommates, Stacl,
Colleen and Kara, who put up with me during the stressful times, especially when
they'd eat dinner with me in the Aurora office on many occasions so we could
spend some time together. I appreciate all of the support from you girls and love
you very much! My sister, Lauren, who also ate with me in the office many
times. You're a great girl, Lo, and I love you. My parents, who have supported
e in all i've ever done at school. Their pride in me and love for me keep me going. My flanc£, Kyle, who was so patient with me and all the
jrora meetings Ihad to go to,mehaving to work on the computer for hours, and the many Red Room dinners just to be with me. Your
ipport means the world to me.You'remy dream, my best friend, the love of my life. I love you now and will for the rest of my life. God,
do puts that ability to love into me. He gave me the strength to get this section done. He's everything to me, giving me all I don't deserve.
3y He be glorified now and forever.
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I'd like to start off by thanking Stephanie McNelly. You helped me 5 0 much thi
year by gently teaching me what I needed to know for my section. Secondly,
I'd like to thank the Junior class for sending in all those pictures. It was a grea
help and fun to look at all the things you do. i'd also like to thank God for hel|
ing me see my new talents and abilities. I'd also like to thank him for all that
Me does for me each day. I'd like to thank my Mom and brother, who
to me come up with crazy ideas and helped me come up with workable
You guys are wonderful to have as a support system. Thank you for standing
by me when I was stressed. I'd also like to thank my grandparents, who
by me. I'd lastly like to thank my wonderful fianc£, Kevin, for putting up with
me "finishing" my section while he was visiting me. Kevin, you couldn't have
helped me more than to just sit there and let me be stressed, get things
and then take me out. It was great! Thank you for putting up with me; it is
much appreciated. Thank you again to ail of you who supported and helped
me this year!

Sa^hamosi&ss
The firstthing f want to say is thank you, England! Also, I want to thank my
parents for putting up with my craziness the last 21 years. You have encour
aged me to live'out my dreams even if they seemed a bit far-fetched. Thank
you to all my girls and ail the shnuggs through out the year. I want to thank
Aubrey for being a'shining star in my life. You always know how to help me
"redistribute" my life. I.want to thank the Miami Crew for encouraging my
relationship with Eddie, without you guys, I would have never found my Latin
lover, Thanks to Sethie and Putty for, well, you know ... doing stuff. Thanks to
Jal and T-Mill tor being my yearbook heroes! Thanks to Ryan for letting me
just say so. Thanks to Joe Lee and Cam Pence for allowing me to spend my
nard-earned cash on you boys at Taco Bell. Many thanks to Second Floor
McClain, a.k.a. last year's Third South. It has been a blast being with you girls
two yearsjn a row. I can't imagine any other girls I'd rather live and have
dance parties with. I love you guys. Thanks to Kaytay, Eri and Kris for always
being the sisters I never had. Without you, my childhood and high school
days would have been boring and well-behaved. Thanks to Steph for being a
great editor Most importantly, I want to thank God for blessing me with 50
much love in my iife.

Susan/ Shand/, (di&sAmwi/\

First, I would like to thank all of the staff for all of your haj
work and everything you've done. I had so much fun and
can't wait for next year! Stephanie, thanks for all of the I
hours and dedication you put into this year's annual. It
looks great, and you've done such an excellent job. Lori,;
thanks for everything you taught me and all your help
throughout the first semester. You're the best sister and
have always set such a great example for me. Thanks fcn
helping me get adjusted first semester; I couldn't have
done it without you! I mi55 not having you around. I love'
you! Mom and Dad, thanks for everything you've done for me. I couldn't have asked for better parents. Thanks for al1
your.sifpport and. the love you've shown me. God, thank You for your iove and grace. Thank You for sending me to
such an awesome school and surrounding me with 50 many great people. This has been an awesome year, and I ov: st
it all to You. To all of my friends, thanks for putting up with me when I was stressed out and wasn't around much. Y
'
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guys are awesome and I'm 50 grateful for each one of you. Thanks for always supporting me. have a great summer
and HI see yoil next fall!! Love you all!
.* , * ' - *' •
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cl% io o k & f a c u lt y and/ S ta ^ p
irst, I want to thank my husband, Tim, for encouraging me to join the yearbook staff and putting up
ith my confusion and indecisiveness, he's a constant strength and support for me and is always
lere when the days seem rough. You're the best, Tim. I also want to thank Steph. Girl, without you,
d be lost in the Aurora world. Thank you for putting up with my stupid questions and the frequency
lith which they came about. Your patience and understanding were much appreciated. I also want to
end a word of thanks out to Brittany Jackson. Thank you for your friendship through these four
ears. You'll always have a special place in my heart. And many thanks need to be sent to my parnts, who have always expected the best out of me and have helped me become the person I am
Dday. Many thanks are also needed for my professors, who have guided me and instructed me in
■'e ways that will lead to success and the greatest achievement. Thank you for pushing me and
tretching me in ways I didn't know were possible to help me achieve the goals and desires of my
eart.

SCtMTaauiiu i

First of all, I need to thank 5tephanle for her help on this section. It would never
be finished without you! Your dedication and support have made you a great edi
tor. Jen, thanks for being real in spite of the fact that "we aren't even attracted to
each other." Truly genuine people are hard to come by these days. You're amaz
ing! Erin L., my detective partner, thanks for listening to me complain, for making
me laugh and for sharing in my love for '80s-'90s pop music. I have really
appreciated you this year (and your grammatical expertise). I wish it hadn't taken
me four years to get to know you! Dr. Belcher, thanks for asking me how I was
doing every day and being genuine in doing so. Knowing that you care about me
has made all the difference. Thanks for believing in me and encouraging me to
Irite (even though all that you've seen of my writing were "vomit drafts"). You're an incredible woman, and it's a privilege to call you
friend." Thanks to Dad and Mom for supporting me in every decision I make, and for setting me straight when I'm making simple situations
liore complicated than they really are. Thanks to Kristy, Mark and Kim for singalongs, uncontrollable laughter and a friendship that will never
Ind. I'm so lucky to have you in my life, and thrilled (most of the time) to be your sister (wink). Finally, and perhaps most important, I must
rank the one and only "J3" for making me smile every single day, and for loving me even when Ijust feel like being stubborn. Thanks for
|iking care of me and offering to do so until the day I die. ("Unless," of course, "you die first.")

c^9 iitineu/ cDytown/,
oge thanks to 5tephanle McMelly for giving me the wonderful opportunity of being on the staff this
±ar. Much love to Kyle Rago for coming on staff and getting me through the deadlines with so many
lighs! You're nuts! Kara Pusey and Donna hollandsworth, my beautiful RA and RD, I love you both!
ibltna, my roomie, thank you for putting up with the way too much stress I put upon myself! Joe
:e, Lindsay Yowell, Derek 5hlpman, The 9, thank you all for being beacons of light in my life and
firg there to listen to me whenever I need you. Thank you for sticking with me! Clrena 5lfford, my
’, frank you for giving me the refuge of your room when I needed to get away! Mom, Dad and Ben,
ank you for being there to support and encourage me in all of the ventures that I take on and
owing me to get myself in too deep. I love you. Jonathan, I love you and thank you for being such
solid part of my life for the last two years. I know this year has been hard. Jon Mlchols, thank you
r being the most generous and caring person I've ever been blessed to share friendship with. Malla,
ank you for 12 years and counting; wow. Madz, I love you. To all of the coaches who have helped
e put the section together accurately, thank you! To my girls on Fourth Morth, you rock my socks! I
ust definitely send a shout-out to K-Mart for letting me reak havoc on their store on many a late
,ht in toys. Thank you to Taco Bell — need I say more? I want to give the deepest of my thanks to
a best friend anyone could have: Jesus Christ. His love is never-failing.
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First, I want to thank God for blessing me beyond my
wildest imagination, Mext, I really need to thank the rest of
the yearbook staff for showing me the proverbial ropes
this past year. Without everyone's help, I'd have been lost
faster than Tom Flanks in Castaway. Thanks would also be
due to all those coaches that helped in my pursuit of a
better Sports section. Gotta throw a shout-out to a man
who is known by some as "the prettiest guy on campus,"
Jeremy Riddle, who gave me the lowdown on men's bas
ketball. I'd also like to thank Jim Flendry for putting togeth
er a great team this year, and even,though they fell a little short, there is "always next year." Others I'd like to thank
are Kasey McDowell; Jonathan Tran, the Picture Man; Grammar Guy; Brand Hew and its latest CD, Deja Entendu; the
entire OMU distance crew; the Ho. 12; my roomies for putting up with my insanity; Pimp G and his G-flddle; the
Slothmobile; Ethan Farrell and his ability to look the other way when verbally assaulted while running the 4x4; Greg
Varner and his motivational speeches; my "chapel buddy," Dan Haut; Pookie and Ray-Rae; whoever stocks the pop
dispenser in the Red Room; people who leave their keys in the golf carts; and last, but not least, Whaley and the
Whale Unit
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This year has'been one of those years that you look back on and wish that it
had been kinda different. I'm certain that there are many out there that under-ij
stand far too well how much work it takes to make "Johnny a dull boy (or girl), j
I certainly feel that this semester involved far more work than play. My Lord
and Savior, Jesus Christ, was my rock this year. There are also a couple peo-jjie
pie in particular that I found to be encouraging, or the highlight of my day, or
simply nice. I'm just gonna list you all really quick: Amanda Adams, Micky
Clark, Toussaint Whetstone, Mate Clark, LaDonna Schlsler, Priscilla Skalac, Jeff
Popenhagen and the rest of the Geo department (how could I leave you all
out?). I'd also like to thank Security, 'cause they're nice people that have the
keys to many doors at odd hours, and to the rest of the yearbook staff for all
of their hard work. I'd like to give a special thank-you to Stephanie McMelly,
because I know firsthand how much work she put into this book, and her sta
mina is amazing. It was great working under pressure with you, girl. I'd also
like to thank the people that became what I like to call "Foot Models." Your
participation meant so much to me, especially since the whole idea of model-.,
ing your foot to be published isn't necessarily something to brag about to all your buds.
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I've really been blessed with incredible friendships at Olivet
that I know aren'-t going to end when'I graduate. This past
school year, I've been living with the three most wonderful
girls- Marissa Lynn/Tracy Edwards and Kristina Cloud. I
don t think I ve ever laughed so hard over such dumb
•
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things in my life before. I really just want to say "thank
you" to all of them for being such great friends and room
mates, they've really made my senior year memorable.
’
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Mext, I want to thank-my family for being there for me and
**
supporting me in everything I do. I have such a wonderful family that encourages me to go after my passions. ThanfI
you, Kellie and Ryann, for being such great sisters. You both have truly become two of my best friends. Stephanie,
thanks so much for your hard work with the yearbook. I know that you were very stressed at times, but you did a
great job. Thank you so much for helping me out with those last-minute pictures that had to be taken. I don't think I
could have done it if it weren't for you.
....
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Throughout life, some people fade like an old bumpersticker on the back of a Pinto; others continue
to shine brightly and forever leave the imprint on our hearts. I'd like to thank my parents, who have
forever etched their love into my heart. I'd also like to thank my friends, mentors and faculty here at
Olivet who have also left their imprint. Thank you, Chaplain Benson and Dr. Bowling; your examples
haven't gone unnoticed. Above all, though, my Savior, who didn't etch my heart, but molded it to
begin with.
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There are so many people to thank that the below list can in
no way be all-inclusive. As soon as this goes to press, I know
that I'll think of someone else that I'd like to thank for being
ere for me and for supporting me through the different phases of my life this past year. 5o, for
eryone, whether your name is listed below or not, know that I love you and am extremely grateful
■your love, support and encouragement With that said, let the list begin:
gan O'Connell: Thank you for all your hard work: for taking pictures when you were literally too busy

:d didn't have the time to, for making endless runs to Foto Quick and for organizing and fulfilling all
e photo requests that came in — even the ones that came in at the last minute. Know that I appre; |ate everything you did more than I can say.
ary Faw: Thank you for all the hours you put into this book. Your dedication, expertise and advice

ive made this book possible. I honestly don't know what I would have done without you. You took a random idea that I had ("Barefoot
afore Cod") and you ran with it. All the ideas and designs were ideas that I had, but had no way to visualize them. Thank you for taking on
|y dream and making it your own. I must say it looks awesome.
Ian Relnicke: Thank you for taking time to look at every picture in order to improve the photo quality. I know you were extremely busy with

'erything else you had going on, but no matter how many pictures I dropped on your lap at once :), you found the time to look at them for
e. Who knew that when I met you on an Omega trip two years ago, we'd end up working on yearbook together? Thanks for everything.
>n 5nand: Thank you for working hard as the business manager and for staying in contact with the churches. Also, a big thanks for helping

>e find an awesome Freshmen editor. :)
(Tiffany DeMint): You did it; you completed your third year as UL editor. Can you believe it? Thank you for your dedication and hard work;
jur section looks great. Thank you also for all your kind words and for always asking how I'm doing. Your friendship over these past three
ears has meant a lot.
iristy Intawong: Thank you for your dedication to your section and your willingness to do it even if it wasn't your first choice in sections. You

i3me in and did a wonderful job and I'm extremely thankful for everything you did. Your hard work was very much appreciated.
larryse Brooks: Thank you for your hard work on the Faculty and Staff section. Despite our miscommunication on when the deadline was,

e section still got done on time. Thank you for working so hard to ensure that it did. I appreciate it.
litany Jacxson: The Senior section looks great, and I'm notjust saying that because I'm finally a senior and am in color. You did a truly won-

I

erfui job trying to pick a variety of people. Thanks for your hard work these past two years.
atle Thompson: Thanks for your dedication to the Junior section. You were so organized and on top of things that you were done a month

arly, which helped us meet a deadline. Thanks for all you did and for all your offers to help in other ways.

Roz (Emily Rosner): The Sophomore section looks awesome. You tooK the unofficial sub-theme of more pictures anc
you ran with it — and I love it. ThanKs for all the hours you put into maKing sure everything was done on time.
5usan 5hand: Thank you for your hard work on the Freshmen section. Seeing your dedication to your section and all
the time that you put in to ensure that it was done on time was truly inspiring.
Jess (Jessica Allison): What can I say, girl? I told you I wanted to give you the biggest section in the book and you

took it on and conquered it with grace and style. Thank you for your dedication and the many late nights you pulled.
The Clubs and Organizations section looks great. Good luck next year!
Trisha Gross: Thank you, thank you, thank you. You weren't sure you wanted to do the Spiritual Life section for the

second year, but you did and it looks great. Thank you for staying on top of all your deadlines and for being willing tq
finish pages eady to help us meet a deadline. Your willingness to help was much appreciated.
Jessica Pomales: I didn't see you in the office much, as our schedules never really coincided, but thank you for all yc
did to help Trish with the Spiritual Life section. I truly appreciate it.

Brittney Brown: Thanks for all your hard work on the Sports section. The many late nights and time snuck in betwee-

other things didn't go unnoticed. You also took the sub-theme of more pictures and ran with it and the Sports sectio
looks great because of it.
■
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Kyle Rago: I know, originally, you filled out an application as a joke, but I'm glad you changed your mind and decided
you'u like to be on staff, j thank you for all your hard work — for staying late to finish pages even when you had to
get up early the next day to leave for a meet. Things like that didn't go unnoticed. Thank you.
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Jonathan Tran, Knstina Cloud, Jill Kornok and everyone else who helped out In a pinch and took pictures for us: Than

you. Without you, this book wouldn't have been possible.
Everyone
who let us photograph their bare feet: A major thank-you. You really helped make the theme of the book
* "*
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come alive on the pages.
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The Olivet Community: Thank you for contributing quotes, submitting photos and filling out information sheets. All of

your help made our jobs easier.
**i* *
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Tara Beth: ThanKs for giving me the original inspiration for the book.
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Barefoot Ministries- [Jeff Edmondson, Gretchen (Steinhart) Clayton, Erik Crew, Bo Cassell and the recently promoted

Kevin Brown]; Thanxs for being part of a ministry that inspired the theme of the book. I'd also like to thank you for
being there for me this summer during my internship. Barefoot was truly a great place to work. Thanks for everything
*
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Heather (Kinzinger) 5haner and Kristy Ingram: Thanks for everything you've done to help get this book finished. The

food and candy, have truly been appreciated, but more than anything, I cherish the support and encouragement that
you gave me.
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Deanne Johnson (sales rep) and Julie Bogart (plant rep): Thanks for working with me and helping me in the productio

of. this book. Thank you for answering my numerous e-mails and for your encouraging words. I truly appreciate it.
*
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Dean Woody Webt Thank you for entrusting me with this job and for your encouraging words.

v
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Donnie Jc
Johnson, Jason Ellis and George Wolff: Thank you for helping me get pictures when I needed them. Your coo,

eration and help really pulled me out of some tight jams.
Kris Dunlop: Thank you for all the support and help you gave me. I also want to thank you for all the times you
stopped in the office with some random story that made me laugh; those times where much appreciated.

lancy BretziafF, Trisha O'Brien, Lynn Mixon, Marjorie Vinson and Kathy Jewell: Thank you for all the random help that you gave me. From the

jncouraging words to setting up a distribution list for me to identifying people, all of it was appreciated.
s5C Council: Thank you for supporting me in this venture. Keep singing about those country roads :) Rem, I especially want to thank you for
jlways asking how things are going and giving me an encouraging word.
'laiinda. Thanks for putting up with the weird hours I kept first semester.
toss and Amanda: Thanks for putting up with me and for listening when I needed to vent. Amanda, thanks for coming down and keeping me
:ompany in the office; the movie, snack and workday Saturday meant a lot to me. I'm glad that we've really gotten to know each other this
ear. Ross, same thing goes for you; I'm glad that I got to live next-door to you and got to know you better as well.

^in Thanks for being there with me from the very beginning. Your friendship over these past four years has been so precious to me. You're
ruly a special person. Hey, you lived with me for two years, so you must be, right?

I
Rumbley, my Comm, buddy: What would I have done without you in those classes? From cat's cradles to journalism stories to googamoosng to popup ads, we've been through a lot together. Thanks for being such a great friend.
“ly home-group pals (Rin, Amanda, Lindsey, Kyle, Emily, David, Melissa, Brant and Kara): Thank you. I really can't put down on paper how

->pecial this group has been to me. Thank you for everything: the support, the encouragement, the prayers and the laughter. I'll never forget
t.
Ihuck and Deb, my home-group leaders: You deserve a special thank-you. You opened your home four years ago to a group of college stu

dents and it was plain to see that we sort of scared you that first night (and rightly so; we were a strange group), but you stuck with it
5unday after Sunday and year after year. And now, four years later, we're no longer just a strange groupof students, but, rather,a family.
Thank you for all your love, support and care. I truly appreciate and cherish it.
Jonna 5tipp, Ash, Karl, Ross, Erin, Emily and Faith: I know we didn't see each other as much this year, but I want you all to know that I love
each of you and your friendship means the world to me. At different times this year, you'd drop me an e-mail or an encouraging word and it
wasjust what I needed to make it through the day. Thank you.
ITie Department of Communication Professors, from Dr. Marty to Patrick-Trippel to Chenoweth to Bishop to Amy Tallman: Know that you all

tave influenced my life in unique and special ways. Thank you.
'tom, Dad and Daniel: Thank you for your love, support, encouragement and prayers. You've been behindmeevery step of theway and, for
.hat, I thank you. Your love means the world to me. Know that I love you.
neather: You've been my best friend for so long that I don't really remember a time when you weren't in my life. Your friendship has meant

tie world to me. I love you.
!ric, 5andl, Erllynn and Brock: You guys have come to mean the world to me. Your friendship, support and encouragement really mean a lot.

•^now that I love you.
Jeanna Thank you for being such a good friend to me this summer. The talks that we had meant a lot to me. I look forward to more of
:hem.
iy church family: Thanks for the support and encouragement you've given me over the years. Even though Cod may be leading me some

where else, you'll always hold a special place in my heart.
Dllvet: I can't believe my four years are over. They've gone so quickly. I've learned and experienced a lot here — some good, some bad, but
3ll of it essential for my growth. Thank you for being a place where Christian values are preached and taught.
Jesus: You may be last on the list, but You are certainly not the least. What do they say? "5ave the best for last." Thank You for Your love,

jrace and mercy. Thank You for never giving up on me. I've learned a lot this year — about myself and about You, and, for that, I thank You.
rhanks for reminding me that this book wasn't about me, but was about You. May it glorify Your name. And may I always go through life
'Barefoot Before Cod."
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The 91st volume of the Olivet Mazarene
University Aurora was printed by nerff Jones of
Shawnee (Mission, Kan. 5ervice representative
was Deanne Jonnson and customer service .
adviser was Julie Bogart. The press run was
1,800 and wai submitted on CDs using Nerff
Jones Pagemaher Program with Quark XPress
4.0. Copy was written and edited by the Aurora
staff and contributing writers. Pagination was
done on Macintosh Apple computers. Candid
photos were taken by the Aurora staff and conx
." ■*
*
tributing .photographers, including Bill Jurevich of
The Image Croup.
The cover is AdoDe Tan 1750 and
Iridescent, Ocean 1850 with a sand grain and
lettering in Amaze-Normal font. The endsheets
are 65# Sterling Ultra Matte Cover. Paper
throughput the book is 80# bordeaux special
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2003-04 Aurora Staff
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Body copy and captions are in Beagle
4
\ -k.
Normal 8-14, testimonies, quotes and
club/group information are in Amaze-Normal
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, Student and faculty potraits were taken
by Jim McAdams of MJM Photography, 1101 N.
800 E., Greentown, IN 46936..
V
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Club
and
sports
group
pictures
were
gi A * -V » '( \
taken by Bill Jurevich of The Image Croup, 933
N. Convent 5t., Bourbonnais, IL 60914.
Inquiries regarding the book should be
directed to the Aurora Office: Olivet Nazarene
•v
University, Ludwig Center,. Bourbonnais, IL,
60914-2345, (815) 939-5337.
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Editor: Stephanie McNelly
Adviser: heather (Kinzinger) Shaner
Photo Editor: Megan O'Connell
Image Editor: Brian Reinicke
Graphic Designer: Mary Paw
Advertising Manager: Lori Shand
University Life Editor: Tiffany DeMint
Academics Editor: Christy Intawong
Seniors Editor: Brittany Jackson
Juniors Editor: Katie Thompson
Sophomores Editor: Emily Rosner
Freshmen Editor: Susan Shand
Faculty and Staff Editor: Charryse Brooks
Clubs and Organizations Editor: Jessica Allison
Spiritual Life Co-Editor: Trisha Cross
Spiritual Life Co-Editor: Jessica Pomales
Sports Co-Editor: Brittney Brown
Sports Co-Editor: Kyle Rago
Photographers: Jessica Allison, Remington

Anksorus, Brittney Brown, Kristina Cloud,
Tiffany DeMint, Kris Dunlop, Jason Ellis, Mary
Faw, Trisha Cross, heather Nellman, Jill
Hornok, Christy Intawong, Brittany Jackson,
Janet McDowell, Stephanie McNelly, Jesse
Noneman, Megan O'Connell, Erin Ouwenga,
Jessica Pennington, Jessica Pomales, Emily
Rosner, Adam Schwer, Lori Shand, Susan
Shand, The Image Croup, Katie Thompson,
Jonathan Tran, Sarah Windholz, Hayley Yoder
Writers: Various, from different groups, organi
zations, clubs and teams

